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EDITORIAL

Good guys do win
The Global Investor Awards of
2018 suggest the asset management
industry is currently in fine fettle.
The most coveted asset management
awards yielded many strong entries
and were, therefore, hotly contested.
It was also encouraging to see the
awards were shared among a number
of blue-chip firms. The equities
manager of the year was Baillie Gifford
and the fixed income manager of the
year was Bluebay Asset Management.
Amundi took home the ETF award,
Royal London Asset Management
claimed the well-liked ESG prize
and Insight Investments was the LDI
manager of the year.
Multi-asset manager of the year was
Prudential Portfolio Management
Group, Russell Investments won the
fiduciary manager of the year gong,
Fidelity was the best fund of funds
manager and Bordier UK won wealth
manager of the year.
The custodial, administrative and
brokerage awards were also well
contested, with BNP Paribas Securities
Services, BNY Mellon, Northern Trust,
RBC Investor & Treasury Services and
Societe Generale Securities Services all
left looking for space in their trophy
cabinets.
The biggest winner on the night
however was Legal & General
Investment Management, which
claimed the smart-beta manager of the
year prize and the big one – the Asset
Manager of the Year award.
These awards were well deserved
and came less than a month after
long-time LGIM chief executive Mark
Zinkula surprised the market by
announcing his intention to retire in
August next year after (what will them
have been) almost eight-and-a-half
years as the head of the largest UK
fund management group.
Zinkula has done a good job. The
cover feature in this issue (page 10)
charts the progress LGIM has made
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under Zinkula to diversify its interests
beyond the UK pensions market.
There’s nothing wrong with the UK
pensions market (don’t get me wrong)
but the world’s a big place and Zinkula
has in recent years taken LGIM to
new frontiers. The firm’s international
revenue is now over £100 million (or
13% of group earnings) compared
to £14m (or 3%) when Zinkula was
appointed in 2011.
The London-based firm is now a real
contender in Europe and the US, while
its Asian strategy is similarly coming
together.
The company has also diversified by
function. In 2011, over three quarters of
LGIM revenue was from either index
or active investments whereas now
that figure is about 60%, reflecting a
huge growth in its solutions business
(which is now 26% of earnings) and
real assets (12%).
The tribute paid to Zinkula by his
boss when the announcement that he
will retire next year went out at the
end of May was sincere.
Nigel Wilson, group chief executive
of Legal & General, said: “Mark truly
espouses Legal & General’s culture
and values and we will miss him.”
The Global Investor chief executive of
the year award for 2018 went to Martin
Gilbert of Standard Life Aberdeen who
spoke of his conviction that the key to
success in asset management is building and developing investment teams
rather than buying star fund managers.
The night will also be remembered
for a touching tribute to Cian Burke,
the head of HSBC Securities Services,
who was awarded the asset services
chief executive of the year award.
God knows, this industry has its
faults but sometimes the good guys do
win and this was one of those nights.
Luke Jeffs,
Managing Editor,
Global Investor Group
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Exclusives from
Global Investor Group
These are some of the top news stories you
may have missed at GlobalInvestorGroup.com
Asset Management:
Mixed Q2 for asset
managers – experts
The operating environment for asset
managers was mixed in the second
quarter, according to experts, with
client flows weakening but markets
staying positive.
From April to the end of June, client
flows were weak after investors were
deterred by the spike in equity market
volatility in early February, according
to UBS analyst Michael Werner.
“That said, Q2 was generally positive
from a market performance perspective as developed equity markets performed well with strong performance
in April and May more than offsetting
weakness in June,” he added.
Werner also noted weakness in
emerging equity markets as concerns
about the rising dollar and increasing trade tensions drove valuations
downward.
According to statistics from IHS
Markit, emerging market equities now
represent more than 11.5% of all equity
short balances, up from 8.8% at the
start of 2017.
Lester backs institutional
crypto exchange Archax
Former London Stock Exchange chief
strategy officer David Lester has
backed a new crypto exchange geared
towards institutional investors.
The London-based exchange, Archax,

david lester
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was launched in late June and is based
on the infrastructure that banks, brokers and hedge funds are familiar with.
It will operate under regulatory and
best practice principles and support industry standards such as FIX,
hoping to provide a “credible bridge
between the blockchain-centric ‘tech’
community and the traditional institutional space”.
According to Lester, who is advisor
and non-executive director at Archax, “tokenisation and blockchains
are innovations that have significant
potential to disrupt and open up new
business opportunities”.
Funds could bypass global custodians – Myriad CEO
Asset managers should consider bypassing global custodians and managing their own network of sub-custody
banks, the chief executive of a UK
fintech has suggested.
“The way the world has gone since
the global financial crisis, many asset
managers are performing a type of
look-through due diligence on the subcustody network that is being provided
by the global custodians,” Simon
Shepherd, who runs Myriad Group
Technologies, told Global Investor.
“There must be a tipping point
beyond which an asset manager
should be able to achieve savings by
disintermediating the global custodian
and going straight to their own subcustody network,” he added.

Simon Shepherd

Securities Finance:
CSDR rules up sec
lending risk – Icma
The risks associated with securities
lending under the CSDR regime
increase “exponentially”, according to
a capital markets trade body.
CSDR, short for the Central
Securities Depositories Regulation, is
set to come into play in the European
fixed income and equity markets in
2020.
It applies to all European CSDs and
to all market operators in the context of
securities settlement and is part of the
wider EU regulatory reforms, including
Mifid II, which cover the entire
securities and capital markets structure.
“There are usually provisions under
their repo or lending agreements to
remedy the failing repo or loan, but
contractually these are very different
to a buy-in, both in terms of timing
and substance,” Andy Hill, senior
director of market practice and
regulatory policy at the International
Capital Market Association (Icma),
wrote in a paper published in June.
Asia gov bond ETF
to start sec lending
An exchange-traded bond fund
investing in local currency
government debt in eight Asian
markets is to start lending securities.
From July 10, the ABF Pan Asia Bond
Index Fund (PAIF) will lend assets
to qualified borrowers in a bid to
generate additional income and offset
fees.
The fund, which is managed by State
Street Global Advisors, invests in
government debt from China, Hong
Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand.
It will use HSBC as its securities
lending agent.

JUNE Wong
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June Wong, senior managing
director and head of Asia ex- Japan
at State Street Global Advisors, said:
“We believe the addition of Asian
local-currency denominated bonds
into the lending pool will deepen
liquidity in the secondary markets,
ultimately benefiting all investors.”
New York pension fund seeks
custody, sec lending bids
A £200 billion US government
pension fund is searching for custody
and securities lending providers,
according to two separate requests for
proposals seen by Global Investor.
The New York State Common
Retirement Fund (NYSCRF) issued
the request for a supplier of “master
custodial services” on May 15 and
did the same for a securities lending
partner on June 15.
They are open for bids until
mid-August and mid-September,
respectively.
The NYSCRF claims to be the thirdlargest public pension fund in the US
with some $206.9 billion in assets held
on behalf of more than a million state
and local government employees.

Custody:
German sec services market key
to Europe – BNP Paribas
The German market is crucial for
custodians and fund services firms
looking to build a dominant position
on the continent, a senior industry
figure has claimed.
“If you’re not fundamentally
successful in the German market,
you will struggle to be successful
in continental Europe,” said
Dietmar Roessler, a member of the
management team at BNP Paribas
Securities Services Germany, adding
that “being strong in Germany means
you have a significant leverage” on
the rest of the continent.
“That’s why everybody, in my
perception, is pushing very hard to
increase their market share in the
German market,” he told Global
Investor.
His comments followed an
announcement that BNP Paribas’
asset servicing arm had agreed with
Deutsche Bank fund house DWS to
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Dietmar Roessler

service £212 billion worth of assets
and absorb its fund administration
unit.
BNP Paribas believes taking over
DWS’ unit, which has a primarily
German footing, will help it grow
its presence in Germany and
Luxembourg.
EC hedge fund custody rules
to have “impact” – Indos
Proposed EU rules around
the safekeeping of alternative
funds’ assets would have wider
repercussions for the industry
if adopted in their current form,
according to UK-based depository
Indos Financial.
“It’s not going to impact us too
much at present, but I think it’s going
to impact the industry quite a lot,”
said Bill Prew, founder and chief
executive of Indos, referring to his
own firm.
Following up on a two-phased
consultation by the European
Securities and Markets Authority
(Esma), the European Commission
brought forward a draft delegated
regulation in late May to harmonise
practices for protecting assets under
custody across the continent.
The proposal amends aspects of
the Alternative Investment Fund
Managers Directive (AIFMD), which
created an EU-wide framework for
hedge funds and other alternative
investment vehicles, and mandated
they appoint a depository.
State Street launches real
asset services group
State Street has established a real
assets fund services group in a move
aimed at infrastructure and real estate
vehicles, the US custodian said in
June.
It builds upon State Street’s real
estate business, which administers
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roughly $165 billion in property
assets.
The Boston-based bank has also
hired an infrastructure expert to help
service the emerging asset class.
Kyle Alexander, who was a senior
controller at US alternative manager
Global Infrastructure Partners, now
oversees State Street’s infrastructure
product strategy.

Derivatives:
China could hold
$100bn opportunity
for brokers - UBS
China could be home to a $100 billion
revenue pool for foreign institutional
brokers by 2025, providing
deregulation occurs.
Analysts at UBS predict a gradual
relaxation of rules could unlock
significant opportunities across
trading (market making and
derivatives), financing (prime
brokerage) and asset management.
“Deregulation also opens up
derivatives for various asset classes,
expanding the revenue base for
securities firms,” UBS analysts Kelvin
Chu and May Yan wrote in a note to
clients in June.
“With restrictions on short-selling
fully removed, hedge funds grow
into respectable assets under
management, which drives demand
for prime brokerage.
“Increasing use of leverage at
securities firms, encouraged by more
favourable capital requirements,
helps trading and client facilitation
business.”
In terms of figures, UBS reckons
institutional brokerage pool could
expand four-fold to $13 billion by
2025, with additional revenue of $87
billion from markets and investment
banking.
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Trading Places
Many of the top asset management, securities
finance, custody and derivatives players reshuffled
their top management in early 2018
Asset Management:
Transition management exec
Mitchell leaves Goldman
Long-serving Goldman Sachs executive James Mitchell has left the investment bank.
London-based Mitchell most recently
served as co-head of portfolio transition solutions.
Global Investor understands he
exited the firm in May to pursue other
ventures. Mitchell joined Goldman in
2000 – the year the firm established
a dedicated transition management
team in London.
Cyril Vidal, previously co-head of
portfolio transition solutions with
Mitchell, will now take sole charge of
the unit.
A spokesperson for the bank said
Goldman is continuing its ongoing
commitment to transition management and fully servicing its clients.
Foreign funds seeking greater access to Japan – MUFG
Japan is becoming an increasingly
attractive market for foreign buy-side
firms as domestic investors look to
step up their alternative allocations
overseas, John Sergides, MUFG Investor Services’ new deputy CEO, told
Global Investor.
“Japan has been always a notoriously difficult market to penetrate for
non-Japanese firms. Having a partner
who is Japanese, who is the dominant
domestic force, who has these deep
relationships, and who has the capa-

John Sergides
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bilities is invaluable to our clients now
more than ever,” said Sergides, who
works out of New York.
MUFG Investor Services, which safekeeps in excess of $500 billion worth of
assets worldwide, will appoint a new
Tokyo-based interim chief executive in
July, Eiji Ihori, as part of a leadership
reshuffle.
The current boss, London-based
Mark Porter, will continue in an
advisory capacity as non-executive
director.
Sergides, who became deputy CEO
in May in addition to his role as head
of sales and marketing, said Porter has
been planning to take personal time
and emphasised he will help steer the
company in the same path.

Securities Finance:
Sec finance specialist
Forbes to exit AXA IM
Jayne Forbes has left her post as AXA
Investment Managers’ global head of
securities finance, Global Investor can
reveal.
Forbes, who has been with the firm
for thirteen years, left the company on
June 30.
She was promoted in 2015 to
global head of securities financing and
deputy head of trading and securities
financing.
Her role involved overseeing securities lending, repo and collateral
management activities for AXA IM,
which is an active, long-term, global,
multi-asset investor.
Forbes joined AXA IM from State
Street in 2005.
Earlier this year, she joined the board
of ICMA’s European Repo and Collateral Council.
RBC hires Abric from Broadridge
Securities finance expert Peter Abric
has joined RBC Capital Markets in
New York from US tech frim Broad-
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ridge. The executive joined the Canadian bank on June 15 as a managing
director focused on securities lending in the US. He reports to Andrew
Thornhill, managing director, equity
finance.
Abric’s focus will be on optimising
funding sources for internal assets as
well as servicing client demand for
stock loans and borrows, a spokesperson told Global Investor.
Previously, Abric headed up securities finance product sales for Broadridge. He joined the technology firm
at the start of 2017 after leading Wells
Fargo’s equity finance desk for 15
years.
RBC Capital Markets is one of several Canadian prime brokerage houses
to expand in the US in recent years.
Treseler departs Societe
Generale after two decades
James Treseler has left Societe Generale after two decades at the French
Bank, Global Investor can reveal.
The securities finance specialist had
been with the firm for 20 years, both in
the UK and US.
A SocGen spokesperson confirmed
Treseler had left to “pursue other opportunities”.
Treseler, a prime brokerage expert,
ran the firm’s equity finance and equity derivatives offerings globally.
His official title was managing
director & global head of cross asset
secured funding.
Since 2012, he had overseen teams of
traders, engineers and sales specialists in Hong Kong, Tokyo, Sydney,
Paris, London, Frankfurt, New York,
Chicago and Montreal.
Global Investor can reveal his replacement will be Paris-based Richard
Déroulède.

James Treseler
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Custody:
Murphy to run JPM’s
APAC fund services unit
John Murphy is taking charge of JP
Morgan’s custody and fund services
business across Asia Pacific.
Hong Kong-based Murphy will succeed Colin McKechnie, who will return
to New York after spending the last
three years in Hong Kong.
“Our custody and fund services
franchise in Asia Pacific has achieved
tremendous growth under Colin’s
stewardship with assets under custody
increasing by 30% over the last three
years,” Teresa Heitsenrether, the firm’s
head of global custody and fund services, said in a statement.
Heitsenrether, who replaced James
Kenny this year, added: “Our business
is well positioned for continued expansion, and under John’s leadership we
will move to the next level.”
Murphy has over 20 years of experience in the industry and has held product, operations and client facing roles in
the US, Europe and Asia.
As part of his promotion, he will join
JP Morgan’s global custody and fund
services management team as well as
the bank’s Asia Pacific management
committee.
HSBC appoints head of
securities services in France
Olivier Laurent has been appointed
head of HSBC Securities Services (HSS)
in France, Global Investor can confirm.
Paris-based Laurent, who has been
with HSBC since 2014, took up his new
role in mid-June, according to an internal memo seen by Global Investor.
He reports to the firm’s European securities services head, Rafael Santiago
and Xavier Boisseau, HSBC’s deputy
head of global banking and markets
France.
“Olivier’s appointment represents
a key step in HSS’ journey to grow its
business in one of the largest continental European markets for securities
services,” Santiago and Boisseau wrote.
The pair added: “We already have a
well-established issuer services business in France and support a variety of
French investment managers, as well as
banks and broker dealers across HSS.”
Laurent will oversee HSS country
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governance in France as well as the
planned establishment of a “global
custody hub” in Paris.
BNP Paribas hires
Senanayake in Singapore

Diana Senanayake

BNP Paribas Securities Services has
hired Diana Senanayake to spearhead
its Singapore business.
She has taken over from Mostapha
Tahiri, who was named head of institutional investors and digital transformation for Asia-Pacific in September.
Earlier in 2018, Senanayake left a
Luxembourg post at RBC Investor &
Treasury Services as managing director for global client coverage.
She lead RBC’s asset servicing business in Singapore and Malaysia after
working for Deloitte and Ernst &
Young in Europe.
In her new role, Senanayake is responsible for “continuing to build out”
the custodian’s local operation while
growing its clientele.
She reports to BNP Paribas’ Singapore CEO, Pierre Veyres.

edge and a broad network within
the international finance industry,”
Veronica Augustsson, chief executive
officer of Cinnober Group said in a
statement.
Trevor Spanner to leave
HKEx at end of 2018
Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing’s
group chief information officer and
group risk officer Trevor Spanner has
decided to leave the firm, FOW has
learned.
“Trevor Spanner has decided to leave
the company to pursue other interests
but has agreed to stay on as a Senior
Advisor until the end of 2018 to ensure
a smooth transition,” a HKEx spokesperson told FOW.
Spanner, who joined the London
Metal Exchange (LME) in 2011, has
held a number of senior roles within
the Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing (HKEx) Group since the acquisition of the oldest metals market one
year later.
He will leave the group’s IT division,
which was formed last year to consolidate group-wide IT management and
platform development at HKEx and
its major subsidiaries in London and
mainland China.
Prior to that he served as HKEx’s
chief operating officer and group risk
officer, from 2016 until June 2017.
He was also LME Clear’s chief executive from 2013 until 2015, heading
the newly created clearing house.

Derivatives:
Cinnober hires former
RBC MD Lenardos as CFO
Swedish technology firm Cinnober appointed former Royal Bank of Canada
managing director Peter Lenardos
to the group’s chief financial officer
(CFO).
Lenardos, who had been senior
financial advisor to Cinnober since
April this year, replaced current CFO,
Ninni Pramdell, who left the company
to pursue other opportunities.
He is based in both Cinnober’s London and Stockholm offices, starting in
June.
“Peter has unique experience, knowl-
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cover story: Mark Zinkula, Legal & General Investment Management

LGIM chief Zinkula
sets a high bar
The chief executive of Legal & General Investment
Management has taken the London-based firm from
strength-to-strength in his seven years in charge,
writes Luke Jeffs
There’s no getting round it, the man or
woman who replaces Mark Zinkula as
head of Legal & General Investment
Management has big shoes to fill.
Since Zinkula was made chief executive officer of LGIM in March 2011, the
largest UK asset manager has virtually
doubled its annual operating profit to
£400 million while its 2017 revenue hit
£805m, up from £417 million in 2011.
Zinkula has also successfully diversified the business. Last year, a third of
LGIM revenue came from index products, 28% was from active strategies,
26% from solutions and 12% was from
real assets.
This compares favourably to the
business he inherited in 2011 when
over three quarters of LGIM income
was from index or active investments
and its solutions and real assets lines
were much smaller.
It is perhaps understandable then
that Zinkula’s recent announcement
that he will retire in August next year
was met with plaudits.
Speaking at the time of the announcement on May 31, Nigel Wilson, group chief executive of Legal &
General, said: “Mark is and has been a
first class CEO of LGIM and a terrific
colleague. LGIM is in great shape and
now manages just under £1 trillion of
assets under management.”
Wilson added: “I am very grateful
for his excellent stewardship. I look
forward to working with him in this
next phase, building on this success,
and in due course the appointment of
his successor. Mark truly espouses Legal & General’s culture and values and
we will miss him.”
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Zinkula: successfully diversified the
business

Zinkula told Global Investor in June
he is pleased with the progress the firm
has made in his time as chief executive.
“We’re very proud of the growth
we have achieved over the past year,
and over the past several years. We
achieved £43 billion in external net
inflows in 2017, with strong growth
in UK defined contribution (DC) and
retail markets and year-over-year increases in net flows in all of our target
international regions.”
Historically, when you thought
of LGIM, you thought UK and you
thought pensions funds and the firm
remains focused on this business.
Zinkula said: “The UK pension mar-
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ket has been our core market for a long
time, so we have a deep understanding
of how this market is evolving. We are
the largest manager of both defined
benefit (DB) and DC assets and our
success can be attributed to our unique
client-orientated and collaborative culture and solutions philosophy.”
Zinkula believes LGIM’s approach
to customers, forged in the UK pensions market, leaves it well placed to
support a greater diversity of investors
including those in the US and Asia.
“Everything starts and ends with our
clients. We are fully committed to earning their trust and doing all we can to
deliver for them. This client focus has
allowed us to be a market leader in developing products for the pension sector, which is evidenced by our strong
growth in solutions assets.”
Zinkula is fanatical about client engagement: “Clients are at the heart of
everything we do. They are the reason our business exists. It’s extremely
important we do everything we can
to understand what they are trying to
accomplish with their assets and provide the best service possible. We listen
closely to them and respond to their
changing needs.”
The firm hosted in 2017 over 150 client events including client roadshows,
training for trustees, briefings for investment consultants and conferences
for a range of different investment customers.
The CEO continued: “We work very
hard to develop useful products at a
fair price, be as transparent as possible and deliver the performance and
service they expect. Strong relationships with clients mean that they will
stay with us for longer, and may give
us more of their assets to manage over
time.”
LGIM under Zinkula has been working to grow aggressively its international assets. Last year, its non-UK interests
yielded £103m, which was 13% of the
group total. This compares to just £14m
in 2011 when Zinkula became boss, so
that’s a compound annual growth rate
of 40% over the seven years.
He told Global Investor: “Our international expansion is gaining momen-
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tum with higher net flows in all regions
last year, and assets from international
clients represented over three quarters
of our total net flows.”
Zinkula, an American himself who
ran LGIM’s Americas arm for three
years before moving to London to take
the top job, said: “The US market is a
significant opportunity for us. We have
experienced tremendous success growing our US business during its first
decade and now manage £140 billion
assets in our Chicago office for US and
international clients.”
He continued: “We are also building
on our record year of inflows in Europe as we grow our presence in this
region, which includes the acquisition
of a European exchange-traded fund
platform.”
LGIM completed on March 19 the
acquisition of Canvas, the exchangetraded fund (ETF) platform formerly
owned by ETF Securities, which, it said
at the time, “marked a significant milestone in LGIM’s expansion into Europe, further strengthening its current
capabilities and giving clients access to
a suite of established and distinct ETF

strategies”.
Zinkula said the firm is also looking east: “We are also expanding our
footprint in Asia. We have established
offices in Hong Kong and Tokyo, and
are developing strategic partnerships
in the region. We are optimistic we will
start to see the same rapid growth in
this region as we have experienced in
the US and, more recently, Europe.”
As well as looking to diversify regionally, the company is also looking
to boost its various product offerings.
“We have now entered the next phase
of growth as we expand our investment
capabilities into high yield, multi-asset
and real assets, and broaden our distribution focus beyond the corporate pension market,” said Zinkula.
The firm has a solid bench of offerings, across equities, fixed income,
multi-asset, environmental, social and
governance (ESG), liability-driven investment and smart beta. These were a
big part of Legal & General Investment
Management winning the Global Investor Asset Manager of the Year 2018
award in late June. Some 86% of LGIM
flagship funds outperformed their

Nigel Wilson: “LGIM is in great shape
and now manages just under £1 trillion
of assets under management.”

benchmark in 2017.
“We are experiencing particularly
strong demand for our range of solutions products, especially our multi-asset funds, and also for our active fixed
income funds in both the US and UK,”
said the chief executive.
The Diversified Multi-Factor Equity
Fund launched in July 2017 uses a variety of factors to tilt towards stocks
with certain attributes. Its latest fixed

diversified business
LGIM AUM breakdown over past decade
AUM (£bn)

LGIM operating profit growth

Consistent profit growth over the last 10 years

£983bn
24

Real Assets:

156

Active Strategies:

2%

Operating Profit (£m)

16%

400
366

355
463

Solutions:

47%

304

321

272
206

£320bn
143

9

61

165

167

2008

2009

234

36
341
214

Index:

35%
2007

2007

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2017

ve Strategies include Active Fixed Income and Active Equities.
Retail Investments admin profit included from 2012 and Workplace Savings from 2014

2007 AUM include overlay assets of £24bn;
Active Strategies include Active5 Fixed Income and Active
Equities.
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income fund, launched in late 2016,
is the Emerging Markets Bond Fund
which employs actively managed strategies to allow exposure to emerging
market fixed income. The 2015 Global
High Yield Fund looks across Europe,
the US and emerging markets for credit
opportunities.
LGIM has also made a name for itself
in ESG strategies where the company is
often critical of firms in which it owns
shares in an effort to promote positive
change.
Zinkula said: “We have been leaders
in corporate governance and stewardship for a long time, and across a range
of topics. We incorporate ESG considerations into our investment process
and have a track record of taking an
active role in the companies in which
we invest, in order to raise their standards on issues such as climate change,
governance or diversity. We believe in
making full use of our rights as investors, for the benefit of all our clients.”
LGIM took the unusual step in June
of announcing “the corporate leaders
and laggards on climate change, following the first engagement period under its Climate Impact Pledge”.
The asset manager introduced the
Pledge in November 2016 to expedite
the progress that companies were makAUM Trend
ing in tackling climate change and
233
217
moving to a low carbon
economy. Un191
der the Pledge, LGIM engaged with 84
of the world’s largest corporates identi-

helping them do that with our Climate
Impact Pledge.”
And LGIM puts its money where
its mouth is. As part of the Pledge, the
firm has committed to “vote against
companies that have shown persistent
inaction to address climate risk and divest its Future World range from these
companies”.
It added: “LGIM will also vote
against the re-election of the chair at
these companies across LGIM’s complete range of equity funds.”
Zinkula said: “In addition to financial returns, people increasingly also
Meryam Omi: “Climate change is
want to better understand how their
a significant issue for society and
money is invested and if it is having a
investors”
positive impact on society. Funds such
as our expanding Future World range
fied as crucial to meeting targets set in
give our customers greater exposure
the Paris agreement.
to companies that are better positioned
LGIM said in late June three quarfrom an ESG perspective.”
ters of the 84 companies responded to
He added: “The funds are aligned
its letters, resulting in meetings with
with LGIM’s engagement and voting
over 50 companies. LGIM said in its
activities, creating a powerful incentive
statement: “We believe these conversafor companies to improve their behavtions contributed to a number of posiiour. We believe this can help mitigate
tive moves by firms, including Toyota,
risk and has the potential to improve
Wells Fargo and Australia’s Commonlong-term financial outcomes.”
wealth Bank.”
The Future World product is multiMeryam Omi, head of Sustainability
factor global equities index fund that
and Responsible
Investment Strategy
was adopted in November 2016 as the
307
at 279
LGIM, said in June: “Climate change
equity default option for the HSBC
215
Revenue Trend
is a significant issue for society and
Bank UK DC Pension Scheme.
198
investors... Our role is to ensure comWorking closely with HSBC and inpanies in different industries transidex firm FTSE Russell, LGIM designed
tion successfully, and are committed to
a bespoke index comprising a multi-
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factor equity strategy exposed to four
factors on a balanced basis.
The fund’s key factors are: value,
namely stocks that trade at a discount
to their prospective fair value based on
company data; low volatility; quality,
namely stocks with strong sustainable
returns characterised by high profitability and low leverage; and small
capitalised firms which typically outperform larger firms over time.
“A current area of focus is multifactor portfolio construction combined
with ESG integration,” said Zinkula.
“The benefits of factor-based investing are resonating with our clients,
which gives us an opportunity to
work with them in various ways. This
includes assisting investors in factor
portfolio selection and implementation, offering LGIM-designed solutions and partnering with clients and
traditional index providers to create
products to meet their objectives. This

partnership with clients has helped us
become one of the largest institutional
factor-based managers in the European
market,” the chief executive added.
The Future World fund and the Diversified Multi-Factor Equity Fund,
launched in July 2017, helped LGIM to
secure the Global Investor Smart-Beta
Manager of the Year award in 2018.
Zinkula isn’t done yet. He has at least
another year at the helm and his relatively early announcement of his plan
to retire affords the company plenty of
time to find its next chief executive.
He said in his late May statement:
“We are well positioned for the future
and I believe next year will be the right
time to step down. By giving notice
now, we will have ample time to plan
for my successor.”
Zinkula added: “Leading LGIM over
the past several years, a period of significant transformation and growth,
has been a real privilege. It has been

A current
area of focus
is multi-factor
portfolio construction
combined with ESG
integration

asset management
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Mark Zinkula
a pleasure to work with such committed colleagues at LGIM and I’m proud
of what our talented leadership team
has accomplished. They have created a
truly unique, collaborative and clientfocused culture, which has driven the
successful expansion of our business.”
The success of the company under
his stewardship ensures Zinkula will
be missed by LGIM but his commitment to ESG means his legacy will extend far beyond that company alone.

LGIM revenue
by business capabilities
lines
LGIM revenue sources by client
sfully transforming
oursources
investment
Successfully expanding into new regions and channels
Revenue (£m)

Revenue (£m)
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4%
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business was transferred into LGIM in 2013. Revenue from continuing products in 2011 is £49m. Discontinued products revenue in 2011 is £40m and includes box profits, structured products and legacy products switched into
Retail Investments admin business was transferred into LGIM in 2013. Comparable total retail revenue in 2011 from continuing products is £64m, of which £49m relates to admin fees from continuing products and £15m is as
owing the Retail Distribution Review.
included in Internal in the chart above. Discontinued products excluded from the calculation include box profits, structured products and legacy products switched into different share classes following the Retail Distribution Re
and Other.

Top left: Retail Investments admin business was transferred into LGIM in 2013. Revenue from continuing products in
2011 is £49m. Discontinued products revenue in 2011 is £40m and includes box profits, structured products and legacy
8
products switched into different share classes following the Retail Distribution Review.
Top right: Retail Investments admin business was transferred into LGIM in 2013. Comparable total retail revenue in 2011
from continuing products is £64m, of which £49m relates to admin fees from continuing products and £15m is asset
management income included in Internal in the chart above. Discontinued products excluded from the calculation
include box profits, structured products and legacy products switched into different share classes following the Retail
Distribution Review; Internal includes Interest and Other.
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Gresham House

The wood
for the trees
Incorporated in 1857, Gresham House may be
one of the oldest companies in London but the
firm has changed beyond recognition since Tony
Dalwood and his team bought into the investment
trust in late 2014 writes Luke Jeffs
In a little over three years, Gresham
House has expanded quickly through
a combination of organic growth and
acquisitions to become an alternatives
asset manager that represents credible competition to the big private equity investors and fund managers that
dominated the alternatives space until
now.
For his part, Dalwood is a longstanding alternatives expert who traces

the genesis of Gresham House back to
changes in client attitudes following
the financial crisis of 2008.
Dalwood, who founded and ran
Schroder Ventures London (SVG) for
more than decade after a stint at UBS
Global Asset Management (Philips &
Drew Fund Management), has seen the
rise and rise of alternatives investing
first-hand.
He said: “We have undoubtedly seen

strong growth in alternative asset allocations from government pension
schemes, family offices and corporate
pensions. Allocation to alternatives
have been increasing now for fifteen
to twenty years. Hedge funds and private equity became relevant in the late
1990s and are now a regular part of asset allocation.”
Dalwood continued: “If you move
forward to the 2005, 2006, 2007, a
substantial number of investors were
invested in solar, wind and infrastructure and these asset classes had become
pretty normal as part of an asset allocation.”
But the Gresham House chief executive said the banking crisis of 2008
brought about a subtle change in the
requirements of investment clients and
this effectively opened the door to Dalwood and his team.
“Post-financial crisis, investors wanted to change how they interfaced with
their alternative asset allocation. They
wanted more discretion and transparency with regard to their investments,
and for everything to come together in

Tony Dalwood
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a more evolved alternative investment
management service. With Gresham
House, we planned to address the demand for greater alignment and greater transparency.”
Dalwood made his move in December 2014 when he and his senior management team invested in the dormant
London-based investment vehicle.
“Initially, we completed a management buy-in of Gresham House, turning it from an investment trust into a
fully operational regulated fund management business. We raised money
from family offices and other institutional investors with the aim of turning Gresham House into a specialist
alternative investment manager that
ticks both the discretion and the transparency boxes, alongside investment
management teams with strong track
records.”
Gresham House has an interesting
model, some of its shareholders (and
they include the Berkshire Pension
Fund, Majedie Asset Management,
LMS Capital, River and Mercantile Asset Management and Alliance Trust)
are also clients.
Dalwood believes he has built a
strong list of partners because his firm,
unlike some of the larger private equity
alternatives investment houses, offers
clients the higher level of engagement
they are looking for.
He said: “We started talks with a
number of Local Government Pension
Schemes, including Berkshire Pension

We started talks with a number of
Local Government Pension Schemes,
including Berkshire Pension Fund, who wanted
to be better aligned with us.
Tony Dalwood
Fund, who wanted to be better aligned
with us. They told us: “This is what we
want as a product” but they also wanted to put money into a fund that gave
us access to co-investment opportunities. This enabled them to capture the
value created by their manager.
“Majedie, River and Mercantile
and other Gresham House shareholders also supported us in similar ways
through engagement and dialogue.
These shareholders are interested
in long-term businesses developing
shareholder value over at least a five
year time horizon,” Dalwood said.
Dalwood has also built a strong team
of sector specialists, partly by buying
firms and retaining their best people
and partly by hiring top managers, often former colleagues, from rival firms.
Gresham House completed in early
June its latest takeover – the £25m acquisition of FIM Services, a specialist
manager of physical assets, particularly forestry. FIM brought with it some
£900m of assets, more than doubling
Gresham House’s total assets under
management to over £1.5bn, and a solid management team.

Assets Under Management

Group Revenue
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Dalwood said: “If you look at the
growth story in 2017, some 50% of our
growth was organic and 30% of our
growth was through acquisitions. FIM
is a perfect example of the deals we do,
adding to existing investment management capability to plan for a growing
long term future. We expect a return on
capital of 15% after two years – that is a
must-have on every deal - and we like
the acquisitions to be earnings enhancing from day one.”
Richard Crosbie Dawson, Managing
Director of FIM, said in May when the
deal was announced: “Gresham House
is the ideal home for FIM’s next stage
of growth. Tony and his team have a
proven track record in successfully integrating businesses and our own integration planning is already underway.
We have a complementary client base
to Gresham House and our combined
expertise and experience will facilitate
new investment opportunities.”
Talking to Global Investor in June,
Dalwood added: “There are obviously
synergies with FIM, we will integrate
FIM with the existing Gresham Forestry business and we would expect some

asset management

Gresham House

investments including infrastructure,
housing, forestry, private equity and
renewables.”
Fleming joined Gresham House
from Fidelity Investments where she
worked for seven years and was most
recently its Head of Institutional Distribution for UK and Ireland.
In her new role, she will be working
closely with Gresham House’s Head of
Distribution Michael Hart who joined
the firm in June 2017 from French giant
Amundi where he was global head of
business development.
Fleming reports to Rupert Robinson
who joined Gresham House in September 2015 from Schroders where he ran
that group’s private bank.
Robinson, a Managing Director at
Gresham House, said: “She [Fleming]
brings a wealth of experience and a
strong network, and joins Gresham
House at a particularly important time
in our development following the recent acquisition of FIM and our forestry and renewables businesses.”
Dalwood’s tone suggests a period
of consolidation, which is perfectly
understandable after two deals in less
than nine months. Yet he has strategic
objectives and sees further opportunities over the medium term.
“We are pleased that there are increasingly more shareholders who
want to work with Gresham House.
Berkshire Pension Fund has been positive and constructive for us. We’d like
to increase the number of those types

Rupert Robinson

cost reductions, partly due to retirements or process synergies.”
In October 2017, Gresham House
completed the acquisition of Hazel
Capital, the renewable energy asset
manager founded by Ben Guest who
has since gone on to launch the Gresham House New Energy strategy, the
firm’s fifth strategy.
As for further deals, Dalwood seems
content with the businesses he already
has, adding: “I don’t expect other acquisitions over the short-to-medium term,
as of now we are focused on integrating the businesses. However should an
appropriate opportunity arise, we have
the capability to appraise it.”
Under Dalwood Gresham House has

also been hiring star managers: “This is
a management story as well as a structural growth story.”
Most recently, Gresham House hired
on June 1 Heather Fleming into the new
role of Head of Institutional Business.
Dalwood said Fleming will “work
on the British Strategic Investment
Fund whilst developing the Group’s
broader institutional offering”.
Fleming said in June: “Local authority and corporate pension schemes are
increasingly allocating more of their
capital to alternative assets, and Gresham House’s specialist alternative strategies are ideally placed to meet this demand by generating appealing returns
in a cost-effective manner from illiquid
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Gresham House

Gresham House’s specialist alternative
strategies are ideally placed to meet
this demand by generating appealing returns
in a cost-effective manner from illiquid
investments including infrastructure, housing,
forestry, private equity and renewables.
Heather Fleming

Heather Fleming

of partnership relationships,” he said.
Dalwood is also a non-executive
board member and chairman of the
investment committee at the £5bn London Pensions Fund Authority so has a
crucial insight into the specific needs of
UK local government pension funds.
“The LPFA has a strong relationship
with Hermes and Adveq in private equity for example. A number of pension
schemes have partnerships in place
which are looking for good private asset deals.”
In his role at the LPFA, Dalwood has
also been involved in the UK local government pooling scheme. He said different local authorities are “at different
stages”, adding: “There are different

AUM Breakdown

pooling structures in place and there
appears to be an increasing focus on a
couple of areas: global investment and
UK infrastructure.”
He added: “The target is for total
costs to be reduced, which will benefit the pension schemes, while they
also have a requirement to spend more
in the area of infrastructure or infrastructure-related fields such as food,
telecoms or energy provision as well
as addressing the supply imbalance for
housing.”
UK infrastructure is generally well
covered by the large private equity
houses and alternative arms of the
large asset managers but Dalwood sees
more potential in smaller deals.
“The British Strategic Investment
Fund for example invests sub-£50m
transactions and only in the UK. If you
look at the £20m, £30m, £50m type investments, there tends to be less competition and yet the opportunity set is
considerable for long term investors
like pension schemes who want expo-

sure to housing and infrastructure.”
In terms of sector coverage, Dalwood added: “Renewables is already
expanding while we are also working on solar and wind power, electric
transportation and energy storage. On
the forestry side, there could be an international angle for us in the medium
term.”
Gresham House then is growing
fast, having gone from nothing to more
than £1.5bn of assets in just over three
years, but Dalwood is mindful of another gauge: “When we think about the
metrics by which we measure success,
when mature, we would expect an operating margin of 40%+ and we are targeting to be there some time in the next
three to four years.
“We are three years into the journey.
We are growing by assets under management and we have good investment
teams in different asset classes. I’d say
we are ahead of where we expected to
be at this stage on day one,” Dalwood
concluded.
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credit factors

Figuring out factors
in fixed income
By Jay Raol, director of Invesco fixed income
quantitative analytics

We believe risk premia factor
definitions are favorable since they
are the most likely to provide attractive
long-term outcomes for investors and can
also provide more certainty around risk
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While factor investing is quite established within equities, there is much
less academic research and a much
shorter track record when it comes to
fixed income portfolios. However, factors simply seek to connect investor
behavior to investment returns, and as
such, there is no reason to believe they
cannot be applied to other asset classes,
such as fixed income.
Factors have only recently started
being used in fixed income portfolios
because fixed income securities are
inherently more complex (causing factor research to be slower to evolve),
and in the past investors seem to have
been content with earning returns from
coupons without giving much thought
to price appreciation. Now, as yields
have fallen, factors are viewed as more
valuable in helping to generate returns
from prices.
There are three major reasons for
excess returns associated with factors: risk premia (bearing additional
risk over the broad market, such as
an undesirable return pattern), behavioral rationales (markets being
inefficient due to behavioral biases of
participants) and market structure, as
markets may be inefficient because of
restrictions and limitations or by the
actions of policy makers.
We believe risk premia factor definitions are favorable since they are the
most likely to provide attractive longterm outcomes for investors and can
also provide more certainty around
risk.
However, fixed income factor definitions must be carefully designed to
allow practical implementation. Compared to equities, fixed income has
higher transaction costs, lower liquidity, and it lacks a deep short market.
Therefore fixed income factor implementations differ.

www.globalinvestorgroup.com

For instance, lower liquidity means
risk and return characteristics must be
independent of the number or types
of bonds used, and portfolios must be
formed to take account of the available
liquidity conditions. Also, given that
it is difficult to short bonds, long-only
portfolios are the principal way to gain
fixed income factor exposure.
We believe credit offers the best place
to start fixed income factor investing.
Corporate bonds offer a larger crosssectional universe from which to build
portfolios than government bonds or
currencies, facilitating larger, more diversified portfolios that retain mostly
factor exposures. Second, given the
long-only constraint, we would expect
credit beta exposure to be a large driver
of returns —credit beta has one of the
most consistent Sharpe ratios among
all asset classes and clear risk-return
characteristics, which build confidence
in the likelihood of future excess returns.
Which factors?
Our research has focused on creating
credit factor definitions consistent with
traditional equity factors and applying
them to corporate bonds. While corporate bonds have traditionally been classified by maturity, rating and industry,
we have created a four-factor model
that includes liquidity, quality, value
and momentum.
The liquidity factor explains excess
risk and return associated with holding illiquid bonds. Illiquid bonds are
often not marked to market accurately,
resulting in higher yields compared to
liquid bonds. Historically, these have
higher Sharpe ratios without additional drawdown. The liquidity factor
tends to outperform during periods
of extreme market stress, but only investors who can hold through market
turmoil can generate returns via this
higher Sharpe ratio.
The quality factor explains the higher risk-adjusted returns associated
with holding low volatility or low beta
bonds. These are typically shorter maturity bonds with lower default risk.
These securities tend to be a good store
of value during times of market stress

June/July 2018

While corporate bonds have
traditionally been classified by maturity,
rating and industry, we have created a fourfactor model that includes liquidity, quality,
value and momentum.
because of their low volatility. Our research shows the quality factor outperformed in times of market stress and
underperformed during rallies. Since
the quality factor typically underperforms during market rallies, it seeks
to compensate investors with a higher
Sharpe ratio.
The value factor explains excess return obtained by holding assets that
are priced at a discount relative to other
similar securities. Since a bond’s price
is a function of its default risk, we look
for those priced at a discount relative
to its implied default risk. Our analysis
shows that the value factor provided
strong Sharpe ratios in compensation
for materially larger tail risk.
The momentum factor explains the
return of past winners versus past
losers. Within investment grade (IG)
the momentum factor produced the
weakest Sharpe ratios. This is because
bonds can only appreciate so much –
especially IG bonds with prices already
close to par. In contrast, the speculative
momentum bonds have the greatest
Sharpe ratio due to their price appreciation driven returns. Momentum offers
diversification benefits that can lead to
improved Sharpe ratios in multi-factor
portfolios.
The quality and momentum factors are positively correlated to each
other but are negatively correlated to
risk sentiment. They tend to perform
best in a risk-off environment. Value
is negatively correlated to quality and
momentum and typically performs

best in a risk-on environment. This
consistency suggests that our factor
definitions reflect the generation of a
common value risk premium across all
three asset classes.
Benefits of a
multi-factor portfolio
Our analysis shows that these four factors helped generate higher Sharpe ratios, underscoring their diversification
benefit. However, while single factors
can experience long periods of underperformance, a balanced approach can
help ensure consistent outperformance.
For example, our equally weighted
multi-factor portfolio produced higher
Sharpe ratios across asset classes without adding much beta.
As more players adopt factor-based
investing and asset markets evolve, we
believe factor definitions and their risks
and rewards must be continuously updated to ensure their appropriate use in
portfolios. For example, “fallen angels”
(bonds that have been downgraded
from investment to speculative grade)
historically experienced short-term
selling around the time of the downgrade – presenting an opportunity for
eligible buyers to realise excess returns.
Recently, however, this pattern doesn’t
seem to have held true, exhibiting how
market structure-based factors can lose
their effectiveness over time. Therefore,
we believe continuous research and
active management are necessary to
ensure that investors earn the returns
they expect from factor portfolios.

As more players adopt factor-based
investing and asset markets evolve, we
believe factor definitions and their risks and
rewards must be continuously updated to
ensure their appropriate use in portfolios
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Bahrain eyes
opportunities
and challenges
The annual Global Investor Middle East Asset
Management Forum in Manama Bahrain
highlighted the opportunities for Bahrain in a
dynamic region and the challenges faced by the
ambitious Gulf nation
The Global Investor Middle East Asset
Management Forum in Bahrain was
once again opened with a Keynote address by Abdul Rahman Al Baker, executive director, financial institutions
supervision at Central Bank of Bahrain.
The Executive Director of the Central
Bank started by setting the scene globally: “In the US, assets under management have risen fivefold over the past
decade while in Asia the growth in assets under management has been very
significant, up from $2.2 trillion in 2007
to $6.6 trillion in 2016. Clearly, global

asset management is continuing its upward trend and it is expected to grow
to reach $100 trillion by 2020.”
Asset management in the Gulf region is set to grow faster than the industries in more established markets
like the US and Europe, which reflects
the growth opportunities in the Middle
East economies.
Al Baker said: “The economies of
Asia, Africa and the Middle East are
expected to grow faster than the developed world and this is due to the
increasing shift to retirement planning,

The Global Investor Middle East Asset Management Forum in Bahrain was
once again opened with a Keynote address by Abdul Rahman Al Baker,
executive director, financial institutions supervision at Central Bank of Bahrain.
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increasing High Net Worth assets and
the growth of Sovereign Wealth Funds.
He continued: “GCC asset management industry hit $200bn of assets in
2016 while the prospects of growth of
asset management in the GCC is improving with the increasing expertise
and sophistication of fund management in the region. This will be driven
by high-net-worth growth and the
steady economic growth in the region.”
And Bahrain is part of this growth
story: “In Bahrain, asset management
has seen strong growth over the past
five years. Since the investment license
was first introduced by the Central
Bank of Bahrain in 2006, there are now
52 registered investment firms as of the
end of April 2018. In 2018, the total assets under management of investment
funds was $20.1bn which is an average
growth rate of 16% per annum over the
past five years, which is down to more
investment firms and more new products from those firms.”
There are 89 Islamic funds with
some $1.43bn under management in
2018 while the CBB has enabled new
legislation to promote new projects in
the Islamic market. We have also recognised key areas such as corporate
governance. We are also looking to expand the variety of funds including Reits (real Estate Investment Trusts) and
exchange-traded funds.”
Al Baker sounded a note of caution however: “The potential size of
the asset management is vast but it is
important to ensure asset managers
have a solid and strong foundation for
growth.”
The Central Banker went on to list
some key factors: “It is critical to understand clients and their needs around
financial products and services; asset
managers should properly address
customer expectations; treating clients
fairly will enhance their confidence;
and as investors are price sensitive, asset managers can no longer successfully compete by charging excessive fees.”
Robert Ansari, executive director
and head of the Middle East for index
firm MSCI, said the regulation in the
region is going through a natural evolution: “From a regulatory perspective,
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the challenge is about more than just
providing access to the market. There
needs to be a period where people
come in and kick the tyres. We need a
cycle of evolution to pass. It is always
going to take time for people to come
in a get used to it.”
Steve Barnett, the financial centre development director at the Financial Services Regulatory Authority of ADGM,
said: “Ultimately people want a good
rule of law and to know they are operating in an environment where it is absolutely fair. Lots of the markets across
the GCC have made great strides. We
talk about the GCC but in fact we’re a
series of very small market where we
can do more to link them up.”
Barnett said regulators in the region
have “taken some steps around remote
access” but he stressed there is still the
opportunity for regional regulators “to
work together better”.
He went on to single out Bahrain for
praise, saying: “Bahrain is very much
an early adopter of something that
everyone else has picked up and run
with.”
David Parker of the Bahrain Economic Development Board said:
“What’s going on in Bahrain is what
we’ve seen in other markets but it’s accelerating at such a pace so we have to
try and ensure we are well positioned.”
Brad Douglas, director, markets at
Dubai Financial Services Authority,
said: “Some new projects, like blockchain, have the ability to completely
change the industry over time but it is a
question of adoption. Over time, technology is going to make things a lot
easier and cheaper for investors. The
question is: how do we move forward
with this because there are challenges
around cyber-crime and on-boarding
issues?”
Douglas went on to suggest new
technology could pave the way for further regulatory co-operation between
regional authorities.
Parker added: “When it comes to
working with other regulators, it’s all
about collaboration, collaboration, collaboration.”
Nigel Brashaw, partner at consultancy giant PwC, also sees a big role
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for technology but sounded a note of
caution.
Bradshaw said: “Standalone roboadvisors haven’t garnered a lot of assets whereas most of the robo-advisory
money has gone to the big boys who
have simply bolted robo-advisory on.
When we think about new technologies including AI, they are better and
cheaper than they were six months ago
and they will be better and cheaper
again in six months.”
Nihal Abughattas, a Marketplace
Community Director at Temenos,
added: “Wealth management is based
on trust so saying robo-advisory will
replace managers is simply not true.”
The likely listing of Saudi giant
Aramco has caught the imagination
of investors in the region and further
afield. Ansari said: “When we think
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about Aramco, there are two ways of
thinking about it – is it going to have
a hallowing effect or is it going to have
a shadowing effect? If Saudi goes into
the MSCI and Aramco is in there also,
Saudi goes from 2.5% to 4% of the index and that will have the effect of
sucking investment from other emerging markets.”
Ansari added: “People are focused
on Aramco but from an emerging markets perspective, the biggest impact
will come from the inclusion of China
A shares as they will draw investment
out of every other emerging market.”
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Reaping the benefits
from a multi-factor
market-neutral equity ETF
With interest rates and bond yields at near-record lows, many investors are
driven to the equity markets in search of potential higher returns. However,
equities’ inherent volatility may be too high for investors seeking a smoother
return path. An innovative exposure from Amundi ETF has been recently
developed as an answer to this conundrum.
The new strategy developed by Amundi ETF combines
two offsetting equity market positions in a single fund.
The long leg of the “strategy” index iSTOXX Europe
Multi-Factor Market Neutral consists of six “smart
beta” factors from the European equity market. The
short leg consists of sales of European equity futures.
Combining the two legs results in a market-neutral,
hedged equity portfolio, offering superior potential
long-term performance with fixed income-like levels
of volatility. The index also targets low correlation
to other asset classes, thereby offering significant
diversification potential in a broader portfolio.

since the 2008/09 financial crisis. A broad measure
of European equity market performance, the STOXX
Europe 600 index, has risen by 149% since April 20091
and is now close to an all-time high.
The gross dividend yield of 3.4%2 on European
equities is also well above the yield on many regional
bond markets: ten-year government bond yields in
Germany, France, the UK, Spain and Italy currently
range from 0.56%-1.78%3.
Unsurprisingly, many investors now choose equities
both for the prospect of capital gains and for their
income.
But even in the relatively benign market environment
we’ve witnessed so far, investors must bear in mind
the inherent volatility of the equity markets. And given
the sustained recent increases in share prices, hedging

The time is right for a
market-neutral equity approach
European equity markets have recovered handsomely
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Performance of market-neutral strategy is between
that of equities and bonds

Volatility of market-neutral strategy is close
to that of bonds

Source: Bloomberg, Stoxx, return per annum from 30/12/2010 to
30/03/2018. Investors are reminded that past performance is not
a reliable indicator of future results. MSCI Europe and FTSE MTS
IG Broad All Maturities are used for illustration purposes only.

Source: Bloomberg, Stoxx, annualised daily volatility from 30/12/2010
to 30/03/2018. Investors are reminded that past performance is not
a reliable indicator of future results. MSCI Europe and FTSE MTS IG
Broad All Maturities are used for illustration purposes only.
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“Based on historical data, the net result is a performance outcome that is
somewhere between the returns on equities and bonds but with bond-like
levels of volatility.”
equities’ downside risk seems like an increasingly
attractive proposition.
An intelligent solution for investors wishing to reduce
risk while retaining access to equities’ return potential is
to construct a market-neutral portfolio. A market-neutral
equity fund produces returns through stock selection
while an accompanying hedge minimises exposure to
overall movements in the equity market.
The Amundi ETF product achieves market neutrality
by combining two offsetting positions. It offers long
exposure to equity factors that aims at harvesting longterm premia. And it hedges this exposure via short
sales of equity futures on a liquid, broad European
stock index.
Based on historical data, the net result is a
performance outcome that is somewhere between the
returns on equities and bonds but with bond-like levels
of volatility.

by a short position in STOXX Europe 600 futures roll
index. This is a transparent benchmark based on a
rolled position in highly liquid STOXX Europe 600
futures contracts, listed on the Eurex exchange.
By hedging the long exposure to the multi-factor
ETF index in this way, the ETF aims to achieve an
overall beta (sensitivity) to the European equity market
of zero. In other words, the factors can continue
generating potential outperformance but the index’s
performance should be immune over time to upwards
and downwards movements in the market.
To ensure that the index maintains a close to perfect
hedged position, the short leg is adjusted weekly to the
beta of the long leg.

Harvesting risk premia with a
market neutral stance
Combining six equity factors
to capture risk premia
The Amundi ETF product generates its performance
by tracking, as closely as possible, the performance
of the iSTOXX Europe Multi-Factor Market Neutral
strategy index that embeds six equity market factors:
value, size, quality, carry, momentum and low risk.
These factors are drawn from a broad universe of
European stocks (the STOXX Europe 600 index).
The iSTOXX Europe Multi-Factor index, which forms
part of the ETF’s benchmark, is calculated using a
transparent procedure. For each of the constituent
stocks of the STOXX Europe 600 index, a multi-factor
score is calculated by averaging the six individual
factor scores measured by specific screening criteria.
The selection of 50 to 120 stocks is based on an
optimisation process, subject to caps on individual
stock weightings and maximum deviations for
industry weights from the STOXX Europe 600 index. In
the optimisation, turnover and liquidity constraints are
applied to help achieve the best trade-off between the
tradability of the index and its exposure to the desired
factors.4

Offsetting long and short positions produce zero beta
to market cap index

A source of potential
performance and diversification
Combining a long, multi-factor performance engine
and a short futures hedge in this way produces a
significantly different result to a typical long position
in the equities market. By removing the beta from
the equity market exposure, the ETF provides only
exposure to the targeted factors.
Based on a historical analysis of returns from end2010 to April 2018, the iSTOXX Europe Multi-Factor
Market Neutral index gave a much less volatile
performance than the STOXX Europe 600 index, with
greatly reduced drawdown risk.
For example, the worst quarterly drawdown during
this period in the STOXX Europe 600 index was -20.5%,

A short futures exposure to
achieve market neutral position
In the Amundi ETF exposure, a long tracking position
in the iSTOXX Europe Multi-Factor index is hedged
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Important information: This document
is not intended for citizens or residents
of the United States of America or
to any “U.S. Person” , as this term is
defined in SEC Regulation S under the
U.S. Securities Act of 1933. The “US
Person” definition is provided in the
legal mentions of our website www.
amundi.com.

25%

20%

15%

Investors are subject to the risk
of loss of capital. Promotional &
non-contractual Information which
should not in any way be regarded
5%
as investment advice, an investment
recommendation, a solicitation of an
investment offer, or a purchase of
0%
any financial securities. The accuracy,
completeness and relevance of the
information, forecasts and analyses
-5%
provided are not guaranteed. They have
been prepared from sources considered
reliable and may be altered without
-10%
prior notice. The information and
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
forecasts are inevitably partial, provided
on the basis of market data observed
iStoxx Europe Multi-Factor Market Neutral (nr) Index
Stoxx Europe 600 (nr) Index
at a particular moment, and are subject
to change. This document may contain
Performance comparison between multi-factor market neutral index
information from third parties that do
and STOXX Europe 600 index
not belong to Amundi (“Third Party
Content”). Third Party Content is
provided for information purposes only
Source: Bloomberg, Stoxx, return per annum from 30/12/2010 to 30/04/2018. Investors are
(for illustration, comparison, etc.). Any
reminded that past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. MSCI Europe and
opinion or recommendation contained
FTSE MTS IG Broad All Maturities are used for illustration purposes only.
in Third Party Content derives
exclusively from these third parties and
in no circumstances shall the reproduction or use of those
but only -3.1% for the iSTOXX Europe Multi-Factor Market
opinions and recommendation by Amundi AM constitute
Neutral index.5
an implicit or explicit approval by Amundi AM. Information
Investors in the market-neutral strategy can therefore
reputed exact as of April 2018.
10%

reasonably expect a potential performance outcome over time
that is somewhere between the returns on equities and bonds
but with volatility more akin to that of bonds than that of
equities.
The historical returns of the strategy underlying the ETF also
demonstrate low correlation to other asset classes. This means
the Amundi ETF exposure offers significant diversification
potential in a broader portfolio.
1 Source: STOXX Limited, STOXX Europe 600 price index from
end-April 2009 to end-April 2018.

Reproduction prohibited without the written consent
of the Management Company. Amundi ETF designates
the ETF business of Amundi Asset Management. This
Document was not reviewed/stamped/approved by
any Financial Authority. Amundi ETF funds are neither
sponsored, approved nor sold by the index providers.
The index providers do not make any declaration as to
the suitability of any investment. A full description of the
indices is available from the providers.
This document is being issued inside the United Kingdom
by Amundi which is authorised by the Autorité des
marches financiers and subject to limited regulation by
the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). Details about the
extent of regulation by the FCA are available on request.

4 For more details on the construction methodology of the
iSTOXX Europe Mult-Factor index,

This document is only directed at persons who are
professional clients or eligible counterparties for the
purposes of the FCA’s Conduct of Business Sourcebook.
The investments described herein are only available to
such persons and this document must not be relied or
acted upon by any other persons. This document may
not be distributed to any person other than the person to
whom it is addressed without the express prior consent of
Amundi.

5 Source: Bloomberg, Stoxx, from 30/12/2010 to 30/04/2018.
Investors are reminded that past performance is not a reliable
indicator of future results. Stoxx Europe 600 index is used for
illustration purposes only.

Amundi Asset Management with share capital of
e1,086,262,605, portfolio management company
approved by the AMF (French securities regulator) with
no. GP 04000036, registered office:90 boulevard Pasteur,
75015 Paris - France.

2 Source: STOXX Limited, STOXX Europe 600 index trailing
dividend yield as at 30 April 2018.
3 Source: Financial Times market data, 30/04/2018.

The historical returns of the strategy underlying the ETF also demonstrate
low correlation to other asset classes. This means the Amundi ETF
exposure offers significant diversification potential in a broader portfolio.
June/July 2018
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Irish funds
discuss life
after Brexit
Industry experts met in Dublin for the Global
Investor Dublin Roundtable

Chair: How healthy is the Irish
funds market right now?
Pat Lardner: The facts clearly
suggest that 2017 was the best year
Gthat we’ve had in terms of flow. We
captured approximately 30% of all
flows into European domiciled funds,
with a market share of between 16%
and 17%. Our growth rate continues to
be the highest growth rate of the large
domiciles.
When we look at it from the point
of view of the association, we’ve seen
growth in the membership at about
7.5% annualised over the last four

Attendees
From left to right: Anne-Marie Whelehan, NTMA, Pat Lardner, Irish Funds, Padraig Kenny, RBC,
Stuart Alexander, Gemini Investment Management, Tara Doyle, Matheson,
Martina Kelly, Central Bank, Luke Jeffs, Global Investor (Chair), Jaspal Sagger, Legg Mason
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a great job with remaining and
enhancing its competitiveness with
other domiciles and being supportive
in allowing fund managers to grow
their business. A good example
is, how Ireland has expanded its
expertise within the alternatives
space. Part of this is around building
up the capabilities of its workforce,
the administrators and the lawyers.
There’s no lack of expertise, although
types of fund structures compatible
with alternatives needs to continue to
move pace.

What did we do before we had the Brexit
discussion? We provided solutions to EU
and non-EU based managers. What will we do
post the Brexit discussion? We will do the same
thing – Pat Lardner, Irish Funds
or five years and grew by about 10%
last year in terms of membership.
The breadth and growth of that
membership reflects what’s happening
here -- we’re seeing smaller firms
involved in FinTech and innovation,
more investment managers and
a greater number of providers of
different type solutions.
From an impact point of view, we
employ some 16,000 people around
the country, so that’s in 10 different
counties, so it has continued from an
industry that grew up literally where
we are here in Dublin to one that has
national impact.
Tara Doyle: There has been
significant growth in the industry,
particularly in 2017. What’s been
interesting is it hasn’t just been one
asset class or fund. When people think
of Ireland, they often think about ETFs
or money market funds, and yes they
have had asset flows, but we’re seeing
it across the board.
Pat Lardner: We’ve seen growth
in both part of the business; where
assets are domiciled here and also
the servicing side. The quantum is
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somewhere between €4.4 and €4.5
trillion at this stage, with €2.4-2.5
trillion of domiciled while about €2
trillion are funds serviced here.
Padraig Kenny: The types of
businesses operating in Ireland has
broadened significantly over the past
three to five years.
The country continues to evolve to
attract firms to the jurisdiction. Brexit
has certainly been a trigger but so too
has Mifid II. The fintech and broader
technology sector also views Ireland
as a favourable location. The industry
that Pat represents has a very different
composition to even two or three years
ago.
Stuart Alexander: The Irish market
has been more receptive to fund
development than any market I know.
It’s open for business and therefore
attracts fund managers and businesses
alike. It’s not just the quality of the
people but the central bank is far
easier to deal with than many of the
regulators globally. If you want to
get a product to market and quickly,
Ireland is the place.
Jaspal Sagger: Ireland has done
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Chair: What’s the feeling in the
country about what Brexit is
going to mean for the domestic
industry?
Pat Lardner: While it’s a bit of an
oversimplification to say: “What
did we do before we had the Brexit
discussion? We provided solutions
to EU and non-EU based managers.
What will we do post the Brexit
discussion? We will do the same
thing.” The question is, how do we
bridge the pre and the post Brexit
environment? How do we make sure
we take as much of the uncertainty
out of this process as quickly as we
can, to facilitate decision-making
at an individual investor, solution
provider, regulatory framework and
policymaker level?
Jaspal Sagger: UK-based asset
managers with assets in Ireland
but no presence in the EU27 must
consider how they will service their
EU-based clients in the future. With
the delegation processes to foreign
offices still not clear, asset managers
may require substance outside of the
UK. Ireland is positioning itself to
accommodate asset managers like
ourselves, to service our European
business from Ireland. Clearly there
are other locations in Europe who are
also vying for the same spot.
Martina Kelly: For the Central Bank,
our first focus is on preparedness. We
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Strength and Experience
Matheson’s Asset Management and Investment Funds Department is the
number one ranked funds law practice in Ireland, acting for 29% of Irish domiciled
investment funds by assets under management as at June 2017.
Led by 12 partners, our team of funds lawyers advises a large number of the world’s
leading asset management firms. We have experience in UCITS and alternative
investment funds including property funds, private equity funds, ETFs, money
market funds, loan funds, fund of funds and ICAV structuring.
Pictured above at our Dublin office are members of the team, led by Tara Doyle,
Head of Matheson’s Asset Management and Investment Funds Department.
For further information, please contact Tara at tara.doyle@matheson.com or any of
your usual contacts at Matheson.

Matheson. The law firm of choice for internationally focused companies
and financial institutions doing business in and from Ireland.
Dublin

London

New York

Palo Alto

San Francisco

ICAV Deal of the Year
Finance Dublin 2018
Number One ranked Irish funds law
practice acting for 29% of Irish
domiciled investment funds by AUM
Monterey Insight Ireland Fund Survey 2017
Ranked Ireland’s Most Innovative
Law Firm
Financial Times Innovative Lawyers
Report 2017
UCITS Law Firm of the Year
The Hedge Fund Journal 2017
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are carrying out a lot of work with
firms that are here assessing their
plans so that we understand if they
have worked out their own risks and
then what are their plans in relation
to those risks? That’s a key focus for
our supervisory teams.
Then of course we have new
applications. That has an impact on
resources, so we’ve had to recruit quite
extensively, and continue to do that.
We also have existing firms with
new activities including those in
relation to the Mifid business, so
that‘s interesting, particularly now.
The third area is the impact for
businesses in terms of passporting,
etc. In that context our work within
ESMA is extremely important. We
are part of that European system of
financial regulators. The amount of
work going on within ESMA might
not be well understood because those
discussions are not open to the public
but there is a lot of work going on
in assessing cliff effects, delegation
arrangements and the MOU related
issues.

Padraig Kenny: RBC takes a
wider European view. Ireland was
recognised as strategically important
to our European franchise before the
referendum, and whatever form Brexit
takes, it will continue to be so.
It’s hard to answer what Brexit will
mean for the industry and Ireland in
particular at this point in time. There
are many opinions, you go from
country to country, political party
to political party, and I don’t think
anybody can really say what the final
outcome will be.
Pat Lardner: We believe you take
the best investment management skill
from wherever it’s located and apply
it within the rules that exist in the EU.
The Brexit discussion shouldn’t call
into question the validity of that model,
because that’s the one that is proven.
Because the United Kingdom and the
City of London has been so integral
in providing scale and breadth of
solutions, the question becomes, how
do you make sure you continue to
have the best access to skill and scale

As an
industry
we crave
certainty, we
need to know
what the rules
are, so we can
comply with
them and create
the best product
for investors
– Tara Doyle,
Matheson
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while respecting European law, the
primacy of the single market?
There is no single destination in the
EU that has the capacity, the breadth
and the depth to do all of what the
City of London does.
This is where the Irish government
and Ireland Strategic Investment Fund
and others should be complemented.
The government has a clear plan from
now to 2040.
Businesses make decisions in the
realms of uncertainty but they want
to know the places in which they’re
going to do business have a plan and
a track record of executing both easy
and difficult things well. We have a
track record as a country in doing
that. The fact the government and
the country is prepared to put its
money where its mouth is by having
a Strategic Investment Fund that has
a double bottom line of commercial
return and developing capabilities
across the economy.
Chair: How would you assess the
current state of the infrastructure
in the country?
Anne-Marie Whelehan: As the
group has said, we don’t have all the
transport links we need for future
growth in the country. ISIF are looking
at this, not just in Dublin but all around
Ireland as well. We are looking at
fulfilling investment opportunities not
being fully satisfied elsewhere in the
marketplace. In the last 12 months,
we’ve undertaken a transaction with
Shannon Airport for example, to
support the upgrading of the main
runway. More recently, we’ve done
some work in Cherrywood in terms
of building essential infrastructure, to
enable the building houses there.
Padraig Kenny: If there are
infrastructure challenges in front of
us here in Ireland, the industry that
represents us is at a national level and
not confined to Dublin. There are good
examples of where the industry has
expanded outside of the capital.
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Chair: Tara, what are you advising
clients with regards to moving
business here or elsewhere in the
country?
Tara Doyle: It was two years ago
when we first did this roundtable here
and we didn’t want to talk about Brexit.
I think it was May again, and that time
it was like: “We won’t talk about Brexit
because it won’t be coming out until
June, we don’t want to look dated and
of course the vote won’t pass.” How
wrong we were. It’s extraordinary to
think that’s just two years. It feels like
I’ve been living Brexit for ten, and
instead of your life speeding up as
you get older, it’s really slowing down
and these two years have felt like ten.
What we keep saying, every time we
have a conversation about it is, we’ll
have certainty soon, we’ll eventually
know what the deadline is, what the
transition deal is, what the shape of
any agreement is. Yet the closer we get
to all of these looming dates, the more
uncertainty it feels like we have.
As an industry we crave certainty,
we need to know what the rules are, so
we can comply with them and create
the best product for investors. We
don’t have certainty, and what we’re
being pushed into by the political
environment is contingency planning,
so what we’re now looking for is at
least certainty around the contingency
planning. I think that’s what Ireland is
trying to bring to the table, to at least
say: “This is the shape of what you
need to do if your contingency plan is
in Ireland, these are the requirements
of our regulator and these are the
offerings of the jurisdiction in terms
of service expertise, employment and
infrastructure.” We’re trying to bring
certainty to the table so when people
are sitting in London and looking at the
different options across Europe, they
can see certainty in Ireland at a time of
incredible uncertainty. That’s something
that’s been welcomed by clients.
Stuart Alexander: The certainty
of the uncertainty is prevalent
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The crucial question is how we distribute
and service financial products to our
clients across Europe and elsewhere?
– Jaspal Sagger, Legg Mason
everywhere, and it’s not just people
from London coming over here, it’s
anywhere in the world. Everyone’s
thinking, “What is going to happen
with Brexit?” As a Brit I think: “That
is creating so much uncertainty for
managers sitting in Asia, the US or
wherever, and they want to come into
the UK market, but they want to come
to it from an offshore position.”
Jaspal Sagger: The crucial question
is how we distribute and service
financial products to our clients across
Europe and elsewhere? The existing
regimes allow passporting. The
challenge you have now is how do you
structure your business? It’s not clear
yet whether Irish domiciled funds
can continue to be sold into the UK,
and vice versa. Asset managers have
sold a lot of UCITS funds into the UK,
the question is what are UK investors
going to do going forward? Will they
be able to buy Irish or Luxembourgbased funds as before? Although we
expect passporting to continue, it may
be that buyer preferences direct UK
flow back onshore.
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That uncertainty means we may have
two fund ranges. I would think that’s
probably common in the industry to
have a UK and an Irish fund range.
Having two ranges may not be ideal
because ultimately, we want to build
economies of scale in as few funds as
possible and pass on these savings to
investors.
As a large asset management
organisation, we have to plan
for every eventuality. We expect
there to be equivalence, whereby
UK-domiciled funds will have
substantially similar regulatory
systems to UCITS to not restrict access,
but UK funds will not have UCITS
status. That nuance might be enough
for a big shift in preference towards
local funds.
Stuart Alexander: We’re seeing
some smaller managers in the UK
doing the opposite to everyone else.
They’re saying: “Actually, we do need
to go and distribute in Europe, so
where do we go? Actually, let’s go into
Dublin.” Because of that uncertainty,
they’re now planning to come into
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Dublin, whereas the larger managers
from overseas are saying: “We need to
hold-off on that.”
Pat Lardner: From an advocacy
point of view we’ve always said
there’s dual priority -- one is around
delegation and the other is continued
inbound distribution. The authorities
(whether it be treasury, the FCA or the
UK industry) have all been unified
in their view it should continue and
there will be a backstop there. So while
there isn’t certainty, there is a level of
confidence and encouragement that
exists.
If you’re sitting from an investor,
policymaker, regulatory or a product
or a solution provider’s perspective,
you want economies of scale. You
don’t want to create disruption, you
don’t want to create an additional
barrier to entry by bifurcating the fund
structures.
Martina Kelly: That’s why we are
so focused on preparedness. We
have seen some maturity in thinking
at the firms we regulate although
we still have some concerns. These

concerns have been highlighted in
some recent speeches from our Deputy
Governor of Financial Regulation and
the Director of Asset Management
Supervision and both included some
observations on what we are finding
through our engagement and surveys.
So, we have some concerns but do see
positive signs of more mature thinking
within firms.
Chair: What are the specific areas
of concern?
Martina Kelly: Our mandate is
to have a well-regulated financial
system that operates for the benefit of
consumers and investors. We want to
see not just that firms have identified
issues and concerns for them but what
is their planning in relation to those
risks?
Chair: We’ve mentioned two or
three times the Mifid effect. What
are some of the ways in which
the industry, the regulators,
trade associations can work
together to try and maximise that
opportunity?

Martina Kelly: From the perspective
of the Central Bank, we are seeing
some different types of activities
being proposed. In that context,
the key for us is that our approach
supports these activities, be it in the
context of authorisation, so that we
have the resources to carry out the
authorisation related work. However,
it is equally important that we have
the supporting policy framework,
and that is something that we are
consistently working on. That will
continue over the coming years and
particularly in the advent of Mifid II.
Tara Doyle: Are there people who
can do these jobs in Dublin right now?
We’ve benefited from the evolution
of European regulation, so the way in
which issues like UCITS and AIFMD
have been coming together and been
very closely aligned with the Mifid
requirements. Pre-Brexit we were
getting management companies
requirements closely aligned with
what Mifid companies needed to
do, and obviously management
companies can have Mifid addons, and so we’ve been developing
expertise there on the advisory side,
within the director community and the
third party ManCo community.
Padraig Kenny: The nature of
what those firms are doing, either
the third party ManCo or the Mifid
firm, is different to what’s in our
history and is more in the area of
risk and compliance than previously
we had done. Ireland has moved
from a narrow focus on operational
contribution to something much wider
in governance and oversight of all
things connected with funds.

The Irish funds
industry is now
in its fourth decade
– Padraig Kenny, RBC
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Jaspal Sagger: CP86 has proved to
be very helpful guidance for ensuring
high standards of governance and
regulatory compliance across our
European operations. CP86 has
evolved the role of directors, bringing
them much closer to the business
activities of the firm itself. Allowing
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those people to focus on the functions
we can designate to specific directors
offshore, which is helpful.
Padraig Kenny: There is increased
demand but increased supply too.
CP86 wasn’t the start of different
participants in Ireland being able to
make a wider contribution because
of the way that corporate fund
governance was moving pre-CP86.
Jaspal Sagger: Ireland’s catching
up with Luxembourg to a degree;
Luxembourg already had the onshore
ManCos.
Padraig Kenny: The Irish funds
industry is now in its fourth decade.
In those thirty plus years, people’s
skills and experiences have evolved
substantially. People are repatriating
back to Ireland after gaining vital
international experience. When you
think back to the earlier discussion we
had about how the UK may or may
not develop, the FCA are saying they
need 480 independent directors from
scratch.
Martina Kelly: I find there might
be some misunderstanding about
CP86. It might be more useful to use
the correct terminology which is the
organisation of fund management
companies. In any case, one of the
reasons that we consulted in the
original CP86 was to address precisely
what you’ve just said. If you look
at European fund legislation it’s
based on three pillars, so it’s about
product rules, the important role of
the depository and key of course is
the role of the fund ManCo, whether
that’s a UCITS Management Company
or an AIFM. From our perspective
it was important we reviewed and
considered what are those obligations
and policies to which the ManCo
is now subject – and they are very
extensive. That led us to quite a
detailed study and a resulting
framework, which in a way is not
about rules, because mostly the rules
are in this EU legislation. In providing
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There isn’t an intention to change the
regulatory framework.
– Martina Kelly, Central Bank
detailed guidance, which was the final
outcome, the Central Bank is seeking
to ensure that the entity we authorise
owns its own policies and procedures
and supervises its delegates. We do
not have a problem with delegation in
the way that we understand the way
it should work, and importantly in a
way that we can supervise.
Chair: Historically when you think
about Ireland you think about
ETFs, and I know that there’s a
lot of work underway to change
the regulatory framework around
ETFs, so I was hoping that
Martina could give us a bit of an
update on where the central bank
is in that effort, please.
Martina Kelly: There isn’t an
intention to change the regulatory
framework. That was never our
intention when we started reviewing
ETFs. It was about the anticipated
growth in ETFs, and we wanted to
ensure we understood what went on
within the ETF structure, because it’s
complex compared to normal funds.
That review ended and resulted in the
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published discussion paper. Then we
had some work beginning in IOSCO,
another forum in which we are
actively engaged. In fact we hosted
a roundtable on ETFs for IOSCO in
February, which was a very successful
event. In the context of IOSCO, the
scoping of the work is still ongoing,
so it’s not entirely clear what the final
mandate will be.
Pat Lardner: Anybody looking at a
jurisdiction would want to understand
that when it thinks about issues:
that it’s deliberate, thoughtful and
joined-up. To be fair to the Central
Bank of Ireland, rather than going
straight out and deciding policy or
rules, it said: “There is an international
debate, Ireland is an important player
and contributor to that international
debate, so it is important therefore to
go out and to ask questions and to talk
to people,” which is what happened.
If that means the debate is evidencebased and better informed, that should
make better policy.
Jaspal Sagger: The way we think
about ETFs at Legg Mason is that’s it’s
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market when they maybe didn’t have
the direct regulation of those products
to have the in-depth understanding
the central bank would be getting by
virtue of its regulation. But there can
be a danger in being the best child
in class if you’re not able to bring
everybody else with you. One of the
things we’re concerned about as an
industry from a regulatory perspective
is our sophistication doesn’t bring us
to a point in regulation which creates
a difference between how Ireland and
the rest of Europe regulates ETFs. If
we have an extra layer of regulation
on top of what UCITS requires, that
potentially creates an issue for Ireland.

We’re investing across sectors and right
across the capital spectrum
– Anne-Marie Whelehan, NTMA
just another vehicle for our clients to
access our investment platform. We
are providing clients with choice how
they want to access our investment
strategies. ETFs have been prevalent
in the low-cost passive space, but we’ll
see that evolving. In the US it’s slightly
different, we see interest in ETFs
from retail clients seeking improved
tax efficiency. In Europe the interest
is more on the institutional side but
there is going to be a convergence,
driven largely by technology. We
expect technology to dramatically
change the way people purchase
financial products. And within this
new framework, ETFs may be a better
vehicle for some investors.
In the US there’s a slightly different
argument for the uptake in ETFs
compared to mutual funds. ETFs have
a tax advantage and retail investors and
advisers are used to buying investments
from the exchange. In Europe there is
less of an exchange-driven approach
and many platforms used by advisers
do not have the integrated technology to
buy ETFs for their clients. We expect this
to evolve over time.
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The US has gone through huge
debates around transparency of active
ETFs. For ETFs to grow their market
share, we have to put them on a level
playing field with mutual funds in
terms of accessibility for traditional
fund buyers.
Padraig Kenny: Before ETFs we
were having a discussion about money
market funds and before money
market funds there was long-only
equity investment. But not one of
those replaced the others, rather new
things arrive and present additional
challenges. There is no doubt the ETF
market will become bigger.
Tara Doyle: I think one thing it’s
important to remember when we talk
about ETFs is Ireland is the secondlargest domicile in the world for
ETFs, so we are a significant player
and our central bank is a significant
regulator. What was impressive about
the discussion paper was the central
bank engaging with other European
regulators to bring them up to speed
in terms of ETF regulation and the ETF
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Chair: How do you guard against
that?
Tara Doyle: Influence at ESMA and
being very engaged with ESMA, which
our regulator is, and influence around
the IOSCO table I think as well.
Pat Lardner: We engage at industry
level at EFAMA and other places. To
be fair, there’s a theme that’s going
through this discussion, and it’s not
all catalysed by Brexit. We’re having
a greater variety of discussions with
players in different countries and the
regulator is involved in European
decision making both at an ESMA and
an IOSCO level.
Chair: Anne-Marie, what do you
see as being the most interesting
investment opportunities in
Ireland right now?
Anne-Marie Whelehan: We’re
investing across sectors and right
across the capital spectrum. We have
three strategic drivers - 1) enabling
competitiveness of the economy,
2) supporting engines of economic
growth and 3) position key sectors
to lead, innovate and compete on a
global level. We’re looking to balance
our double bottom line, getting the
risk appropriate commercial return
and delivering the economic impact
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for the country as well. We will align
our investments with government
policy and some of the key initiatives
from the government, such as Project
Ireland 2040.
Obviously, housing is a big thing at
the moment. In the past we’ve done of
debt and equity transactions in the real
estate space. We have seen significant
improvement in the Irish economy
and Irish Investment market over the
last few years, but we still see capital
gaps remaining in critical sectors of
the market.
We’re also looking at high growth
companies. We will invest in Irishbased businesses that exhibit or have
the potential for significant future
growth. As part of our Innovation
Strategy we’re looking at the
healthcare and life sciences space, as
well as decarbonisation.
As we look at investment in funds
and indeed all our investments, we
will identify if co-investors to invest
alongside us. Perhaps it is a specialist
type of investor that wouldn’t
ordinarily come into Ireland. In this
and other ways, we aim to increase the
impact of ISIF investments in the Irish
economy by attracting high quality
global partners to co-invest with us.
Pat Lardner: We went through
a phase where we had lots of debt
capital and virtually no equity capital,
and even in terms of the mezzanine
or the high yield piece in the middle,
they were kind of around the edges.
We’re now following from a European
point of view a capital markets union
policy which wants to see more
financing from the markets rather than
banks. If you look at what the Ireland
Strategic Investment Fund does, they
provide pieces of capital that help
unlock investment and opportunities.
Pat Lardner: That search for yield
that dominated everybody’s thinking
for so long meant there were so
many premiums that people weren’t
capturing that they became alive
to because the other premia had
evaporated. When you have capital
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that has a mindset of a much longer
duration, it enables you to be more
creative.
The fact the European Investment
Bank has set up a branch here in
Ireland, we very consciously asked the
EIB to come here, was it this time last
year probably, to talk about the way
in which they as an organisation more
broadly were deploying capital into
things like debt capital structures, but
also into private equity investment
and partnership type structures for
a couple of reasons. We had our
own needs around that because of
legislative reforms that we wanted
to prompt here but also just to open
up that discussion more broadly, not
only from a regulatory point of view
but for legislators and policymakers.
When you link it to the sustainability
targets here as well, which actually do
have a penchant for investing in early
equity and growth equity, you do start
joining dots together for government,
policymakers and end investors,
which isn’t particular to Ireland
but it happens at a particular point
where you’ve got high growth, young
demographics and increasing flow
of capital or availability of capital.
The books of the big banks here were
focused on property lending, now I
think they are much more focused
in deploying their debt capital
ammunition into a broader range of
sectors in the economy.
Jaspal Sagger: There’s been a
dislocation on lending markets,
as banks have withdrawn capital.
This has provided opportunities for
alternative lenders to finance activities
such as ship lending or aircraft
leasing. Given investment returns in
recent years, investors are increasingly
willing to give up illiquidity for the
premium because they can’t find that
yield pick-up elsewhere.
Pat Lardner: The answer to
your question about investment
opportunities in Ireland, one of them
is less in the listed area and more in
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the unlisted or private capital. Ireland
does present investment opportunity
and we can see some of them in a
physical form right across the river
from us (commercial real estate
development in the IFSC). There are
others that are not so tangible, maybe
in the technology area, but you can
take it more widely in private capital
investment, and that is a big theme
where Ireland can play its part as a
centre for investment and a centre
for the structures that would support
investment into other countries and
regions.
Chair: What are you doing to
try and ensure continuity by
engaging investors through the
next 10-20 years?
Pat Lardner: If you look at our
association, we have 600 plus people
involved in working groups from 80
plus different firms. Are we actually
then bringing in the next cohort, the
next runway of talent? Definitely in
our Innovation, Skills and Technology
Steering Group that’s one of the things
we’ve started to do in the last five or
six months.
Jaspal Sagger: There are many
ways the industry may be able
to benefit from technology in the
future. One is around how data and
technology can help investors to
make better investment decisions by
providing them with more customised
outcome-based solutions. Technology
will also impact the service industry,
such as fund administrators, custody
etc by providing more seamless
transactional flows and reporting.
But for us, the biggest opportunity is
around distribution.
Right now the younger generation
may not have a lot of money, but
wealth transfer is going to happen
and how they think about saving for
their own retirement and putting the
assets that they’ve earned or inherited
to work will be more likely through
online technology and tools. Like
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many asset managers this is an area
we closely look into. How can we
provide tools to help distributors or
people that sell financial products
which will be beneficial to them when
dealing with their end clients?
Technology will allow much greater
customisation around how people
fulfil their investment objectives
whether they’re saving for retirement,
university or other needs.
Stuart Alexander: Asset managers
have developed FinTech because
of efficiency. They need to cut costs
because pricing pressure coming from
the distribution side is saying, “You’ve
got to do this better, more efficiently
and cheaper.” So how do you do that?
You can’t cut management, because
you need fund managers, unless
you go down the passive route of
course, but on the active side you’ve
got to find a way of delivering your
performance and your product to the
market quicker and more cheaply, and

FinTech is definitely a way of going.
I do remember saying at the Irish
Funds Conference last year, I was
sitting on a panel and the lady next to
me said something, she was talking
about choosing fund managers and
swiping them left to right. It’s like
Tinder. I couldn’t believe that.
Tara Doyle: As a lawyer, the
Tinderification of our industry is
horrifying, because the technology is
allowing disintermediation, and what
that’s going to do is place more and
more of the risk back on the fund and
on the manager, because you don’t
have somebody in the middle now
explaining things to people. Then
as the lawyer you’re saying: “I’m
used to drafting 70-page prospectus
documents and I can put all the risks
in there, now I have to figure them out
on a one-page app, one screen, swipe
right/swipe left for this fund.” It’s
worrying at many levels but it’s where
we need to go.

They need
to cut
costs because
pricing pressure
coming from
the distribution
side is saying,
“You’ve got to
do this better,
more efficiently
and cheaper.” So
how do you do
that?

Martina Kelly: From a regulatory
perspective it’s important that we
understand the impact of technology
changes. Not easy. Recently we
announced we were creating an
innovation hub, and it’s providing a
means for firms to engage with the
Regulator. The Central Bank has also,
in recent times, carried out a survey on
fintech relating to the funds industry.
Padraig Kenny: We participated in
that survey, Martina. This is an area
where it’s perfectly right the regulator
should be well informed by gaining
the views from as many participants
that it can.
But to go back to the Amazon
example, these type of tech giants are
not yet on the radar of the regulator.
Yet, they are the type of firm that has
the capability to go where they want,
whenever they choose, and very
quickly. If they do enter our industry,
they will have to engage with the
regulatory bodies. There are some
anticipated ways our industry will
probably evolve, and it’s there that
these firms will be looking at.
Martina Kelly: Maybe it’s a good
thing that you have to move from the
70 pages of risk disclosure to very
concise risk disclosure. I can see a lot
of advantage for an investor from that
change in approach.
Pat Lardner: I was at a discussion
in the States eight weeks ago using
the data that managers have about
buying activity with independent
financial advisers. One manager
group said: “We’ve got much better

– Stuart Alexander,
Gemini Investment
Management
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Padraig Kenny: There are more
respected channels such as Amazon
that haven’t yet suggested any
appetite for fund distribution.
We’ve come from the start of this
conversation right to something that’s
hard to predict but, if you look at the
retail banking model – where it was
and where it is today, it’s likely that
change to this industry is only around
the corner.
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information now when we talk to this
group of advisers for the purposes
of supporting who we position our
funds.” I said: “You also have a lot
of information about where their
processes, where their approach is
inefficient, shows biases, so actually
there still is potentially a lot of power
in the data going back the other way.”
That is not about: “I’m just going to
give you information and away you
go.” Rather it’s: “I’m looking at the
way in which you’re making decisions
and here’s a better way to do it!”
Jaspal Sagger: There are a number
of new non-traditional market
entrants looking to enter into the
asset management industry. From
a technology perspective, wealth
management has been slower to
adopt technology but we expect this
to change in the future.
Stuart Alexander: But it is being
driven by the distributors at the end
of the day, because they are obviously
facing off with customers whose
expectation is much higher than say
the other end of the spectrum which
is the providers.
Anne-Marie Whelehan: In reality,
today, tomorrow, most companies
are going to focus more and more
on technology, and how businesses
manage this is really important. We
need to consider the society changes
that come along with this, I heard
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some statistics recently that said that
by 2020 50% of the workforce are
going to be millennials.
In terms of support to the fund
industry and technology, the ISIF will
do this indirectly, via support of high
potential high growth technology
companies. We also have a role to
play in investing in infrastructure,
real estate etc, as discussed earlier,
which supports future proofing and
strengthening the economy.
Chair: If there’s one thing that you
could change that would be of the
greatest benefit to the Irish fund
industry, what would that one
thing be?
Tara Doyle: It would be an ability to
deal with regulation more quickly, so
being able to nimbly react to changes
in the marketplace by introducing
regulation which would help us create
new product more quickly.
Jaspal Sagger: For asset managers
looking to move to Ireland, providing
the infrastructure and being able to
accommodate new people into this
location is important, for example
housing, schools and transport
links. The second aspect is around
timeliness. Ireland does a great job
at attracting business, and providing
timely approvals for new products
as well as other operational changes
will be critical for Ireland in remaining
competitive.
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Martina Kelly: In terms of timeliness,
the whole regime has become more
complex, and so you can’t really get
that nimbleness due to the complexity.
I’m not saying some things couldn’t
move quicker, of course they could, but
generally it just does take a lot longer
because of that complexity.
Padraig Kenny: Everybody would
like to expedite these processes
but rushing things through carries
significant risks. We are not in a local,
self-contained environment, rather we
have dependencies on firms who are
leveraging Ireland and the regulators
around the word that interact with us.
I wouldn’t be looking for excessive
speed of implementation and then
running ourselves into unexpected
difficulties.
Pat Lardner: I would like to see better
alignment at European level between
the political idea to do something, the
policy framework which devises it,
the legislative process it goes through,
and how that takes into account the
practical realities of implementation.
I would like there to be a much better
focus on discussion and evidence early
in those processes, rather than where
we seem to end up too often.
Padraig Kenny: If you look at the US
in contrast to other countries, there is
a sense of attachment and ownership
that people have towards their 401k
investment. This can be attributed to
the education process that’s behind
owning what’s in there.
It’s a big ask for Ireland, but a lot
of things we would ask for is a local
version of something that’s regional
or global. There is opportunity for
investors and savers within these
funds, wherever they’re located,
whatever way they’re structured. I
would maybe re-state the preference
that there would just be more
recognition of that possibility from
the generation we were talking about,
or others who have investment and
savings opportunities available.
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SECURITIES FINANCE

ISLA

Lenders tackle perception,
regulation and technology
Market participants met in Lisbon in June for the annual International Securities
Lending Association (ISLA) securities finance and collateral management
conference. Andrew Neil reports.
The tagline for ISLA’s 2018 event was
“different perspectives, new opportunities” and – across three days in Portugal – banks, brokers, investors, fintechs and regulators all had their say
on the key issues impacting stock loan
and repo markets. What became clear
is that the securities finance industry
has three key characteristics at present;
it’s diverse, non-standardised and constrained by regulation.
Diversity
Different firms have different views of
securities finance and ways of utilising
it. ISLA as a trade body, for example,
now has over 130 members comprising
of insurance companies, pension funds,
asset managers, banks, securities dealers and service providers. Many institutional investment houses attended
the Lisbon conference and some spoke
publicly on what this area means to
their organisation. Robert Goobie, assistant vice president of derivatives
& collateral management, HOOPP
(Healthcare of Ontario Pension Plan),
was one of them. “For HOOPP, securities finance is an alpha generator. Our
centralised funding desk comprises
securities lending, repo, delta one, FX
and cash reinvestment across equity
and fixed income,” he said. “Having
these components all in one place allows us to look at and manage securities finance as more of an asset class
within our organisation and support
each of our portfolio managers.” However, for many funds, Goobie said it
remains difficult to get a mandate to
centralise securities finance. “Convincing management to centralise these
activities is tough, but the rewards for
doing so are great. In my view, the risk
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Carla Jane Findlay-Dons, Brown
Brothers Harriman

in securities finance is operational, not
counterparty. That said, one of HOOP’s
binding constraints is that we are not
a rated entity despite our significant
size, solid financial position and stable
returns. This makes it difficult to conduct securities finance business on occasions.”
Non-standardised
Speakers at the event suggested that
emerging technologies, such as blockchain, must complement existing technologies and infrastructures rather
than replace them. With increased
complexities around trade structures,
standardisation needs to be established
to reap the true benefits of technology. That said, panellists said firms are
looking at some sort of decentralised
business model that presents challenges in terms of capital and balance sheet
allocations and management as a Brexit solution. Also, these new structures
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make it harder to effectively mobilise
and optimise the use of collateral.
Experts also suggested that there is
a disconnect between the strong investment flows into exchange-traded
funds (ETFs) and related securities
lending activity, which comparatively
remains low. Meanwhile, panellists
acknowledged that sustainable finance
is gaining momentum in Europe while
continued growth in the Chinese retail
investment market will be a significant
geographical factor for the securities
lending industry. There are concerns,
however, on the suitability of securities
lending for Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG)/Sustainable portfolios and the inability to fully access and
trade China.
Constraints
Efforts to find ways of connecting lenders and borrowers on favourable terms
are continuing. Reduced balance sheet
capacity, primarily caused by regulation, has resulted in large broker-dealers (borrowers) being far more sensitive on the types of securities, collateral
and counterparties they trade with.
One panellist suggested that prime
brokers have coped with the post-crisis
regulatory regime far better than agent
lenders.
According to Gabriela Figueiredo
Dias, president of the Portuguese Securities Market Commission (CMVM),
who spoke at the event, the increasing intensity and the level of detail of
regulatory production during the last
10 years is unsustainable. “I believe in
the emergence of a different regulatory
model, that will have to reinvent itself
to be simpler, more flexible and based
on principles more than on technical
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details,” Dias said. “Only in this way,
will it be possible to adapt and comply
with a continuously changing reality,
thereby allowing the permanent absorption of the reality without the constant need for revisions.”
She added: “Technology is already
heavily impacting the financial sector
as a whole, and the securities lending
industry is no exception. More automated transactions and other functions allowing for efficiency gains and
more transparent and effective trading
are already requiring considerable resources, but simultaneously allowing
for better pricing, execution and supervision. But, probably even more important, the full consequences are still to be
seen. Just think of potential impacts of
blockchain or artificial intelligence on
our models and management possibilities, and it is clear that our economic
and financial landscape – and thus, supervision - will dramatically change in
the coming decade.”
Dias stated that securities lending
was already playing an important
role, although almost invisibly, in the
world’s financial economy prior to the
crisis, providing liquidity, flexibility
and extra returns. It did however also
entail systemic risk that was not being properly accessed, namely due to
the contagion channels it opened and
to the leverage and pro-cyclicity it can
introduce.
“The crisis led to significant changes
in the regulatory landscape, ranging from new liquidity ratios requirements for banks, to cash collateral
reinvestment rules and new rules for
re-hypothecation of assets namely for
UCITS; or new rules for collateral’s
valuation, haircuts and management.
And, of course, the big topic of this
year, the Securities Financial Transaction Regulation (SFTR) that will require much more data reporting to the
authorities, likely from the second half
of 2019,” she added.
Speaking at the conference, Nikolay
Arnaudov, senior policy officer at the
European Securities and Markets Authority (Esma), told industry participants that the regulator will “put securities finance data to work” when SFTR
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According to speakers at the event, the
securities lending industry views the
SFTR, which is expected to come into force in
the third quarter of 2019, as a major cost burden
and a hindrance to business growth
Carla Jane Findlay-Dons
reporting comes into effect.
Ensuring securities lending regulation does not lead to higher costs for
investors was a hot topic at the conference.
“According to speakers at the event,
the securities lending industry views
the SFTR, which is expected to come
into force in the third quarter of 2019,
as a major cost burden and a hindrance
to business growth,” Carla Jane Findlay-Dons, chief global regulatory and
market strategist, Brown Brothers Harriman, wrote in a blog post following
the event.
She added: “The overarching aim
of SFTR, however, is to improve the
transparency and monitoring of SFTs
and, in turn, promote confidence in the
market. In many ways, the regulation
is simply an extension of the transparency measures already introduced in
the foreign exchange, commodities,
and exchange-traded fund sectors.
SFTR is similar to the European Market
Infrastructure Regulation (Emir) in its
drive for transparent reporting, but it

requires firms to report on more than
150 data fields – Emir requires approximately 80. Higher costs may ensue, but
the sooner firms embrace the changes,
the sooner they will recognise SFTR as
a business builder that brings transparency to a formerly opaque industry.”
According to Findlay-Dons, speakers
at the event suggested an unintended
consequence of higher reporting costs
could be pricing retail investors out of
the market. This would be counterproductive to Esma’s goals to protect and
offer transparency to retail lenders.
“At a time when fund fees are getting
tighter, and more managers are looking
to securities lending as a tool to offset
costs, the industry hopes Esma will
hear their concerns. All market participants would welcome a more aligned
approach to reporting,” she wrote.
Numerous vendors presented their
respective offerings at ISLA’s conference, and discussed their experiences
and lessons learnt from other reporting
regimes including Emir as well as the
challenges around pricing for SFTR.

The tagline for ISLA’s 2018 event was
“different perspectives, new opportunities”
and – across three days in Portugal
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Alternative Asset-based
Fund Financing Transactions
By Fabien Carruzzo, head of Kramer Levin’s Derivatives
and Structured Products group, and Daniel King who
works with clients on both transactional and regulatory
matters.

Fabien Carruzzo

Daniel King

Traditional forms of financing – such as
cash prime brokerage, securities lending and plain vanilla repurchase agreements (repos) – continue to account for
a large portion of the financing made
available to private funds and asset
managers. These types of financing arrangements, however, tend to be available mainly for liquid assets, such as
equity securities and bonds, and are
generally either callable on demand or
committed for a short period of time.
The leverage available on a fund’s underlying assets may also be limited by
regulatory constraints and capital considerations. As funds seek to use greater leverage; finance esoteric, illiquid
assets; and obtain financing on a more
committed and longer-term basis, bespoke financing arrangements have become increasingly popular. Two such
products are total return swaps (TRS)
and structured repos.

Total Return Swaps:
At inception of the TRS, the party providing the financing will purchase the
underlying assets either from the counterparty or from a seller of those assets
in the primary or secondary market. In
connection with the purchase of the assets, the party receiving financing will
generally provide cash collateral in the
form of an independent amount which
constitutes a financing “haircut” on
the underlying assets. The economics
of the reference assets are then passed
through to the party receiving financing in exchange for the payment a financing charge. Those cash flows are
netted and exchanged by the parties
periodically, typically monthly or quarterly.
When the TRS is terminated, either
partially (because one of the reference assets pays down or is sold) or in
whole at maturity of the TRS facility,
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the value of the reference assets will be
measured (usually via a sale auction
for the reference assets) and a payment
will be made by the relevant party
reflecting any appreciation or depreciation in value of the reference assets.
The transaction will also be marked to
market daily based on the value of the
reference assets and margin will typically be posted by both parties.
TRS transactions are documented
using the Isda documentation architecture, including the credit support annex for margining, customized by dealspecific confirmations. TRS financings
are highly customisable and can be
built to provide for commitment terms
with respect to reference assets and certain asset and portfolio eligibility criteria designed to mitigate concentration
and other risks incurred by the party
providing the financing.
Other features, very typical of financing arrangements, such as make-whole
amounts and unused line fees payable
by the fund to the bank in the event of
an early termination of the TRS facility. Also, voting rights and information
flow for reference assets requiring active management can be customised to
ensure the fund retains most of the attributes of ownership without jeopardising the characterisation of the transaction as a swap.
The synthetic structure does not require a party seeking financing to fully
fund the acquisition of the reference
assets. Moreover, for restricted assets
or where confidentiality is a key consideration, a synthetic purchase allows
exposure to the reference assets without appearing as the registered owner
of the reference assets.
TRS transactions have flexible documentation, economics and overall
transaction management.
TRS can be structured to achieve
a number of economic goals such as
maturity manipulation (e.g. TRS fa-
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cility providing for a total return on
the reference assets at a date prior to
the maturity of the assets), achieving
desired haircuts through negotiated
initial margin and fixing returns. Payment netting under the Isda master
agreement also enables both parties to
structure the cash flows to minimise
operational and counterparty risk.
Swaps benefit from a broad Bankruptcy Code safe harbour protection
enabling the party providing financing
to terminate and liquidate the transaction and the underlying assets typically
held as a hedge immediately upon default by the fund without being subject
to a bankruptcy automatic stay.
Given the reference assets are generally held by the party providing financing, the lack of title to the reference
assets may be an issue if the reference
assets are distressed and/or require active management. In addition, in cases
where the party providing financing
holds the assets and has a commercial
relationship with the reference entities
it is possible that its interests may diverge from those of the TRS counterparty.
Settlement typically occurs utilising
a cash settlement mechanism where the
value of reference assets is measured
upon maturity of the TRS financing
and capital appreciation or depreciation payments are made by the parties.
This may limit the fund’s ability to recover the assets at maturity.
There is counterparty credit risk for
any initial margin posted and for any
other amounts accrued but unpaid by
the party providing financing under
the TRS, such as income generated by
the reference assets and any capital appreciation, to the extent those amounts
are not timely supported by variation
margin.
Structured Repos
A repo, or repurchase agreement, combines the outright sale of an underlying asset by a seller to a buyer with an
agreement by the seller to repurchase
the same underlying asset from the
buyer at a future date.
At inception of the repo, the party
providing the financing will pur-
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Swaps benefit from a broad Bankruptcy Code
safe harbour protection enabling the party
providing financing to terminate and liquidate
the transaction and the underlying assets
typically held as a hedge immediately upon
default by the fund without being subject to a
bankruptcy automatic stay.
chase the underlying assets from the
counterparty or from the primary or
secondary market on behalf of the seller. The buyer may hold the assets on its
books or re-hypothecate them to raise
the necessary financing from the market. The assets are typically purchased
at a haircut to the market value reflecting their risk profile, with the haircut
providing some credit cushion to the
buyer for the financing provided under
the repo, much like initial margin in a
TRS.
Similar to a TRS, the economics of
the reference assets are then passed
through by the buyer to the seller, with
the seller paying a financing charge,
based upon the purchase price of the
reference assets. When the repo is terminated, either partially or in whole,
the assets are bought back by the
original seller at a predetermined repurchase price. In the event that the
financing is unwound early or is otherwise terminated due to a failure to satisfy commitment terms, the repurchase
price will typically reflect a premium
to compensate the buyer for lost profits
on the financing.
As with TRS, structured repos will be
marked to market and margined daily
based on the value of the reference assets and margin will be posted at least
by the recipient of the financing.
Structured repos are generally documented on the MRA/GMRA infrastructure, with the master being customised through annexes and bespoke
confirmations to reflect features such as
commitment terms, margin and valuation, limitations on eligible reference
assets and voting/information control.
Repos on certain reference assets including mortgage loans and securities
and otherwise satisfying certain crite-
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ria benefit from Bankruptcy Code safe
harbour protections enabling liquidation without being subject to foreclosure restrictions.
Ability by the recipient of financing
to effectuate physical settlement and
recover the reference assets at maturity
of the repo. This increased certainty
of recovering title to the reference assets makes structured repos useful for
bespoke assets intended to be retained
and managed post-termination of the
financing.
Although the outright sale of the
reference assets has its benefits, there
are also drawbacks to the transfer of
title. Pass-through of voting rights and
limitations on the buyer’s ability to rehypothecate the reference assets may
adversely impact the availability of the
Bankruptcy Code safe harbour protection.
The title transfer nature of a structured repo also brings into play any asset transfer formalities and/or restrictions in the reference assets, both at the
purchase date and the repurchase date.
As a result, structured repos are typically more effective where the reference assets are freely transferable with
limited operational constraints.
The Bankruptcy Code safe harbours
for “repurchase agreements” and “securities contract” that cover structured
repos are also significantly narrower
than the safe harbour for “swap agreement” on which TRS transactions rely.
Specifically, the safe harbours limit
protection to transactions where the
underlying reference assets are “securities” or “mortgage loans” and provide
for certain other limitations relating to
the maximum tenor of protected transactions and market participants entitled to rely on the safe harbours.
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Mizuho eyes tax, collateral
and settlement cycles
The Japanese market, like many of the world’s most important international
markets, has been in a state of flux for many years, which presents both
challenges and opportunities for Japanese institutions like Mizuho Bank Ltd.
Here Tomoaki Sako, the General Manager of the
Settlement and Clearing Services Department at
Mizuho Bank Ltd, considers some of the biggest
structural changes in the Japanese market and
discusses how his bank has responded to benefit its
clients.
Japanese tax reforms referring to foreign investors
in Japanese assets have thrown up new challenges
for firms, like Mizuho, handling investments into the
large Asian economy. Given the tax changes, Mizuho is
looking to maximise returns for its clients.
Tomoaki Sako, the General Manager of the
Settlement and Clearing Services Department at
Mizuho Bank Ltd, said: “Determining whether a
particular investor is eligible for the preferential
tax rate under the applicable law or treaty could
be a rather complex and burdensome task with
no guarantee of reward, especially if the structure
of the investor is relatively complex. Further, the
tax laws and ordinances in Japan are available in
Japanese, and communication with the competent tax
offices may not be that easy, thus causing additional
uncertainties and complexities to non-residents. Some
investors might have ended up giving up pursuing
the possibility of such eligibility study in light of
cost-benefit or time consuming process done through
global custodian and sub-custodian.”
Sako added: “On the other hand, beneficial investors have been increasingly active in following up every
potential opportunity to improve the return, and may
feel wanting to revisit the possibility of improving the
return on investment through tax reclaim. Especially
this year, we think investors who might have been
eligible for preferential tax rate, but actually over-paid
taxes in 2014, may be seriously considering making

Tomoaki Sako, General Manager of
the Settlement and Clearing Services
Department at Mizuho Bank Ltd
moves in accordance with the advice from tax advisors,
or investors may want to seek tax advices from licensed
tax advisors. That is because 2014 was the year that
the withholding tax rate applicable to non-resident
investors on dividends and bond coupons went back
to 15.315%, which is generally above the preferential
tax rate available under double tax treaty or agreement,
if any; and the statute of limitation for tax reclaim in
Japan runs in five years.”
Mizuho has worked hard to position itself to support
foreign customers.
Sako said: “Mizuho, as the first yen custodian bank
started acting as the withholding agent, has rich track

Determining whether a particular investor is eligible for the
preferential tax rate under the applicable law or treaty could be
a rather complex and burdensome task with no guarantee of reward,
especially if the structure of the investor is relatively complex
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records, in collaboration with global custodians, to
support clients to file applications for tax reclaim who
paid withholding tax through us in the past, helping
the investors to maximize the return. With our actual
experiences combined with the long-standing and solid
communication channel established with the local tax
office, Mizuho is happy to support the communication
with the competent tax office in capacity of the
withholding agent for beneficial holders through
global custodians to which Mizuho serves as the
sub-custodian if any additional clarification as to the
preferential tax rate eligibility required after the
consultation with tax advisors. Once determined
eligible and the clients feel comfortable move things
forward with the support of their tax advisors, Mizuho,
of course, would support clients to file tax reclaim
applications as the withholding agent.”
Japan, like the other large international economies
such as the United States, has introduced in recent
years capital rule changes to ensure banks are not
exposed to the risks that led to the 2008 banking crisis
in the US and Europe.
Sako said: “Taking a security interest over Japanese
securities in accordance of the laws of Japan would
require the knowledge in the laws and regulations of
Japan as well as operational practices. This is because
the way of taking securities as collateral under the laws
of Japan differ from doing so under the laws of England
or the laws of New York. Further, simply satisfying the
statutory requirement for taking security interest may
not be sufficient from the perspective of the operational
practicability.”
Sako continued: “On the other hand, using a collateral
management platform perfectly in line with the laws
of Japan gives extra assurance to Japanese firms. Such
assurance may be helpful to widen funding options
for non-Japanese cash borrowers when considering
funding with JPY securities as collateral. The same
story applies to collateral takers in other situations,
such as securities lending or margin posting. Therefore,
despite of the above mentioned challenges, it would be
worth trying to offer the collateral takers an option to
take security interest under the laws of Japan.”
Similarly, the bank has positioned itself to support
their clients as their collateral requirements have
changed: “Mizuho has rich expertise in collaborating
global custodians to support such needs of both cash
lenders and cash borrowers, and has track records of
satisfying the requirements of both collateral givers and
takers from the perspective of operational practicability,
also in close collaboration with global custodians.”
Japan has been a front-runner in the shortening of
its settlement cycle and took a step in May when the
settlement period for Japanese treasury bonds halved to
next day settlement.
Sako said: “Settlement cycle for trades of JGBs
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Besides, the cash equities
settlement cycle will also
be shortened from T+3 to T+2 on
July 16 of next year, and
non-residents shall start
settling them on a T+2 basis
between domestic parties is shortened from T+2 to
T+1 on May 1 2018. Although non-residents are not
subject to mandatory T+1 or even T+2 settlement
cycle for Japanese Government Bonds (JGBs), we
expect increasing percentages of over-the-counter
cross-border trades of JGBs will eventually be
settled in the shortened T+2 or even T+1 settlement
cycle. This expectation is based on what we actually
witnessed after the implementation of JGB T+2
settlement cycle back in April 2012, which was
applicable only to resident parties several years ago
(and still not mandatory for non-residents).”
Sako continued: “If non-residents would start
settling Japanese Government Bonds on T+1 basis, the
instructions and status reports from/to the beneficiary,
global custodian, and sub-custodian/Central Securities
Depository shall come back and forth across different
time-zones, sometimes quite wide, given Japan is
located far from Europe and Americas. If originally
dispatched from Europe or Americas, in most cases,
the instructions come after the end of business day of
T-day in Tokyo time, and sub-custodian shall settle the
instructions actually on a T+0 basis while the senders
of instructions are likely to be sleeping, leaving almost
no margin of error to clients or clients of clients as
to instructions as well as funding.”
He concluded: “Besides, the cash equities settlement
cycle will also be shortened from T+3 to T+2 on July 16
of next year, and non-residents shall start settling them
on a T+2 basis.”
The bank has also prepared for these changes:
“Mizuho has been conducting a series of proofs of
concept to explore the possibilities of using blockchain/
DLT in cross-border Japanese Yen securities settlement
services to reduce settlement fails even with shorter
settlement cycle by improving the information sharing
framework among involved parties in different timezones.”
Sako concluded: “We believe Mizuho is the most
active inbound yen sub-custodian exploring the
possibility of using this new technology in the field
of cross-border yen securities settlement. Mizuho has
been granted two patents in Japan for our inventions as
to the use of blockchain technology in cross-border
securities settlement.”
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GLOBAL CUSTODY

SURVEY 2018
HSBC had the highest overall average and
Citi had the highest total score as JP Morgan
dominated Europe and BNY Mellon took the
Americas. RBC Investor & Treasury Services
and Pictet did well in the unweighted
categories. Analysis by Luke Jeffs
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Global Custody Awards
2018 – methodology
HSBC had the highest overall average and Citi had the highest total score as JP
Morgan dominated Europe and BNY Mellon took the Americas. RBC Investor &
Treasury Services and Pictet did well in the unweighted categories.

score for each region or category in red. Tables contain
global totals and global average scores for those firms that
have been rated in more than one region. The tables also
show the regional scores covering Europe, the Middle East
and Africa (Emea), the Americas, and Asia-Pacific for each
global custodian if applicable.
Where a global custodian was not appraised in a certain
region the relevant field is blank. Where a custodian is
ranked in only one region, the global totals and global averages are similarly left blank.
The results are also presented in a weighted and unweighted form.
The unweighted tables simply contain an average of the
relevant scores of the category tables (which are themselves
averages of the sub-category scores). Each category is
assigned an equal weighting, regardless of how many subcategories there are for that category or how important they
are considered by respondents.

Methodology:
The 2018 Global Investor Global Custody survey invited
over 210 investment firms from around the world to rate
the performance of their global custody providers.
They were asked to rate the overall performance of their
global custodians based on client type, region, size of client
and 15 sub-categories. The sub-categories are: cash management; class actions; client services; corporate actions; execution services; foreign exchange services; fund accounting;
income collections; industry knowledge; network; relationship management; reporting; safety of client assets; settlements; and tax services.
Respondents were asked to rate their global custody
providers from one (very poor) to seven (excellent) in each
of these sub-categories.
In the tables below, the individual global custodians’
results are presented in alphabetical order with the winning
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The weighted tables contain a two stage calculation process for the first time, combining stages that allow for the
respondents AuM and the importance that the respondents
attach to each service category.
The first stage attributes greater weight to the ratings of
respondents with larger amount assets under management
(AuM). Each respondent is put into a quartile depending
on its AuM. The scores of the respondent are then given a
weighting based on this quartile. As the boundaries of each
quartile are determined by all the responses received in this
year’s survey, the boundaries are unknown until the survey
closes.
The respondents are asked to rank the service categories
(not sub-categories) in order of importance. The core and
value added categories are mingled in this list (i.e. some
value added services may be considered more important
than some core categories). An average is then created
based on the rankings of all respondents. These weightings
are then applied to the weighted (by AuM) service category
tables to create the overall weighted tables.
The more important a category is considered, on average
by all respondents, the greater the weight is attached to
that category (and by extension all the sub-category scores
in that category). Weightings are normalised around 1 to
preserve comparability with the raw data scores.
The weighting process explains how some firms have
scored more than seven.
Of the 210 firms surveyed, over half were based in Emea
with about a quarter in the Americas and Asia-Pacific.
There was also a range of types of firms. About a quarter
are mutual fund or UCITS firms, about one sixth of firms
questioned are pension funds, one tenth are insurance firms
and one in twelve is a bank or brokerage firm.

Where are the survey respondents located?

Asia

Europe
22%
54%
24%

Americas

How many custodians do the survey respondents use?

32%

One
12%

Two

10%

Three
Four

7%
16%

5 to 10

23%

10+

% 0

5

10

15

20

25

30

What types of firms are the survey respondents?

Bank/broker

8%

Hedge fund

2%

Insurance

About a quarter are mutual
fund or UCITS firms, about
one sixth of firms questioned
are pension funds, one tenth are
insurance firms and one in twelve
is a bank or brokerage firm.

10%
26%

Mutual Fund/UCITS
Other

39%
15%

Pension Fund

% 0

5

10

15

20

25

30
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OVERALL (Weighted)
COMPANY NAME
EMEA
AMERICAS
ASIA-PACIFIC
GLOBAL TOTAL
AVERAGE
BNP Paribas
4.13				
BNY Mellon
5.54
7.69
4.86
18.09
6.18
Citi
6.12
7.47
5.87
19.46
6.54
HSBC
6.91		7.50
14.41
7.18
JPMorgan
7.83				
Northern Trust
6.18
6.66
5.70
18.54
6.13
Pictet
5.95
5.78		 11.73
5.85
RBC Investor & Treasury Services
5.34
5.24
5.20
15.78
5.27
Societe Generale
6.59				
State Street			
6.57		
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A client said: “HSBC has put a great deal of effort into
developing its global custody product and client service delivery models. This has really paid off and they deserve all the
sevens they have scored.”
Another client said: “The strong balance sheet of HSBC
assures clients safety of assets being held. This is particularly
obvious in times of financial market turmoil such as Lehman.”
One added: “HSBC provides excellent custodian service for
our funds and could believe potential big growth in next 10
years.”

HSBC
HSBC claimed in 2018 the top prize, securing the top score
for the global average in the weighted category where its 7.18
comfortably beat Citigroup (6.54), BNY Mellon (6.18) and
Northern Trust (6.13).
The British bank also pushed RBC close in the unweighted
section, scoring 6.15 which was narrowly behind the Canadian
bank’s 6.29.
In the weighted section, the firm managed a clean sweep in
the functions it performs, winning client services, corporate
actions, income collections, industry knowledge, network,
relationship management, reporting, safety of client assets and
settlements.
HSBC also scored well in the sub-categories where it
pushed in the unweighted section RBC hard in corporate actions, industry knowledge, network, relationship management
and the safety of client assets, and ran Pictet close in income
collections.
The bank was top-rated in the weighted and unweighted
multiple custodian category for the Asia-Pacific and came a
close second to RBC in the single custodian unweighted list.
For mutual funds, HSBC was top in the weighted and unweighted list for Asia-Pacific and had the highest global total
for those clients. For clients with more than $3bn under management, HSBC was top-ranked for Emea and Asia Pacific and
was the top-rated firm overall.

RBC Investor & Treasury Services
RBC differs from some of the other large custodians in this
survey in that it is keen to service clients of all sizes including those at the smaller end of the range. This is reflected
in the Canadian bank’s rankings which are stronger in the
unweighted categories.
RBC is the top-rated custodian globally, in Emea and
the Asia Pacific in the unweighted section while it is also
a close third to Pictet and Northern Trust in the Americas
category.
The bank swept the board in the unweighted categories
section, winning all the categories where it was eligible.
These include: cash management; client services; corporate actions; execution services; fund accounting quality;
industry knowledge; network; relationship management;

OVERALL (Unweighted)
COMPANY NAME
EMEA
AMERICAS
ASIA-PACIFIC
GLOBAL TOTAL
AVERAGE
BNP Paribas
5.86				
BNY Mellon
5.17
5.96
5.66
16.79
5.55
Citi
5.37
5.46
4.84
15.67
5.28
HSBC
6.28		 5.99
12.27
6.15
JPMorgan
5.79				
Northern Trust
5.56
6.19
5.62
17.37
5.76
Pictet
6.00
6.23		 12.23
6.10
RBC Investor & Treasury Services
6.52
6.09
6.28
18.89
6.29
Societe Generale
5.53				
State Street			
5.61		

Overall Service Categories (Weighted)
COMPANY
CASH
CLASS
CLIENT
CORPORATE
EXECUTION
FOREIGN
NAME
MANAGEMENT
ACTIONS
SERVICES
ACTIONS
SERVICES
EXCHANGE
						
SERVICES
BNY Mellon
5.71
6.47
6.17
6.08
5.99
5.76
Citi
5.54		 6.37
6.08		
5.31		
HSBC			
7.01
7.03				
Northern Trust
5.76
5.81
6.08
6.06
6.23
6.00
Pictet
4.96
4.77
5.78
5.40
5.48
4.98
RBC Investor & Treasury Services
4.91		
5.18
5.05
5.20		

Overall Service Categories (Unweighted)
COMPANY
CASH
CLASS
CLIENT
CORPORATE
EXECUTION
FOREIGN
NAME
MANAGEMENT
ACTIONS
SERVICES
ACTIONS
SERVICES
EXCHANGE
						
SERVICES
BNY Mellon
5.41
5.76
5.72
5.65
5.63
5.27
Citi
4.81		 5.44
5.19		
4.69		
HSBC			 6.17
6.12				
Northern Trust
5.52
5.92
5.85
5.79
5.98
5.58
Pictet
5.85
5.78
6.39
6.09
6.26
5.82
RBC Investor & Treasury Services
6.21		
6.41
6.27
6.35		
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reporting; safety of client assets; and settlements.
RBC was also the top provider in the multiple custodians
Emea unweighted category and won in every region and
globally in the unweighted single custodian section. The
bank also won the Asia Pacific section in the single custodian weighted segment and scored the highest global total
for that category.
For mutual funds, RBC was the top provider in Emea and
overall in the unweighted section. RBC was also the winner
in Emea and overall for the unweighted clients with assets
of less than $3bn category. RBC was also top-ranked for
smaller clients in the Americas and overall, beating Pictet
into second.
One client said: “RBC is able to provide excellent quality
of service and we are happy with it.”
Another said: “RBC provides constantly high quality
services and still aims to improve. The relationship and cooperation are very constructive and solution-oriented. RBC
IS understands completely our business needs.”
One concluded: “RBC Investor & Treasury Services offers
well run, comprehensive global services and has invested a
great deal in technology over the past year. Their relationship management is second to none.”

A client commented: “Citibank provides quality custodial
services, with excellent client service and relationship
management.”
Another customer said: “Excellent relationship
management and client services makes this best in class.
The reporting and the proprietary technology application
are quality tools that are easy to use and reliable.”

Pictet
Pictet extended in 2018 its reputation for custodial
excellence. The Swiss firm typically scored better in
the unweighted section than the weighted lists. In the
unweighted category Pictet was the top ranked custodian
in the Americas and scored well in the individual service
categories where it won the foreign exchange services and
income collection awards.
The firm also claimed the top prize for Emea in the
weighted mutual fund custodian list where it scored 7.68,
beating all-comers including HSBC and Societe Generale
which shared second place.
Pictet was the top unweighted provider in the Americas
for clients with less than $3bn under management and ran
RBC Investor and Treasury Services close for the overall
category, finishing second with 12.52 compared to RBC’s
12.60.
In the weighted list for smaller clients, Pictet also scored
well, winning the Emea section and coming a close second
to RBC in the overall category.
Pictet clients are complimentary about the specialist
supplier. They commented: “Flawless execution of trades.
Immediate rectification of any errors made. Excellent client
service and high quality reporting.”
Another said: “Very stable and risk-averse custodian.
Excellent service, very knowledgable and responsive
partner. Very convenient cash management.”
One added: “Of the 10+ custodians we deal with, Pictet
are by far the best.”

Citigroup
The US banking giant scored well in the global weighted section, coming a close second (7.47) to BNY Mellon (7.69) in the
Americas and scoring the highest global total across the three
main regions. Citi only came second to HSBC in the global
averages because that bank does not provide custody services
in the Americas.
Citi came second to HSBC in client services, corporate
actions, industry knowledge, network, relationship management, safety of client assets and settlements in the weighted
category.
The US bank was the top-rated provider overall in the single custodian category and the top-rated firm in the Americas.

FUND
INCOME
INDUSTRY
NETWORK RELATIONSHIP REPORTING SAFETY OF SETTLEMENTS
ACCOUNTING
COLLECTIONS KNOWLEDGE		 MANAGEMENT		
CLIENT		
QUALITY						
ASSETS
6.34
6.05
5.95
5.91
6.39
6.14
6.35
6.13
		
5.85
6.06
6.40
6.46
6.00
6.73
6.26
				 7.01
7.11
7.03
7.23
6.92
7.29
6.97
6.22
6.32
6.01
6.02
6.23
6.07
6.57
6.20
5.41
5.31
5.25		
5.70
5.60
5.75
5.65
5.38		
5.21
5.26
5.16
4.96
5.29
5.05

TAX
SERVICE

FUND
INCOME
INDUSTRY
NETWORK RELATIONSHIP REPORTING SAFETY OF SETTLEMENTS
ACCOUNTING
COLLECTIONS KNOWLEDGE		 MANAGEMENT		
CLIENT		
QUALITY						
ASSETS
5.54
5.52
5.54
5.56
5.89
5.64
5.97
5.74
		
5.15
5.28
5.58
5.51
5.18
5.90
5.42
				
6.08
6.29
6.14
6.34
6.06
6.52
6.11
5.94
5.84
5.73
5.73
5.90
5.79
6.21
5.87
6.14
6.10
6.03		 6.33
6.11
6.41
6.17
6.45		6.40
6.35
6.41
6.13
6.58
6.26

TAX
SERVICE
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Accelerating the
evolution of custody
HSBC is leveraging its network to create a custody structure that clients can
better relate to, streamlining processes and highlighting where custody can
add value.
Following several years of significant growth in its global
custody franchise, HSBC Securities Services recently decided to implement a new structure and operating model
to align itself more closely with its clients.
“We have historically been regional-centric with a
mix of geographic, functional, product and client-based
teams,” explains Alexis Meissner, Global Head of Banks
and Broker Dealers for HSBC Securities Services. “The
regional business model remains relevant, but our new
structure will simplify the way we operate with a real
emphasis on our clients.”
Specialist sector-based teams have been created to work
with the key sectors of banks and broker dealers; asset
owners and asset managers; and issuers.
This organisational model is designed to fulfil the vision
of ensuring that clients are at the centre of everything
HSBC does, providing a conduit directly from clients
down through the organisation and its operational structures to ensure it is highly responsive to what is happening with clients, be they asset owners or banks and broker
dealers.
Meissner describes HSBC’s broker outsourcing capabilities as falling squarely within the banks and brokerdealers client segment as part of a broader trend towards
outsourcing of capabilities. “The reason we have such
conviction around this strategy is that there is a clear
growth trend around outsourcing in the clearing and custody space for broker dealers, particularly in relation to
account operator and third party clearing. This phenomenon ties nicely into our end-to-end broker outsourcing
proposition, which ultimately gives our clients a full post
trade proposition in equities and fixed income, coupled
with clearing opportunities.”
“We have just finished implementing a new post-trade
cash equities platform and capability across 54 markets in

Asia, Europe and the US for our global markets equities
business under an outsourcing arrangement,” she says.
This project involved the complete replacement of a 20
year old settlements and finance infrastructure, removing nine internal platforms and implementing three new
strategic lines.
“This move was critical for us in establishing credibility,” adds Meissner. “If a prospective client asked us
what we do with our own broker infrastructure and we
couldn’t say we provide middle and back office asset
servicing and clearing provision to those businesses, it
would undermine the credibility of the service.”
Based on extensive conversations with clients, Jane
Karczewski, Head of Global Custody observes that while
increasing profitability and reducing risk are key objectives, there has also been a major change in understanding of how custody – and all the products along the chain
such as middle office, collateral management, collateral
optimisation and fund accounting – adds value to the
front end of the business.
“This can be significant for asset owners and asset managers. Creating transparency via client centric dialogue
coupled with a better understanding of client risk and
investment profiles, allows us to really fine tune the data
analytics we provide. This is turn allows for potentially
better profitability for our clients as they are able to make
better execution decisions she explains.
“This is also relevant to the banks and broker dealer
sector, as they are mandated on their execution and settlement capabilities. What we are looking to achieve via our
system enhancements is key for them”
Efficient execution based on tighter settlement process
and automation will increase liquidity across the market,
adds Karczewski. “Liquidity (cash liquidity, but also
market liquidity for example in the specific illiquid as-

We have just finished implementing a new post-trade cash
equities platform and capability across 54 markets in Asia,
Europe and the US for our global markets equities business under an
outsourcing arrangement
Alexis Meissner,
Global Head of Banks and Broker Dealers for HSBC Securities Services
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set classes such as credit and high yield assets) and risk
management are at the top of the agenda for all clients.
A custodian has valuable data that can assist in defining
the depth of market in certain illiquid securities and the
network reach to facilitate market entry.”
In addition to reshaping the investment value chain, the
change in operational focus should also have a significant
impact on individual custodians’ technology, client management and business models.
“Because of the way we have evolved as an organisation, we have a large number of internal systems, so we
have to look at consolidation,” continues Karczewski.
To achieve this objective, HSBC is focusing on the
development of a new centralised system, which will accumulate transactions across all direct custody and clearing hubs into a single portal. This will potentially allow
clients to have one book of records, the potential benefits
of which include shorter settlement cycles; cost reduction;
full straight-through processing; the removal of reconciliation processes; and fewer settlement failures.
“This sounds attractive as a must have, but there is a
bigger potential upside,” says Karczewski. “The entire
matching process can take place within this closed community, turning settlements into an internal book transfer.
This will support a shortening of the settlement cycle to
T+1 or even T+0, which in turn would require a change in
the funding of foreign currency and the FX model if it is
needed to buy a security.”
Data harmonisiation also has a dedicated focus at
HSBC. Digital integration will give clients live access
to their data at any time, in a manner that allows for
integration with their internal core processes. To this end
a specific Data and Digital team has been created within
Securities Services working in partnership with HSBC’s
group approach. A key focus will clearly be data security.
Karczewski suggests that custodians will continue to
play a role in protecting client information from cyber
threats and that asset safety will no longer just be about
safekeeping, but will also include data protection against
cybercrime.
“The rise of big data analytics plays to our strengths as a
global custodian,” she says. “Understanding investment
patterns, foreign exchange fluctuations and liquidity
based on an aggregated data set across a broad set of
market participants is valuable to investment making
decisions for our clients.”
This should enable HSBC to help asset managers mine
correlations and spot investment trends, moving it further up the value chain and closer to its clients’ decisionmaking processes.
HSBC is already using APIs and robotics (there are a
number of robots processing trades in its operational
infrastructure) and will be increasing its use of these
technologies over the next 12 months. It is also working
on initiatives around credit liquidity providing data into
a liquidity analytics platform
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Because of the way we have
evolved as an organisation,
we have a large number of
internal systems, so we have to
look at consolidation
Jane Karczewski,
Head of Global Custody
In future, there is an expectation that digital workflow
tools combined with robotics and self- learning technology (artificial intelligence) will be the basis for client
service. Approximately two thirds of client queries are
simple information requests and digital solutions will allow most of these requests to be handled instantly.
“Clients will be self- serving,” says Karczewski. “However, for queries that cannot be handled automatically
they will expect direct access to local staff with ready
access to the required information.”
Both Meissner and Karczewski are confident that over
the next five years, HSBC Securities Services’ investment
plan will transform the custody operating model.
“Bringing our clients as close to the local market as
possible is one of our primary objectives,” says Meissner.
“We are already known for our thought leadership as a
global custodian – this is about fine tuning our position
and finding more efficient mechanisms to deliver this
insight to our clients.”
One of Meissner’s primary objectives as the sector head
for banks and brokers is making sure that its global client
base and their clients have the same experience with
HSBC in every market.
“We have established a new client management team
within the sector to deliver this high level service across
the globe,” she explains. “Being able to filter out noise for
our clients is hugely important – we want to understand
what our clients need to know right now and give them
this insight at a global level. There are very few financial
institutions that have a comparable breadth and depth of
footprint and capability.”
Designing an organisation around the client experience is an innovative approach and it is HSBC’s network
that affords it this opportunity. The balance sheet and
capital requirements to run a large markets transactional
business are significant, but there is an appreciation that
the HSBC Securities Services platform has considerable
potential for growth.
The new structure ensures that HSBC Securities Services
is informing the way it constructs products and provides
services from a client-centric angle. “It is also a significant building block towards the ‘one custody’ concept,”
concludes Meissner.
For Professional Clients and Eligible counterparties only.
Not for Retail Clients.
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BNY Mellon

Northern Trust

BNY Mellon was ranked the top custodian in the Americas
in the weighted category, which tends to skew the result
towards larger clients. BNY scored 7.69 in the Americas,
beating Citi, Northern Trust, Pictet and RBC Investor &
Treasury Services.
Globally, BNY Mellon came third in the weighted section
behind HSBC and Citi.
BNY Mellon was also rated in the weighted section as
the top provider globally for class actions (6.47) and fund
accounting quality (6.34).
The US custodian was also the top ranked Americas
provider in the weighted multiple custodian category,
scoring 8.46 and beating Northern Trust, JP Morgan, State
Street and Citi.
In the single custodian weighted category BNY came
second to Citigroup in the Americas and globally. The
weighted and unweighted categories specifically for mutual
funds made BNY Mellon top in the Americas.
One client said: “BNY Mellon is a very strong custodian.
We have used them for over 40 years. They are very strong
on core operational custodian functions.”
Another customer added: “Very good knowledge
of the market and very positive and business oriented
relationship management team.”

Northern Trust delivered another solid performance in
2018. The US custodian was voted the top custodian in the
unweighted category for class actions and tax services. The
bank did even better in the weighted section where it was
ranked the top performer for cash management, execution
services, foreign exchange and tax services.
In the unweighted multiple custodian category, Northern
Trust was the top custodian in the Americas and scored the
highest global average across the three regions. The bank
also recorded the highest global average across all regions
in the weighted list.
Northern Trust also won the weighted Americas and
Asia-Pacific categories for customers with assets under
management of more than $3bn. The bank was also the
highest scorer across all three regions in the unweighted list
for large clients.
For clients with less than $3bn under management,
Northern Trust was voted the top custody provider in the
Asia-Pacific in both the weighted and the unweighted list.
A Northern Trust client commented: “Great client
servicing teams, very responsive and solves problems
quickly. Both Singapore and HK teams are very helpful and
friendly.”
Another said: “We do see excellent settlement rate from
Northern Trust and reactiveness to manage the failure of
trades. In terms of relationship manager, our relationship
manager is always ready to listen. He comes from operational background that makes our life very easier to explain
our business requirements.
A customer added: “Northern Trust real strength is the
quality of the client service offering and dedicated team.
They understand our business and work hard to keep us
informed of any developments which may affect our operating model.”

BNY Mellon is a very strong
custodian. We have used
them for over 40 years. They are
very strong on core operational
custodian functions

MUTUAL FUND/UCITS (Weighted)
COMPANY NAME
BNP Paribas
BNY Mellon
Citi
HSBC
Northern Trust
Pictet
RBC Investor & Treasury Services
Societe Generale

EMEA
AMERICAS
ASIA-PACIFIC
GLOBAL TOTAL
AVERAGE
4.17				
4.31
7.91		 12.22
6.28
5.97
6.84		 12.81
6.28
7.41		8.86
16.27
8.03
5.64		
7.07
12.71
6.33
7.68				
5.33
5.27		
10.60
5.31
7.41				

MUTUAL FUND/UCITS (Unweighted)
COMPANY NAME
BNP Paribas
BNY Mellon
Citi
HSBC
Northern Trust
Pictet
RBC Investor & Treasury Services
Societe Generale

EMEA
AMERICAS
ASIA-PACIFIC
GLOBAL TOTAL
AVERAGE
5.92				
5.37
6.37		 11.74
5.81
5.41
5.13		 10.54
5.18
6.29		6.39
12.68
6.33
5.87		
5.02
10.89
5.52
5.81				
6.50
6.06		 12.56
6.34
5.46				
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the Emea weighted category for clients with more than $3bn
under management.
Client feedback was also good: “We gave no scores of four
or below. In general JPMorgan is performing well, it’s a very
good custodian.”
Another said: “JPMorgan delivers an outstanding proactive relationship. Their network department has a great
knowledge on all the markets they support. They have a
very strong Newsflash stream.”
One client added: “They have very good client interaction
- always available and take ownership of the issue for the
client.”

JP Morgan
The US bank’s custody business did better in the weighted
section than the unweighted section reflecting the fact that
JP Morgan tends to deal with larger client firms. In the
weighted section, JP Morgan was the top-rated provider in
Emea, scoring an impressive 7.83 which was way ahead of its
nearest competition (HSBC with 6.91).
JP Morgan was also top-rated in the multiple custodian
weighted category overall and for Emea, and came out top
in the single custodian weighted category for Emea. The US
bank’s custody business was also the top-rated provider in

JPMorgan delivers an outstanding proactive relationship. Their network
department has a great knowledge on all the markets they support.
MULTIPLE CUSTODIAN (Weighted)
COMPANY NAME
EMEA
AMERICAS
ASIA-PACIFIC
GLOBAL TOTAL
BNP Paribas
4.60				
BNY Mellon
6.10
8.46
5.15
19.71
Citi
5.99
7.28
5.87
19.14
HSBC
7.00		7.58
14.58
JPMorgan
8.21
7.61		 15.82
Northern Trust
6.79
8.09
6.12
21.00
Pictet
6.45
5.93		 12.38
RBC Investor & Treasury Services
5.73
5.21		
10.94
Societe Generale
6.48				
State Street		
7.38
7.49
14.87
MULTIPLE CUSTODIAN (Unweighted)
COMPANY NAME
EMEA
AMERICAS
ASIA-PACIFIC
GLOBAL TOTAL
BNP Paribas
5.76				
BNY Mellon
5.04
5.88
5.76
16.68
Citi
5.46
5.36
4.84
15.66
HSBC
6.08		5.97
12.05
JPMorgan
5.75
4.74		 10.49
Northern Trust
5.60
6.19
5.55
17.34
Pictet
6.04
6.18		 12.22
RBC Investor & Treasury Services
6.51
5.69		 12.20
Societe Generale
5.31				
State Street		
5.27
5.57
10.84
SINGLE CUSTODIAN (Weighted)
COMPANY NAME
BNP Paribas
BNY Mellon
Citi
HSBC
JPMorgan
Northern Trust
Pictet
RBC Investor & Treasury Services
Societe Generale
SINGLE CUSTODIAN (Unweighted)
COMPANY NAME
BNP Paribas
BNY Mellon
Citi
HSBC
JPMorgan
Northern Trust
Pictet
RBC Investor & Treasury Services
Societe Generale
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AVERAGE
6.64
6.35
7.34
8.00
6.84
6.23
5.26
6.95

AVERAGE
5.51
5.23
6.02
5.44
5.73
6.10
5.95
5.24

EMEA
AMERICAS
ASIA-PACIFIC
GLOBAL TOTAL
AVERAGE
3.01				
4.77
6.53		
11.30
5.35
6.44
7.84		14.28
7.14
6.80				
6.95				
4.67
3.80
3.87
12.34
4.14
5.10				
5.09
5.26
5.82
16.17
5.28
6.91				

EMEA
AMERICAS
ASIA-PACIFIC
GLOBAL TOTAL
6.09			
5.35
6.07		
11.42
5.16
5.68		 10.84
6.51			
5.87			
5.46
6.18
5.90
17.54
5.94			
6.53
6.44
6.86
19.83
6.15			
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Societe Generale:

BNP Paribas Securities Services

The French bank scored well in the weighted category for
Emea, reaching 6.59 which put it behind only JP Morgan
and HSBC in that region. The bank also scored well in
Emea in the weighted multiple and single custodian categories, where it scored 6.91 and finished narrowly behind
ultimate winner JP Morgan with 6.95.
Societe Generale also scored well with mutual funds in
Emea, coming joint second with HSBC on 7.41 and narrowly behind Pictet with 7.68.
One client said: “Safety is excellent so we have had no
issue for many years now.”
Another commented: “Very good service on requested
processes. High level of experience”

The French bank’s custody division scores well in the
European unweighted section where it scored 5.86 out of 7,
which made it the fourth provider in that category behind
RBC, HSBC and Pictet. The custodian did less well in the
weighted category where it scored 4.13.
BNP scored more heavily in the unweighted categories
across the board, scoring 5.92 for services to European
mutual funds, which made that firm third behind RBC and
HSBC. The French provider also came third in the category
of firms servicing smaller firms, namely those with under
$3bn in assets under management.
BNP scored 5.87 out of 7 in the smaller client category
which placed it third behind RBC and Pictet.
BNP clients were broadly complimentary. One said: “Client services is very reactive, proactive and the quality of the
service is very high which explain the seven rate. As for the
swift process. The tax service is also particularly efficient
with a good customer care and follow up. Safety of the asset is also very high.”

State Street
State Street had success in various regions. The US bank
came second in the weighted Asia-Pacific category behind
HSBC, and fourth in the Americas and second in Asia-Pacific in the weighted multiple custodian section.
One client said: “Excellent client support team, strong
knowledge base, open and business minded staff.”
Another said: “I think State Street is the number one
custodian Bank. Their service is perfect.”

Client services is very
reactive, proactive and the
quality of the service is very high

Assets Under Management more than $3bn (Weighted)
COMPANY NAME
EMEA
AMERICAS
ASIA-PACIFIC
GLOBAL TOTAL
AVERAGE
BNY Mellon
6.66
8.16		
14.82
7.31
Citi
6.79
7.64
6.27
20.70
6.99
HSBC
6.92		7.50
14.42
7.20
JPMorgan
8.11				
Northern Trust
7.09
8.78
7.00
22.87
7.50
Pictet
7.49
7.90		 15.39
7.61
Societe Generale
6.87				
Assets Under Management more than $3bn (Unweighted)
COMPANY NAME
EMEA
AMERICAS
ASIA-PACIFIC
GLOBAL TOTAL
AVERAGE
BNY Mellon
5.25
5.91		
11.16
5.55
Citi
5.34
5.46
4.74
15.54
5.24
HSBC
6.30		5.99
12.29
6.15
JPMorgan
5.82				
Northern Trust
5.72
6.19
5.52
17.43
5.77
Pictet
5.86
6.00		 11.86
5.90
Societe Generale
5.64				
Assets Under Management LESS than $3bn (Weighted)
COMPANY NAME
EMEA
AMERICAS
ASIA-PACIFIC
GLOBAL TOTAL
BNP Paribas
3.72			
BNY Mellon
3.13			
Northern Trust		
3.68
3.52
7.20
Pictet
4.61
4.36		 8.97
RBC Investor & Treasury Services
4.51
4.61		9.12
Assets Under Management LESS than $3bn (Unweighted)
COMPANY NAME
EMEA
AMERICAS
ASIA-PACIFIC
GLOBAL TOTAL
BNP Paribas
5.87				
BNY Mellon
5.01				
Northern Trust		
6.18
5.77
11.95
Pictet
6.13
6.39		 12.52
RBC Investor & Treasury Services
6.50
6.10		 12.60
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5.74
6.25
6.33
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DERIVATIVES

MARKET DATA

Exchanges tackle
market data dilemma

In the highly competitive financial markets access to high-quality
market data has become a critical battleground, writes Louisa Chender
Whether firms are reliant on it to meet
regulatory requirements, hoping to
leverage new technologies or use it to
make informed business and investment decisions, data has become an
essential tool for any firm. It is not surprising then that those firms with access to such highly sought-after information, such as trading venues, have
invested in their data services, hoping
to generate data revenue to complement their traditional trading and
clearing businesses.
Mifid II also introduced new
types of data service providers, like
Approved Publication Arrangements
(APAs), which publish trade reports
on behalf of investment firms, and
consolidated tape providers for European markets that could collect data
from the trading venues and APAs,
consolidate it and make it publicly
available via a continuous live stream.
Due to the complexity of forming a
tape for non-equity instruments, the
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Mifid II provisions are not expected
to apply until September 2019. In the
meantime, some participants have
raised concerns about the pricing and
quality of data, as well as the potential
impact the data-incentivised environment could have on the markets.
“Mercury in the food chain”
At the FIA IDX conference in London
in June, Mark Hemsley, president of
Cboe Europe, said the industry must
ensure it doesn’t collapse into itself or
reduce the demand and liquidity in the
market as it strives to cope with the accumulative cost of data.
“If you look at data and, and the
pricing of data, it can be like mercury
in the food chain,” he said, explaining
that data is paid for by all ends of the
process including the customer, the
broker, the central counterparty and
the asset manager.
According to Hemsley, the problem
is that, although exchanges like Cboe

54

can provide competition to the largest
exchange groups in some areas of market data, it is not substitutable for participants such as market-makers and
those operating a smart order router, as
they need primary market data.
“Since we brought direct competition to the market and put pressure on
the incumbent exchanges, trading costs
have gone down, spreads are tighter,
and clearing fees have gone down.
“However, for certain parts of the
market, such as the opening and closing auctions, we do not compete with
the primary exchanges – so even if they
put their prices up, people need to pay
for data,” he told FOW.
“The incumbent exchanges have no
pricing pressure on them in a directly
comparable way, so there is nothing to
control their pricing, and that is why
their pricing is all over the place.”
This lack of pricing pressure is something regulators should be taking into
consideration, he suggested, where, for
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example, regulation requires the primary best bid or offer to be used. The rules,
then, are reinforcing primary market
data as a product that must be bought.
“I believe it’s important for regulators to think about the commercial
framework as well, and not create a
monopoly by regulation which puts
costs up for the end users,” he said.
Nail in the coffin
for manual traders
Although some participants claim traders produce the data that exchanges
sell, Hemsley maintains that exchanges
are adding value to raw data to justify
charging for a new product.
“We do a lot of other things with the
data such as creating an order book,
matching orders to create executions,
and managing consolidation of trade
reporting. We do a lot of work to provide an exchange service and that is
what is sold.”
Mark Phelps, chief executive officer
of broker GH Financials, agrees the
market does not necessarily have an
issue with exchanges deriving revenue
from market data, especially given revenue from trading can be volatile.

“However, I am not sure exchanges
have thought through the ramifications
of accumulative charges,” he said.
“The costs of doing business have
gone up. The more exchanges raise
their prices for market data the higher
the fixed cost. There is no push back,
and that has played a part in reduction
of the point-and-click market.”
Phelps explained the drive towards
more automation in the derivatives
market may force manual traders to
consider whether it is the right business model for them.
“If exchanges keep increasing prices
there is a good chance this might be the
nail in the coffin for manual traders,”
he said.
It is not only existing traders that
could be forced out of the market, but
the costs for new entrants are also excessive, which raises further concerns
about the long-term impact of high
data fees.
“The pace people are bringing new
traders into the market has slowed and
the data charges play a significant role
in that,” he said.
“We should be trying to maintain the
market, not shrink it.”

Lynn Martin, ICE Data Services

One way to mitigate this, Phelps
suggested, would be for exchanges to
adopt a similar approach to the incentive schemes they offer for trading fees.
“If there is no pricing control, as exchanges continue to raise fees it will
push out the existing user bases and
prevent them from bringing in new
players,” he warned.

Global Exchanges Segment Growth Rates – by Segment – 2013-17 Trending
Source: Burton-Taylor International Consulting
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Mark Hemsley, Cboe Europe

However, he is not optimistic that
there will be competition in market
data, perhaps not until new exchanges
gain market share.
“The best game in town is to be
working at an exchange – they are
holding all the cards.”
Cost of data per trade has
collapsed
According to the Exchange Global
Share and Segment Sizing 2018 report
published by Burton-Taylor Institutional Consulting in June, global exchanges collectively recorded a 6.4%
increase in revenue from trading, clearing and settlement in 2017, while revenue from information services was
up 9.1%. The latter was said to reflect a
continued focus on the segment as exchanges seek to build-out revenues beyond real-time market data franchises
into index, analytics and valuation data
services.
“There is a widespread perception
in the industry exchanges are making
a killing through information services
and are attributing the increase to higher prices for real-time market data fees,
but that is not the case,” Andy Nybo,
director of Burton-Taylor International
Consulting, told FOW.
He added: “Exchanges are offering
a broader range of products. They still
market traditional real-time market
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data but are adding a range of other
services such as analytics, and new and
different ways of looking at the market
such as depth of book and other data
derived from the pricing information
that they collect.”
Although the report highlighted that
ICE is the leading exchange in the information services segment, with 45%
of its 2017 revenue generated from the
data business, Lynn Martin, president
and chief operating officer of ICE Data
Services, clarified that only 11% of
ICE’s revenue is related to data from its
various international exchanges.
She explained the bulk of ICE’s data
business is diversified data services,
led by the pricing and analytics business.
“The most important thing to point
out is that there is a significantly lower
price per trade and per quote paid by
the market than ten years ago. This is a
phenomenon the market is not always
aware of. The cost of data per trade has
collapsed.”
Another thing that gets missed, she
explained, is the number of new data
products. This could include features
like new feeds with additional analytics which “provide traders with valuable insights”.
“The third consideration is the
amount of infrastructure, messages
and bandwidth required to deal with
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the increasing amount of quotes and
products and various cyber security elements,” she said.
Given there are increasingly more
products being introduced by the futures markets, Martin explained there
may be fee adjustments from time to
time as customers receive significant,
additional hedging vehicles.
She added: “Customers are receiving
more for less on a per product basis.”
Following the ICE acquisition of Interactive Data Corporation (IDC) in
2015, data has continued to be a strong
area of focus for the exchange group,
recognising that firms are always looking for data services that allow them to
make informed decisions.
“Firms are continuously looking for
any form of increased insight anything
that gives them an edge and the ability
to manage their risk. As markets continue to evolve there will be additional
services offered,” Martin said.
Hartmut Graf, head of data services
at Deutsche Boerse expressed similar
views, explaining that because of Mifid
II, for which the product structure was
expanded and re-arranged, some prices went up while others went down.
“For instance, we introduced a
new fee model for non-display usage,
which is use-case specific. Consequentially, the more intensely the client uses
the data, the more the client pays, and
alternatively, if the client uses less, the
client pays less,” he said.
The same sentiment applies at USbased CME Group which said it strives
to ensure the cost of market data is
aligned to the value of services provided.
“CME Group’s real-time market data
offers traders a window into our markets and access to this level of detail in
a broad number of our highly liquid
markets is reflected in the fee that professional subscribers pay,” a spokesperson said.
Non-discriminatory access
It is not just the fees have incited concerns among users of data.
Under Mifid II, APAs are required to
publish transaction data in as close to
real-time as possible, and on a “reason-
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able commercial basis”. After 15 minutes the data must be made available to
the public for free, ensuring “non-discriminatory access” to the information.
However, in some cases the quality
of data, even when published for free,
was far from the true spirit of the law.
According to research by Chris
Barnes, published in a Clarus Financial
Technology blog in March, when trying to access data across five different
APAs the experience was varied. In one
case there was no option but to ask the
APA directly, which resulted in a time
delay upon receipt. Another APA required the user to manually copy and
paste the data, while another only published it as an image.
The lack of standardisation led to
further guidance being issued by the
European Securities and Markets Authority (Esma) in May, where it specified APAs and trading venues should
follow similar practices for publishing
market data.
Hemsley said, at Cboe, the APA data
is already included in the standard real-time market data feeds for free.

“These feeds include both the APA
and on-exchange market data, so if
someone wanted the APA data we
would provide them with everything
but ask they only use the real-time
data,” he said.
“However, there may have been
some pretty evasive practices among
other APAs such as only making the
data available in strange formats before
making it disappear again, or making
it available on an obscure website,” he
added.
One expectation outlined in the Mifid II text was that a consolidated tape,
combining market data from APAs and
trading venues in a live stream, should
be provided “as soon as possible” to
improve transparency in the fragmented European market. However, due to
the complexity of non-equity instruments, and conflicting views among
market participants, there has been little progress.
Some claim a tape would help them
meet best execution requirements in a
more cost-efficient way.
However, according to Hemsley,

consolidated tape providers may not
be welcomed by all market participants.
“As part of being authorised in the
EU you would have to make the data
available to a consolidated tape. Incumbent exchanges do not like that
idea because they would not benefit
from it,” he said.
Meanwhile the pressure for firms to
ensure they have the appropriate data
to provide best execution, make informed trading decisions and remain
competitive as technology evolves is
not abating.
The data vendors are under similar
pressure to ensure their systems can
handle the vast amount of data they
are required to collect and disseminate
to meet clients’ needs, while complying
with regulatory mandates.
As both sides continue to access new
and different types of data while seeking opportunities for revenue growth
and profitability, it is likely this increasingly data-centric approach will lead
to further changes, complaints, consolidation and conflicts.

Global Exchanges – Information Services Revenue – by Exchange – exit 2017
Source: Burton-Taylor International Consulting
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Swedish bond market
faces uncertain future
By Jack Ball
Dwindling liquidity in the Swedish
corporate bond market is worrying
investors whose predicament is being
compounded by the lack of Swedish
repo or credit default swap (CDS)
market.
Wall Street veteran Sean George
believes there are some idiosyncratic
risks in the corporate bond market
in Sweden given the high level of
real estate exposure, which has the
potential to cause some real problems
– particularly with the lack of effective
CDS or repo market.
George, who is the chief investment
officer at Stockholm-based hedge
fund Strukturinvest, said: “55% of
corporate bonds issued in Sweden
this year are real estate related. New
housing starts in Sweden also fell 13%

in the first quarter of this year - the first
time that has happened since 2012.”
He added: “The main risk in
not having a CDS market here
is that market participants can’t
effectively hedge the risk they’re
sitting on. Because this problem is
idiosyncratic to Sweden, any hedging
instruments outside of the country that
investors may wish to use to hedge
their risk is not going to move with the
risk they are trying to hedge.”
With the risks now inherent in the
Swedish corporate bond market,
George said he finds it “very odd that
you have an entire market but no other
ways to hedge or short”.
“Investors need some sort of
hedging tool such as repo so you can
short the bonds or credit default swaps
where you can short it synthetically,”
he argued.

There are number of ways the
buy-side, including asset managers
and other investors, use the CDS
market. According to trade body
the International Capital Market
Association’s (Icma) February report,
portfolio managers may wish to reduce
their exposure to a particular bond or
credit – either as part of a portfolio
rebalancing or as an active strategy.
Alternatively, as Icma pointed out,
the liquidity for a particular bond they
are selling could be particularly bad at
a time when an asset manager wants to
reduce their exposure in the relevant
instrument.
“In this case they could turn to
the CDS market, buying protection
in the relevant reference entity, and
so neutralising their credit exposure
until liquidity improves in the cash
bond market and they can exit both
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their bond position at more favourable
terms,” the study read.
The only thing available to investors
in Sweden however are proxy hedges
- a serious issue given the real estate
concentration in any credit default
swap indices in Europe, US or Asia
do not have anything close to the
concentration of real estate found in
the Swedish market.
George continued: “Compounding
this problem is that Sweden has some
of the highest real estate valuations in
Europe, with the Swedish consumer
also leveraged at the highest they’ve
been in 200 years. With this in mind
we can see a scenario where the cookie
starts to crumble.”
The European CDS market
George’s comments come amid a wider
pattern of decline in Europe’s single
name CDS market more generally.
According to Icma, this market
specifically has seen a drop since 2008.
This has been partly explained by the
increased use of portfolio compression
services which have decreased the
number of trades and notional while
at the same time keeping economic
exposure at the same level.
Indeed, according to data from US
post-trade firm the Depository Trust &
Clearing Corporation (DTCC), trading
activity in the European market has
been declining ever since quarterly
notional peaked at $1.5 trillion in the
second quarter of 2014. Three years
later in Q4 2017 quarterly notional
totalled only $252.6 billion. The number
of contracts in this same period also
declined from approximately 171,000
in the second quarter of 2014 to 45,000
in the third quarter of 2017.
The outstanding gross notional
amount of European single name
CDS also declined more than 50%
from the fourth quarter of 2010 to the
third quarter of 2017. At the end of the
fourth quarter of 2010, outstanding
notional totalled $6.9 trillion compared
with $2.4 trillion at the end of the third
quarter of 2017.
With these figures in mind, Andy
Hill, senior director, market practice
and regulatory policy at Icma, said:
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The main risk in
not having a CDS market
here is that market participants
can’t effectively hedge the risk
they’re sitting on.
Sean George

“You really need an environment
where broker dealers are willing to put
up capital, take some risk and provide
liquidity in single name CDS.
“As banks withdraw from the
market and decide they’re not
going to be CDS marketmakers, it makes it harder
for other banks because
those institutions are
also liquidity takers,
not only providers – they
need someone else to trade
against.”
The expense of maintaining a CDS
book too, both in terms of maintaining
both capital and liquidity has also
dented the market.
More benign market conditions
too have played their part. “CDS
is a volatility instrument, and with
compressed spreads and muted market
volatility, as well as low default rates,
the demand for single name CDS,
particularly in the investment grade
space, has become subdued,” read
Icma’s February report.
Liquidity squeeze
Anders Nordborg, chief executive
officer at Swedish hedge fund Trude
Asset Management, said he believes
the Swedish corporate bond market
“will shut down very quickly” should
liquidity start to dry up.
“A corporate bond fund that has
only Swedish corporate paper in it will
not survive,” he warned. “Or, they will
survive but will not be able to provide
the liquidity that their prospectus is
promising.”
But the credit worthiness of Swedish
issuers is not what the market should
be worried about. The next crisis, he
believes, will be one of liquidity.
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Sean George: “55% of corporate
bonds issued in Sweden this year are
real estate related. New housing starts
in Sweden also fell 13% in the first
quarter of this year - the first time that
has happened since 2012.”

“There is nothing wrong with
the credit worthiness of Swedish
corporates,” Nordborg said. “If you
look at the corporates in Sweden, they
all have very strong balance sheets etc
so there is nothing wrong with their
credit worthiness. The corporates are
doing fine.
“In the Swedish corporate bond
market I would say a major liquidity
crisis could hit within three to four
years,” he warned. “Rates needs to
move up too.”
Creating a repo/CDS market
In short, high real estate valuations,
a high concentration of debt in the
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A corporate bond fund that has only
Swedish corporate paper in it will
not survive. Or, they will survive but will not
be able to provide the liquidity that their
prospectus is promising.
Anders Nordborg, Trude Asset Management
corporate bond market and no effective
way to hedge is, according to George,
“a glaring situation that someone
should keep an eye on, track, and try to
change the market dynamics - creating
vehicles so funds are not just trapped
long and hoping for the best”.
“I’m not saying creating such
vehicles is easy,” he added. “But a repo
market for corporate bonds in Sweden
is certainly something that can be done
and should be done.
“While some regulators may still
brand CDS as ‘evil’, the repo market
is a cornerstone of financial markets
across the globe in most liquid asset
classes.”
Despite this general trend across
Europe, the reason why the Swedish
CDS market issues have not been
addressed is because regulators,
according to George, are also somewhat
oblivious to the lack of liquidity and

the concentration of real estate in the
corporate bond market in Sweden.
Negative perceptions of the CDS
market held by some regulators and
commentators, as well as policymakers, are also a major headwind
facing a potential rebirth of the Swedish
corporate bond market.
“They seem to be more consumer
focused rather than fund focused,”
he added. “In Sweden there is no
willingness and/or maybe not even an
understanding that they actually need
a repo or CDS market.”
Despite the prevailing regulatory
fears about CDS – a hangover from
10 years ago – creating a repo market
is not hard in principle, but crucially
requires participation from key market
players.
Hill explained: “If you can get
holders, fund managers to recycle their
holdings back into the market, whether

Hedge Feedback Loop. Source: Foresight: The Future of Computer Trading in Financial
Markets (2012), Final Project Report, The Government Office for Science, London
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they do it directly or through agency
lending programmes, suddenly you
create an environment where marketmakers can go short, where they know
they can actually borrow the bonds
that they might need.”
The repo desk will need capital to
be able to do this, Hill stressed, with
things like the liquidity ratio and the
Net Stable Funding Ratio limiting
capacity in this sense. But, in theory, as
long as you have supply and holders
who are willing to lend their bonds
into the market then at least you have
a chance.
The CDS market, though, is a lot
more complicated. “You do need
market-makers who are willing to
write protection and buy protection,
depending on what their clients want,”
Hill added. “The experience we’ve seen
in Europe, and we’re seeing the same
in Asia, is that there are only a handful
of market-makers because it’s capital
intensive and is very much driven by
demand and supply.”
“Having an index is really helpful
as well, because if you look at all the
activity in Europe for example, of the
most active single name CDS names,
80% of them are in the iTraxx. But again
it’s somewhat self-fulfilling – if you
have an index you have single name
CDS liquidity, but you need a liquid
single name CDS market in order to
create an index.”
A buyer of CDS, who often owns
the underlying credit, is afforded
protection as the seller assumes the
credit risk in exchange for a protection
fee, similar to that of an insurance
premium. Following a negative credit
event like a default by the issuer, the
seller is obliged to pay the buyer of the
CDS.
The instruments are, as Icma
pointed out in a February 2018 study,
an “important component of healthy
corporate bond secondary markets:
enabling market-makers to manage
their trading books and facilitating
price discovery for dealers, investors
and issuers”.
The market for corporate bonds is
made up of two parts - the primary
market is where companies issue bonds,
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“If you can get holders, fund managers to recycle their holdings
back into the market, whether they do it directly or through
agency lending programmes, suddenly you create an environment
where market-makers can go short, where they know they can actually
borrow the bonds that they might need.
Andy Hill, Icma
normally through intermediaries likes
banks, and the secondary market is
where investors can buy and sell the
bonds.
Liquidity in the corporate bond
market refers specifically to the demand
to trade products in the secondary
market, while credit risk depends on
the credit quality of the issuer, and the
risk of default, which increases when
the economy is weak or under a period
of market stress.
Corporate bond & CDS market
“From a corporate bond perspective,
you can hedge out your interest rate
risk pretty easily enough by buying
and selling the sovereign reference
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bond,” explained Hill. “But in terms
of the credit exposure, CDS is the
instrument – they are the most optimal
way of managing that credit risk.”
The repo market too, Hill added,
is generally the starting point for any
bond market development, even in
frontier markets where they are looking
to develop government bond markets
and a repo market simultaneously.
“It really is the glue that holds
the market together,” he explains.
“However,
market-makers
need
capital, which we know is getting
more expensive. But, they also need
the ability to hedge and the ability to
finance their positions.”
With this in mind, Hill notes there
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is a very strong correlation between
liquidity in CDS markets and liquidity
in the corporate bond markets. “They
do seem to go hand in hand,” he
said. “The repo market is equally
as important from a market-maker
perspective, partially because it’s
harder these days to run inventory and
run positions.
“If you’re providing offer-side
liquidity in bonds that you don’t hold,
you need to have the ability to deliver
those bonds – without a repo market
you can’t do that. So the deeper and
more liquid the repo market, the easier
it is to provide offer-side liquidity.
Similarly when you buy bonds you
need to be able to fund them.”
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Euromoney Conferences deliver high
calibre networking events to a global
audience in the world’s financial markets
We inform, we explain, we connect.
Upcoming Conferences
The GlobalCapital Sustainable and Responsible
Capital Markets Forum 2018
4 September 2018, Amsterdam, Netherlands
The Euromoney Egypt Conference 2018
4-5 September 2018, Cairo, Egypt
Real Return XII: The Inflation-Linked Products
Conference 2018
5 September 2018, New York, United States
The Global Borrowers & Investors Forum - Asia
6 September 2018, Singapore
The Institutional and Alternative Lending NYC
Conference 2018
6 September 2018, New York, United States
Myanmar Global Investment Forum 2018
11-12 September 2018, Nay Pyi Taw, Myanmar
The Euromoney / ECBC Covered Bond
Congress 2018
13 September 2018, Munich, Germany

The Euromoney Asia Private Banking Seminar
13 September 2018, Singapore
The Euromoney Morocco Conference 2018
19 September 2018, Rabat, Morocco
Real Return: The European Inflation Conference
20 September 2018, London, United Kingdom
The Euromoney Kuwait Conference 2018
25 September 2018, Kuwait City, Kuwait
The Euromoney Ghana Conference 2018
25 September 2018, Accra, Ghana
Asia Sustainable & Responsible Capital Markets
Forum 2018
26 September 2018, Hong Kong
The Euromoney Latin America Syndicated Loans
Conference 2018
27-28 September 2018, Miami, United States

For more information please visit:
www.euromoneyconferences.com
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Asset Management CEO of the Year:

Martin Gilbert, Standard Life Aberdeen
Martin Gilbert has come a long way since he co-founded
Aberdeen Asset Management in 1983.

S

ome 35 years after launching
the company, he has completed
more than a dozen deals including (most notably and recently) the
August 2017 merger with Standard
Life.
Standard Life Aberdeen currently
has some £655bn of assets under
management which makes it the second largest asset manager in the UK
and one of the top five managers in
Europe by value of Gilbert is currently the co-chief executive with Keith
Skeoch, the long-serving Standard
Lifer who became chief executive of
that firm in 2015.
The firm operates out of 50 locations worldwide with around 9000
people, 1000 of which are based at the
merged firm’s new headquarters on St

Andrew Square in Edinburgh, which
became occupied in April 2018.
Gilbert and Skeoch said in a joint
statement at the time: “With a rich
and proud Scottish heritage, the business has evolved over the decades
into a global organisation, whilst
remaining at the heart of Scotland’s
economy and business community.”
The Standard Life deal is only the
latest in a series of transactions by
Gilbert and his team however.
Aberdeen acquired Arden Asset Management in 2016, Advance
Emerging Capital, FLAG Capital
Management and SVG Capital’s
stake in a joint venture between the
firms in 2015 and Scottish Widows
Investment Partnership in 2014.
2013 saw Artio Global Investors

and the acquisition of RBS Asset
Management was completed in 2010.
The firm acquired Credit Suisse’s
asset management company in 2009
and Goodman Property Investors in
2008.
In 2005, Aberdeen acquired the
UK and US institutional businesses
of Deutsche Asset Management
Gilbert told Global Investor in
2017: “We started with £50m – the
only way we could grow into one
of the biggest independents in the
world was both organically and inorganically.”
A graduate of the University of
Aberdeen where he earned an LLB
in law and an MA in accountancy,
Gilbert received an honorary doctorate from Heriot-Watt University in
2014 and was elected a Fellow of
the Royal Society of Edinburgh in
2017.

Asset Services CEO of the Year:

Cian Burke, HSBC Securities Services
Cian Burke had big plans for the custody division
and was positioning it at the forefront of a groupwide initiative to make HSBC “a broader holistic client
proposition

C

ian Burke became Head of
HSBC Securities Services
(HSS) in September 2014, having been the co-Head of that business
from April 2010.
As the London-based head of the
HSBC custody business he was responsible for delivering securities
services solutions to the bank’s many
buy-side and corporate clients.
His division offered the full spectrum of custody and fund administration functions including global
and local custody and clearing, traditional and alternative investment
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fund administration, trustee and fiduciary oversight, and issuer service
solutions including the provision of
corporate trust and loan agency capabilities.
The business performed well under Cian’s leadership. HSS increased
adjusted revenue by 12% to $1.75bn
in 2017, making it one of the top performing units in HSBC’s vast and diverse portfolio of businesses.
Yet he had big plans for the custody
division and was positioning it at the
forefront of a group-wide initiative to
make HSBC “a broader holistic client
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proposition”.
Burke told Global Investor in a recent profile: “Increasingly, we are going to become less of an operational
outsourced facility and more of a client-focused, integrated proposition
that is fundamentally supported by
technology.”
Cian originally trained as a chartered accountant before joining HSBC
in 1994.
In his almost 25 years with the
bank, he held many senior positions
within the Global Banking and Markets division, including Co-Head of
HSBC Securities Services, Head of
Prime Services Global Markets, CFO
and COO of Global Markets, Head
of Audit, Global Markets and COO
Global Markets, Australia.
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Asset Manager of the Year:

Legal & General Investment Management
Legal and General Investment Management has
maintained in the past 12 months its leading position in
asset management, with net 2017 inflows of £38.1 billion
across its various business lines and regions.

S

ome 86% of L&G flagship funds
beat their benchmark over the
year to mid-2018. Some 89% of
the firm’s active fixed income funds
out-performed their benchmarks
while 90% of the LGIM multi-asset
funds and 75% of the manager’s
property funds also outstripped
their respective benchmarks.
L&G is particularly strong in UK
defined benefit and defined contribution pension schemes where it is
consistently a market-leader in net
sales to the retail market.
In the DB, the firm continued to

develop its client engagement model while the L&G DB business goes
from strength-to-strength, securing
in mid-2017 its first £1bn workplace
client while the biggest DC scheme
in the UK moved to the L&G investment-only platform in late 2017.
The firm is working hard to expand its international business

and is among the top two fund
managers in Europe by assets under
management.
The company also continues
to innovate. In November LGIM
launched its Future World Fund
which offers better risk-adjusted
equity returns than a conventional
index strategy by deploying an alternatively-weighted index.
The fund also uses a climate ‘tilt’
to reflect the long-term investment
risks linked to climate change.

The firm is working hard to expand its
international business and is among the top
two fund managers in Europe by assets under
management.

Equities Manager of the Year:

BAILLIE GIFFORD
Baillie Gifford has once again proven the value of its
long-term, high conviction approach to active fund
management.

T

he firm currently has about
£180 billion under management which has been growing
at about 13% per annum over the
past decade, largely due to investment performance.
The 110-year old Edinburgh-based
firm still operates a partnership
structure which is conducive to its
long-term investment approach and
contributes to high levels of client
satisfaction.
The average service of its 43 partners is over 20 years and the majority
of Baillie Gifford managers joined the
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firm through its graduate scheme.
The firm is well diversified internationally however, with only about a
third of its business coming from UK
clients while some 90% of its investments are made outside of the UK.
Baillie Gifford has had successes
attracting defined benefit pension

funds in the UK as well as the US and
Asia. It has also enjoyed new mandates from sovereign wealth funds.
The firm also has a hefty private
defined benefit book where the firm
is slowly de-risking into bonds and
moving equities into passive strategies. These flows are being offset by
increased demand from its UK intermediary business and some of its
sub-advised relationships in the US,
including its partnership with US giant Vanguard.

Baillie Gifford still operates a partnership
structure which is conducive to its long-term
investment approach and contributes to high
levels of client satisfaction
66
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Fixed Income Manager of the Year:

Bluebay Asset Management
The Bluebay Asset Management Global Sovereign
Opportunities Fund, launched in late 2015, has had a
strong run partly due to its structure which allows the
team to invest across regions and asset classes.

T

he Fund has an annualised return of nearly 10% (net of fees
as at 31 March 2018) and has
grown since launch from $200 at the
end of 2016 to over $900m at the end
of March this year.
The asset manager went further in
February this year when it expanded its ESG offering by launching the
Global High Yield ESG Bond Fund,
reflecting the fact ESG is now integrated into BlueBay’s investment
process across all investment teams.
BlueBay claims to offer a different
perspective to fixed income inves-

tors because of its background in
hedge funds.
The firm also believes its size enables it to offer the operational depth
and governance of an established
asset manager and the ambition of a
boutique.
These assertions are backed up by

performance. Some 90% of Bluebay
funds outperformed their benchmarks or were on par with the peer
group median over one year. The
firm also prides itself on its ability
to spot new or emerging investment
opportunities as they arise.
Bluebay has also developed a new
investment desk investment platform, the Alpha Decision tool, which
supports the investment process
across desks and provides transparency at every step of the investment
process.

The firm also believes its size enables it to
offer the operational depth and governance
of an established asset manager and the
ambition of a boutique.

ETF/ passive Manager of the Year:

Amundi
Amundi manages a total of over e1.4 trillion of which
the ETF, Indexing and Smart Beta business accounts
for about e90 billion. The Amundi ETF business
recorded 50% organic growth in 2017 with assets under
management increasing to e38 billion.

M

ore recently, the Amundi
ETF arm has passed €40
billion, making it the fifth
largest ETF platform in Europe.
The increase in assets under management represents a doubling of net
new assets compared to 2016, and
was driven by successful exposures
(floating rate notes, multi factor,
emerging equities) as well as significant product innovation.
The French firm launched in late
2017 the Amundi ETF iSTOXX Europe Multi-Factor Market Neutral
UCITS ETF which seeks to replicate
the performance of the “strategy”
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index iSTOXX Europe Multi-Factor
Market Neutral.
This ETF aims to capture the potential long term outperformance of
market’s risk premia while offsetting
the European equity markets’ movements, the firm said.
The Amundi ETF business leverages the company’s long history in

and experience of benchmark construction.
Handling over 100 standard and
tailored indices, Amundi is recognised for the breadth of its indexing
knowledge across all asset classes.
Amundi’s size is also an advantage
as it brings the full range of financial
resources as well as significant bargaining power to our indexing solutions business.
For example, the Amundi ETF
range average ongoing charge (OGC)
is lower than the market: 23 basis
points vs 30 bps, as of end March
2018.

This ETF aims to capture the potential long
term outperformance of market’s risk premia
while offsetting the European equity markets’
movements, the firm said.
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Smart Beta Manager of the Year:

Legal & General Investment Management
troduced the idea of factors to a
conventional market-capitalisation
weighted approach.
HSBC’s UK DC pension scheme
was looking to earn better risk-adjusted returns and find protection
from the long-term financial risk of
climate change. By working closely
with HSBC, LGIM and FTSE-Russell
were able to design a bespoke index
which met the scheme’s needs.
This index comprises a multi-factor equity strategy exposed to four
factors on a balanced basis, in addition to a climate overlay which aims
to manage the risk of transition to a
low-carbon economy.

Legal & General Investment Management launched
in July 2017 its Diversified Multi-Factor Equity Fund
targeting a range of return sources across global
equities. The asset allocation team targets factor
characteristics they expect to deliver returns over the
long-term while diversifying risk where possible.

F

actor-based investing is interesting because research has
shown firms that demonstrate
factor characteristics tend to outperform over the longer-term compared
to indices for example. The Legal &
General Investment Management
fund’s key factors are: value, namely
stocks that trade at a discount to their
prospective fair value based on company data; low volatility; quality, so
that is stocks with strong sustainable
returns characterised by high profitability and low leverage; and small
capitalised firms which typically outperform larger firms over time.

Research has shown that targeting factors has added value, whilst
diversifying across multiple factors
is a prudent approach for investors
who are uncertain about factor timing.
The multi-factor fund complements the Future World Fund
launched in late 2016 which first in-

Research has shown that targeting factors has
added value, whilst diversifying across multiple
factors is a prudent approach for investors
who are uncertain about factor timing.

Multi-asset Manager of the Year:

Prudential Portfolio Management Group
Prudential Portfolio Management Group, which manages
over £180 billion on behalf of Prudential UK, has some
five funds that delivered strong performance in 2018 to
complement solid growth in the two previous years.

T

he Prudential Dynamic Growth
I returned 4.03% in the 12
months to the end of April compared to 1.25% for a comparable fund.
The Dynamic Growth II fund returned 4.85% against 1.25%, the Dynamic Growth III product yielded
5.23% against 2.08%, the Dynamic
Growth IV fund was up 6.87% versus
4.08% and the Pru’s Dynamic Growth
returned 7.09% against 5.54% for a
similar fund.
Prudential said the funds have already attracted assets under management in excess of £2 billion.
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The success and popularity of the
funds is partly due to daily monitoring of portfolios to ensure each asset
class exposure does not drift too far,
which helps generate the appropriate
risk adjusted returns across the range.
PPMG’s long-term asset allocation
process has been in place for nearly

two decades and deploys sophisticated, proprietary modelling based
on the analysis of future asset class
performance characteristics combined
with demographic and economic
growth data.
The Dynamic Growth Funds have
enabled access to much of this expertise for pension scheme members in a
range of portfolios that are well diversified and regularly monitored whilst
still being within the charge cap.artnership with US giant Vanguard.

The success and popularity of the funds is
partly due to daily monitoring of portfolios
to ensure each asset class exposure does not
drift too far.
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Fund of funds Manager of the Year:

Fidelity Investments
The fund of funds market has been coming under
pressure recently as managers across the industry have
faced growing pressure to slash fees and become more
transparent.

S

ome investors also struggle to
understand the diversified nature of these investment vehicles and shy away from them in favour of single strategy products.
But Fidelity bucked the trend
in February 2018 when the firm
launched its Fidelity Select 50 Balanced Fund, a globally diversified
investment product that effectively
offers clients a new one-stop fund
that offers access to the Select 50 investment list.
The Fidelity Select 50 is compiled
by investment experts which are

then grouped into eight categories
to make the investment process
easier to navigate for investors. Fidelity also offers investors special
discounts and a low cost service fee,
which addresses one of the other major drawbacks of multi-funds products, namely that they tend to be

more expensive than single strategy
funds.
Speaking on the Fidelity website,
investment director Tom Stevenson
said: “The Select 50 Balanced Fund
is a quick and easy way to access
the investment expertise that underpins Fidelity’s popular Select 50 list
of preferred funds. Speaking to our
customers since the launch of the
Select 50, it has become clear to us
that we can go even further to help
investors achieve better financial
outcomes.”

The Fidelity Select 50 is compiled by
investment experts which are then grouped
into eight categories to make the investment
process easier to navigate for investors.

Wealth Manager of the Year:

Bordier UK
Bordier UK is one of a handful of private, family-owned
UK wealth managers. Among its key opportunities, the
firm has launched international versions of its main
vehicles to cater for the growing community of nondomicile clients taking up residency in the UK who,
with expat investors, are looking for non-UK assets and
offshore custody.

T

he company feels it combines
the investment excellence of its
larger asset management peers
with the high-touch approach of smaller wealth management specialists.
The investment team is long-established, led by its chairman and chief
investment officer who have been
working in those roles for more than
20 years in which time they have seen
many stock market cycles. Bordier
also has solid foundations, boasting a
Tier 1 Capital ratio over 30%.
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The firm’s main products -- the
Wealth Management Service (WMS),
the Platform Managed Portfolio Service (PMPS) and the Bordier UK
Managed Portfolio Service (BMPS) –
all have Defaqto 5 start ratings, mak-

ing Bordier one of only four managers to have retained its top rating
across three categories for the past
five years. The Bordier WMS Defensive strategy, for example, has produced consecutive positive returns
for the last 15 calendar years.
Bordier UK has also been working
hard on its distribution channels and
has invested in its client portal to improve the online experience though
more granular reporting. The firm
has also launch an App for Android
devices to enable more clients and
advisers to access the portal.

The investment team is long-established, led
by its chairman and chief investment officer
who have been working in those roles for
more than 20 years.
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Infrastructure Manager of the Year:

Infracapital
Infracapital is a London-based infrastructure investment
specialist that has raised and managed over £3 billion
of funds across essential infrastructure sectors. The
company’s focus is to build and actively manage a
diverse and stable portfolio of essential infrastructure
businesses in the UK and Europe.

P

art of M&G Prudential, the European arm of the US financial
giant, Infrastructure’s platform
offers investors multiple ways to access essential European infrastructure
with strategies in both greenfield and
brownfield infrastructure.
The team brings over 450 years of
relevant experience and has developed a proven track record since 2001
having successfully invested across

a range of sectors, geographies and
strategies.
2017 was a busy year for Infracapital with various highlights:
• Infracapital Partners I returned 2.2x
capital to investors
• Infracapital Partners II delivered a
24.9% internal rate of return as well
as a 9.2% average yield since inception (as of September 2017)
• The Infracapital Greenfield Partners

closed with £1.25 and well above
its £1bn target. Its plan is to invest
in the later stage development,
construction and/or expansion of
European economic infrastructure,
targeting higher returns than traditional brownfield investments
• The firm established Digital Infrastructure Investment Partners
after winning a mandate from the
UK Government to invest in highspeed digital infrastructure in the
UK
Infracapital Partners III, which targets mid-market European infrastructure, made in June 2018 its first investment by acquiring a majority stake in
CCNST, a leading provider of broadband services in Germany.

ESG Manager of the Year:

Royal London Asset Management
Being responsible matters to Royal London Asset
Management (RLAM). Experts at the UK investment
house have spent years understanding global
environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks and
opportunities.

R

ecently, the rewards for doing
so have been significant.
During the twelve months
to end of March 2018, all of RLAM’s
sustainable funds outperformed their
target.
Higher exposures to cloud computing, electric vehicles, immuno-oncology and agriculture have led to some of
the success.
Another sector the firm has invested
in is artificial intelligence (AI), which
RLAM believes will be transformative
to society.
An example is in healthcare, where
AI could improve the correct diagnosis rate of disease.
In each of these areas, RLAM has
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had a consistent approach to the selection of companies suitable for its sustainable range of funds.
It is a process that is inherently flexible across equities and fixed income,
capable of meeting client needs on
both a segregated and pooled basis,
and works worldwide.
The house view at the firm is that
the integration of ESG factors into
investment decision making is underestimated and, as the same time, difficult to accomplish.
This creates both an investment opportunity and a competitive edge for
investment teams already active.
As more funds flow into ESG,
RLAM’s experts believe that a strong
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focus on the sector allows more effective identification of opportunities and
that innovation, social improvement
and financial return go hand in hand.
Because RLAM believe that responsible investment is a way of doing
business, clients can expect to get this
as standard – and it’s not all about responsible stock picking.
The firm votes according to principles of good corporate governance
and engages with companies and regulators to push for a more progressive
approach on ESG issues.
It is also making progress on integrating ESG factors where they are relevant to investment in non-screened
funds.
Collaborating with other investors
to strengthen the arguments for good
practices in these areas continues to
be core to RLMA, as well as being
transparent to clients and to the general public on its successes and challenges.
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LDI Manager of the Year:

Insight Investment
Insight Investments, part of BNY Mellon, has grown
rapidly in the past decade to manage over £585
billion of assets and this is largely due to its success
in Liability-Driven Investments, which make up three
quarters of its total investments.

I

nsight was one of a handful of
firms to spot a change in demand
as assets peaked and investors became increasingly concerned about
cash flow and meeting liabilities.
For Insight, the management of
asset and liability risk involves economic performance, the management
of complexity and risk, and responding to market and regulatory changes.
All of Insight’s full discretionary mandates outperformed their
benchmarks in 2017, meaning 86% of
Insight’s funds have outperformed

their benchmarks over the past three
years and 82% of its funds have excelled over the past five years.
Insight’s LDI assets under management increased a tenth in 2017
and this was largely due to the manager winning more business from
existing clients, obviously a strong

endorsement of its service.
Insight has also delivered in the
past year some new features:
• It was innovative in exploring alternative sources of repo liquidity,
which have led to a material reduction in repo funding costs and
greater levels of repo liquidity
• It worked with industry stakeholders to ensure the regulatory environment works
• Insight delivered an approach that
combines a standalone longevity
hedge with an LDI and credit investment approach

For Insight, the management of asset and
liability risk involves economic performance,
the management of complexity and risk, and
responding to market and regulatory changes.

Emerging Markets Manager of the Year:

Bluebay Asset Management
Although its heritage lies in hedge funds, BlueBay Asset
Management is best known as a specialist fixed income
manager with a significant focus on emerging markets
(EM).

T

he company’s EM team is
made up of over thirty experts
with an average 15 years of experience between them, making the
division one of the largest, dedicated
and most sophisticated EM investment units.
Given the firm’s focus on developing of new asset classes within
EM and advocating the merits of local debt in global portfolios, it’s also
frontrunner in the field.
In terms of performance, the BlueBay Emerging Market Credit Alpha
Fund has seen success over the past
twelve months.
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The investment vehicle is now
among the leading performers yearto-date in its peer group, according to
Morningstar data.
The Global Sovereign Opportunities
Fund has an annualised return since
inception of 9.9% while its assets under management have climbed above
$900 million (March 2018) compared
to $200 million when it launched in
2016.
BlueBay’s sophisticated trading
techniques, which utilise a wide range
of instruments, including derivatives,
puts it in a solid position to continue
generating strong returns in the space.
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The firm is confident that it will
continue accessing the right opportunities across multiple sub-asset
classes as the EM sector as the asset
class develops.
In the near term, the absolute-return style Emerging Market Credit
Alpha Fund and the unconstrained
Emerging Market Absolute Return
Bond Fund are well suited to the current environment, focusing on performance differentiation within the
EM universe.
The Emerging Market Absolute
Return Bond Fund also provides flexible, concentrated and liquid exposure, which BlueBay believes is critical for alpha generation in this space.
In February, Polina Kurdyavko,
who was previously the co-head of
the BlueBay EM debt desk, took on
sole responsibility of the division.
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Fiduciary Manager of the Year:

Russell Investments
Russell Investments has in recent years established itself
as one of the top provider of fiduciary management
services in the UK where its excellence has seen it win
business as investors have sought to counter the effects
of rising liability valuations, increased volatility and
greater pressure on sponsor covenants.

R

ussell Investments works with
clients to deliver better outcomes at a total portfolio level,
using its core capabilities extending
across asset allocation, capital markets
insights, factor exposures, manager
research and portfolio implementation.
Key benefits of using Russell are:
advising on strategic decisions that remain under the client’s control; taking
responsibility for the decisions the client doesn’t have the time or expertise
to handle; taking responsibility for the
efficient implementation of all aspects
of the strategy; and holistic reporting
to help the client stay focused on man-

aging the appropriate funding level.
Fiduciary Management at Russell
Investments draws on significant inhouse expertise spread among 25 UK
fiduciary partners, 32 account administrators and 78 portfolio managers.
Russell Investments looks to differentiate its service based on: bespoke
services; a unique approach to fiduciary management based on inhouse
expertise; superior outcomes for

members; investment tools; and comprehensive trustee training.
Russell maintains for trustees an
investment-focused training programme offering a comprehensive,
accessible and up-to-date overview
of the knowledge needed in order to
carry out the trustee role.
Russell Investments Multi-Asset
Growth Strategy (MAGS) has over
nine years’ successful track record,
achieving a smooth growth path and
showing resilience in difficult market
environments.
Since inception, MAGS has beaten
or performed in line with its RPI+4%
target and achieved 73% of the equity
market upside with 60% of the volatility, as of the end of last year.

Russell prides itself on its ability to deliver
transition outcomes in-line with expectations,
across all asset classes.

Marketing Campaign of the Year:

Stone Mountain Capital
Stone Mountain Capital is an independent alternative
investment boutique focused on credit and equity.

T

he London-based firm provides
alternative
investment research and solutions
to institutional clients around the
globe based on extensive cross asset and risk management expertise
in structuring and capital introduction for hedge funds, private assets
and corporate finance.
The company in the past year has
retained existing clients and welcomed new customers on the advisory side. As per January 2018, Stone
Mountain Capital had total alternative Assets under Advisory (AuA) of
$51.1 billion, of which $48 billion was
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mandated in hedge fund AuM with
the remainder in private assets and
corporate finance.
Investor and asset manager clients benefit from extensive alternative investment solution experience,
gathered and applied in mandates,
within leading institutions across the
globe like: investment, commercial,
private and central banks, regulators,
insurance companies, asset managers, pension funds, sovereign wealth
funds, hedge funds, fund of funds,
private equity funds, private debt
funds, family offices, consultants,
multinational corporates and com-
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modity traders across various alternative investment asset classes.
For investor clients, Stone Mountain provides access to a diversified
pool of more than 30 hedge fund
managers with liquid strategies
across four main asset classes: credit
/ fixed income; equity; tactical trading; and fund of hedge funds.
For limited partner (LP) clients
the firms supplies access to a pool of
more than 10 private asset managers
and direct investments with longer
term and illiquid strategies across
the four main assets classes: private
debt / private credit; real estate; infrastructure/ real assets; and capital
relief trades (CRT) for financial institutions.
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Investment Consultant of the Year:

bFinance
As a privately owned investment consultant, bfinance
prides itself on its independence, transparency and
hands on approach.

P

ut simply, the firm’s mission is
to put greater power in investors’ hands in an industry that
frequently sees asset owners at a disadvantage in terms of alignment, resources and information.
Headquartered in London, bfinance works with institutional asset
owners around the globe on the implementation of investment strategy,
from fund manager research and selection to portfolio design, monitoring and fee benchmarking.
Its commitment to a conflict-free,
implementation-focused
business
model means it provides each client
with real customisation, rigorous
analysis to support decisions and a
stronger negotiating position with

service providers.
During the twelve months to March
2018, the volume of assets on which
the firm advised was 57% higher than
a year ago.
The expansion of activity was supported by staff recruitment, including three new senior director hires.
A new unit - Portfolio Solutions –
was also formed in October 2017 with
a new managing director Malcolm
Hunt appointed as its head.
The division represents a considerable expansion of service provision
in monitoring, fee benchmarking and
risk analytics.
Meanwhile, bfinance opened an office in Chicago in late 2017 - its eighth
with London, Sydney, Montreal,

Toronto, Paris, Munich and Amsterdam.
The firm also has a geographically
diverse client base, having worked
with investors in 35 countries. Korea
is a relatively new addition to that list.
In manager selection, one key attraction is that bfinance does not have
“buy-lists” but instead provides “full
universe” coverage and customised
tenders. This delivers a full audit trail
for investors to validate decisions,
rather than relying on consultant’s
stamp of approval.
The knock on effect is that investors
have a stronger negotiating position,
creating competition on terms and
fees.
bFinance’s unconventional (yet
increasingly copied) fee model for
manager selection sees the winning
manager, not the investor, pay a consultancy fee – a transparent fixed cost
communicated up front.

Transition Manager of the Year:

Blackrock
BlackRock is the market-leader in transition
management and underlined this fact in 2017 when
it managed on behalf of clients over 400 transitions
comprising some $273 billion of assets.

B

lackRock has been pushing its
transition management business hard in the Asia, hiring
more people in the region where its
list of clients has more than doubled
since 2016.
The New York-based money management giant established a formal
joint offering with iShares, also part of
the group, to assist clients with their
ETF trading needs and transition assignments to minimise cost and risk.
The firm also established a new
transition management team in Budapest providing additional coverage to
BlackRock’s client base in Europe, the
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Middle East and Africa.
BlackRock took the unusual step
in late 2017 of splitting the transition
management function into two
BlackRock said: “Today, every transition assignment is led by a transition
manager, who is responsible for the
coordination and planning aspects,
and a transition portfolio manager

who is responsible for the trade strategy, strategy implementation and reporting. By bringing the best of breed
expertise to each and every aspect of
the transition, our clients’ transitions
benefit from the highest standard of
care and attention.”
As the largest fund manager in the
world, BlackRock clients also benefit
from the sheer size and scale of BlackRock’s trading desks.
BlackRock’s transition management
business has a global footprint with
more than 50 dedicated individuals.

The success and popularity of the funds is
partly due to daily monitoring of portfolios
to ensure each asset class exposure does not
drift too far.
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Client Clearing Broker / Transfer Agent of the Year:

Societe Generale Securities Services
SGSS focused in 2017 on business development with
European asset managers and saw its assets under
administration rise 8% to e651bn.

T

he French bank has seen particular success in Luxembourg
where it is the second largest
fund administrator and its assets under administration grew a tenth last
year.
Among its key wins were: Notable
Blue Orchard, a Swiss asset manager
specialised in microfinance, mandated SGSS for the launch of a fund in
Luxembourg; Qatar National Bank
mandated SGSS to act as custodian
and administrator to an Irish fund;
Optimum Financial Management
selected SGSS for custody, custo-

dian and administration services
on its French rights funds; while
large banks like Unicredit continued
to rely on SGSS to distribute their
funds.
The French bank sees an advantage over rivals in its ability to produce a flexible service while most
other banks are focused on large volume clients.
SGSS also delivered a new ESG
reporting solution allowing institutional investors and asset managers
to rate their investments against a
broad set of Social and Corporate

Governance (ESG) indicators using
MSCI data and methodology.
A new service called “Ideal” allows clients to outsource trade order
routing and execution and has been
selected by Borletti Group while a
more integrated solution “Crosswise” has been implemented for one
client to leverage a complete front
to back solution (from execution to
back office services) combining the
expertise of SGSS and the technologies of Simcorp Dimension.

The French
bank has seen
particular success in
Luxembourg

Asset Servicing Technology Innovation of the Year:

BNP Paribas Securities Services
BNP Paribas’ acquisition of Janus Henderson’s mutual
fund administration and accounting platform (finalised
in April) makes it the first European bank to administer
US mutual funds.

T

his development means BNP
Paribas Securities Services can
offer a complete multi-asset
class, middle-to-back office solution
covering all major markets, including
the US.
The asset servicing division also
strengthened its local expertise and
capacity in the Netherlands in September 2017 with the acquisition of
Dutch fund house ACTIAM’s middle
and back office platform.
As well as acquisitions, BNP Paribas Securities Services has also been
supported by numerous client mandates globally of late.
In March, the firm landed a major
piece of custody and depositary business from French asset management
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firm Carmignac, representing €44 billion (£38.8 billion) in assets.
Meanwhile, BNP Paribas recently
launched a tri-party collateral management service, the first product
launch of this type in our industry for
15 years.
The model will make use of technologies and algorithms to enable clients
to monitor and anticipate their collateral needs in real time, and to mobilise
collateral quickly and securely.
Elsewhere BNP Paribas Securities
Services is developing Planetfunds, a
digital fund distribution platform leveraging blockchain, big data and artificial intelligence, to offer fund sellers
and fund buyers a global digital solution designed to enhance the entire
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fund distribution chain.
The idea here is to speed up the onboarding process for both fund buyers and asset managers. Fund buyers
using Planetfunds will only have to
upload their profile and investor onboarding documents once. This information will then be shared easily with
the various management companies
on the platform.
Planetfunds also aims to improve
the process of buying and selling
funds thanks to an end-to-end trade
execution solution relying on embedded business rules and shared information.
Finally, the platform’s analytics
tools should help investors explore
fund data to compare and select
funds, and fund managers to finetune their distribution.
The first functionalities of the platform will be released from mid-2018
onwards.
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Index Provider of the Year:

Stoxx Limited
Stoxx, the main German index provider, has been busy in by introducing the iStoxx Global Economic Growth Select 50 and licensing
the past 12 months.

T

he firm launched in April the
new iSTOXX RiskFirst LDI index family, which had been
developed with RiskFirst, the UK’s
leading provider of risk analytics and
reporting solutions to the defined benefit pensions market.
Stoxx delivered in March a new
multi-dimensional offering for highspeed solutions which involved opening up its established index calculation service to the wider market to
address growing demand and launching a new index brand Omnient
In February, Stoxx said the iSTOXX
Global Diversity Impact Select 30 In-

dex and the iSTOXX Europe Diversity
Impact Select 30 Index had been licensed to Goldman Sachs for the issuance of structured products.
In January, the index firm launched
the Stoxx AI Global Artificial Intelligence Index, covering about 200 Artificial Intelligence firms from a range
of industries.
Matteo Andreetto, CEO of STOXX,
said at the time: “AI technologies present an unrivalled investment opportunity, yet investors need solutions to
discern hype from a real opportunity.”
In November, it built on a longstanding relationship with Citigroup

this to the US bank for the purposes of
issuing structured products.
Also late last year, Stoxx cut a deal
to allow Yuanta Securities to launch
a passive index fund based on the iStoxx MUTB Asia/Pacific Quality Dividend 100 Index as the underlying, and
the index provider hired Rick Chau as
its new head of Asia-Pacific based in
Hong Kong.

AI technologies
present an unrivalled
investment
opportunity

Fintech Innovation of the Year:

Visible Alpha
Visible Alpha made its commercial launch in early 2017
and has already established itself as the pre-eminent
investment research tool, partly because it has helped
hundreds of European buy and sell-side firms comply
with the research unbundling rules enshrined in Mifid II.

T

he firm supplies research
tracking and valuation tools
used by more than 100 asset
management firms, with a combined
$16 trillion under management, and
some 450 sell-side firms including the
world’s top research suppliers.
Visible Alpha resides in a competitive space, as various new firms have
emerged to try to help clients answer
the challenges posed by the Mifid II
unbundling requirements. Yet Visible
Alpha claims to be unique because it
provides an end-to-end solution that
enables clients to discover, consume,
track, budget, value and pay for re-
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search content.
Visible Alpha collates sell-side research on over 8,500 listed companies
and enables investors to evaluate
consensus where available and interrogate discrepancies.
The US-based company only
launched in Europe in mid-2017 and
that region already accounts for a

fifth of group revenue.
The company received in January
a ringing endorsement from some of
the world’s top research providers
when Goldman Sachs joined existing
investors Bank of America Merrill
Lynch, Citigroup, Jefferies, Morgan
Stanley and UBS and staked a collective $38 million of equity finance.
This was followed by an additional
investment in February from HSBC.
Visible Alpha has partnership
agreements in place with S&P, Global
Market Intelligence, Thomson Reuters, IHS Markit, Liquidnet, FactSet,
Instinet and ITG.

The firm also believes its size enables it to
offer the operational depth and governance
of an established asset manager and the
ambition of a boutique.
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Thought Leadership

SFTR and Brexit threaten
to expose regulatory
reporting weakness
Mounting costs threaten to overburden firms as reporting obligations grow
writes David Farmery, Head of Business Development, Message Automation,
Broadridge Financial Solutions
Faced with additional stress on regulatory reporting
functions, firms with a patchwork of reporting
technology will risk coming undone. The Securities
Financing Transaction Regulation (SFTR) and Brexit
each pose different challenges for those banks and asset
managers whose report delivery is siloed by asset class
and function.
Since 2012, when we tackled the initial Dodd Frank
reporting required by the CFTC, we have seen a
maturing in the way that firms approach regulatory

technology (regtech). Historically, banks and asset
managers would tackle multiple regulations,
individually. Senior management, when building their
initial solutions to comply with Dodd Frank in 2012, had
an expectation that those same solutions would function
globally, given the common agreement on market
reform set out by the G20 in 2010. Regulators did not see
it that way when it came to enacting the reforms locally.
When the European Markets Infrastructure Regulation
(EMIR) came into effect, it was very different, in terms
of its structure, to Dodd Frank. Therefore the systems
that people had built in-house for Dodd Frank were not
fit for purpose for EMIR.
All of a sudden, a second big budget and development
were needed in Europe. That was repeated as the
G20 agreement was rolled out across Asia and other
jurisdictions. Tactical solutions were built on tactical
solutions, in order to hit compliance deadlines.
Positive change
We believe that the industry has reached a tipping point.
It is apparent that the in-house, tactical approach is
costing many firms a fortune both to maintain and to
expand, whenever new requirements are imposed.
As it offers no competitive advantage and has many
standard elements between businesses, there is a willingness amongst senior management to explore alternative
vendor-based, mutualised approaches to reporting. The
trigger for many was MiFID II. Its complexity led many
businesses to take the first step in implementing a strategic trade-reporting solution.
Broadridge took on six new clients during that process,
almost all of which had an in-house solution, or had
previously delegated reporting and decided in the face of
the requirements they were going to handle MiFID II differently. Once MiFID II was out of the way many chose to
migrate everything over to their new multi-jurisdictional
strategic platform. That momentum has been sustained.
Post-MiFID we are signing and implementing new clients
who are going through the same process.

David Farmery, Head of Business Development,
Message Automation, Broadridge Financial
Solutions
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We believe that the industry
has reached a tipping point. It
is apparent that the in-house,
tactical approach is costing many
firms a fortune both to maintain
and to expand, whenever new
requirements are imposed

Drivers for change
The first common driver occurs when an institution
needs to change or upgrade one or more core systems.
Often reporting logic has been embedded within the
legacy system and implementing a new system gives
them the opportunity to address their reporting needs in
a more system-agnostic manner.
Existing arrangements are often siloed, with firms
using different reporting stacks across different
jurisdictions and for different asset classes. Such
an approach is multiplying maintenance costs and
operational costs, removing any synergies or crosstraining for the operational team, and often reporting
to different trade repositories (TRs), creating additional
external costs.
The decision that firms must make is either to build a
new platform on top of the existing technology, to build
from scratch or to look for a system externally.
The second driver we have seen is a shift from
delegated reporting to in-house reporting. Often this is
driven by concern about the loss of control in reporting,
while responsibility to the regulator is retained. In
some cases delegation responsibility shifts based
upon different trading scenarios, creating operational
complexity and risk.
The third driver stems from institutions wanting
to move into new areas of business which changes
their regulatory status. For example, some sell-side
businesses building up US business may need to
register as a swaps dealer in the United States. That
carries a reporting obligation, in real time, based upon
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)
regulations to a US Trade Repository. Equally, dealing
with Swiss counterparts in Europe can require brokers
to support delegated reporting under FinFrag if they
are to win business.

into the data standard. Formatting the output for the
relevant trade repository is managed simply, through
dropping in new business rules.
The imminent risk
Looking ahead there are new challenges, which
a strategic approach can futureproof against. The
first is Brexit, which will potentially lead firms to
create separate entities in mainland Europe and in
London. That potentially means a new operational
team, although reporting could still continue to be
centralised. However there will likely be a bifurcation
of where those reports go to. We are having Brexit
conversations with existing customers now, setting up
the infrastructure to support their European entity.
The second is ongoing regulation. Stock lending
and repurchase agreements will come into scope for
reporting under the SFTR for the first time in 2019.
From a pure regulatory reporting perspective we see
few challenges for our platform in supporting SFTR.
There will be new data sources, new asset classes, and
quite a few new moving parts. There are certainly
new market infrastructures that need to be in place to
support it. There is nothing unique about SFTR from
a reporting point of view but there will be challenges
within firms organisationally, for example, SFTs have
never been reported before. These organisational
challenges impact both the buy side and sell side. With
the provision for delegating reporting, buy-side firms
may be looking for their brokers to report on their
behalf, but equally it is part of the continuum, and if
they have their MiFID II reporting in-house, they may
be tempted to continue to build on that for SFTR.
The big risk is where a business has a disconnect
internally. Regulatory reporting teams are often fully
supportive of leveraging a strategic solution to do all of
their reporting, but a desk or business with no exposure
to other regulatory reporting may see their systems and
reporting as proprietary to their function, creating a silo
which stops the business from driving down costs.
Looking ahead there are two imminent situations, one
political, one regulatory, which present major challenges
for a tactical approach to reporting. To keep ahead of the
risks, senior management should develop an assertive
strategic approach now.

Improving total cost of ownership
To implement a strategic platform, banks and asset
managers need technology that is truly capable
of working cross-asset. It must extract trade event
information from disparate source systems, capturing
data once, enriching it, harmonising it within a common
data model and then using that data to populate trade
reports across markets and jurisdictions. Having the
ability to ingest a trade event once, determine which
rules it is in scope for, and in cases where it might be
caught by several – for example EMIR and for MiFID
– is where a holistic platform can deliver intraday at
an operational level. It enables the firm to support a
single Regulatory Operations team, which tracks crossjurisdictional exception handling.
Over the medium-term, having trades represented in
a harmonised data standard allows new regulations to
be onboarded rapidly. Specific information that a new
jurisdiction or regulation might need can be mapped
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Real Estate Fund Administrator of the Year:

RBC Investor & Treasury Services
tus progression overview, highlighted
net-asset-value exceptions and an integrated audit log of key actions.
RBC I&TS has also launched a series
of data visualisation features to pilot
clients and in 2018 will make them accessible to its wider client base while
broadening and deepening insights
through the use of advanced analytics.
The company continues to enhance its regulatory solutions and an
expanded Governance and Regulatory Solutions (GRS) group oversees
a dedicated General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) change program,
hosts regular client roundtables and
webinars, delivers weekly digests and
curates daily content from Thomson
Reuters Global Regulatory Intelligence.

In April 2018, a survey by KPMG concluded that when
real estate fund managers look out over today’s services
provider landscape, they will likely come away with a
positive impression.

T

he study found that fund administrators have significantly
strengthened operational performance and capabilities and are
delivering more tangible value by
investing in people, processes and
platforms. RBC Investor & Treasury
Services (RBC I&TS) is a leading example.
Earlier this year, RBC I&TS enhanced the leadership of its PCS business by appointing Imran Khan from
Vistra Group as global head of PCS
operations.

“We are investing significantly in
our PCS business and Imran will focus on exceeding client expectations
and enhancing our global operating
model for this important sector,” said
Paul Bridgeman, managing director,
global line operations, RBC I&TS.
Through its Advanced Client Experience (ACE) programme, the company has created digitisation labs and
has launched four applications over
the past 18 months. Recent enhancements to the fund accounting app include a real-time net-asset-value sta-

Private Equity Fund Administrator of the Year:

Northern Trust
Northern Trust has continued to innovate in the
private equity space, particularly in the area of fund
administration.

I

n February 2017, the firm launched
the first commercial deployment
of blockchain technology for the
private equity market.
This could be a potential gamechanger for private equity administration and other asset classes.
It was followed by an announcement in March 2018 that companies
can now carry out audits of private
equity lifecycle events directly via
blockchain.
The enhancement allows auditors
to have its own blockchain node, providing access to relevant fund data to
enable real-time audit capabilities.
Northern Trust, along with PwC
and other firms in Guernsey, proved
that auditors can now access fund
data held on the private equity block-
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chain to specific events.
Overall, Northern Trust’s private
equity fund administration capabilities form an integral part of the Chicago-headquartered bank’s global
alternatives asset servicing solutions
practice.
This supports more than $1 trillion
(£750 billion) in alternative assets on
behalf of asset managers and asset
owners, including over $78 billion in
private equity assets under administration (as of December 2017).
New asset servicing mandates include the Northern Pool, which combines £46 billion in assets from the
Greater Manchester, West Yorkshire
and Merseyside local UK government schemes, which recently picked
Northern Trust for custody, securities
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lending and private equity administration.
“We appointed Northern Trust
based on their proven experience in the
UK pensions market and their ability
to offer us a range of holistic reporting,
custody and alternative administration
solutions, in accordance with the government’s requirements of putting the
highest and most expedient levels of
regulation and asset safety at the heart
of the Northern Pool,” Ian Greenwood,
chair of the collective investment vehicle, said in April..

This could be a
potential gamechanger for private
equity administration
and other asset
classes.
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Trading System of the Year:

Tora
• The release of a new reporting solution that gives asset managers
real-time insight into their trading
operations anytime, anywhere
• The launch of an AI-Driven pretrade analytics tool to help firms
meet stricter Mifid II best execution requirements
• The release of the TORA Ticketing
System which provides advanced
pre- and post-trade allocation,
trade reconciliation, commission
management and investment book
of records (IBOR) functionality
• The enhancement of its stock locate module for short trading
which now represents the largest
e-locate network in the market
• Drastically enhanced trade volume capacity and processing
speed

TORA is a cloud-based investment technology platform
that supplies all the features needed to manage
investments. The company, founded in 2004 in San
Francisco and Tokyo, has an integrated, modular
solution that supports order management, execution
management, portfolio management, compliance,
analytics and risk.

I

n its formative years the company targeted Asian hedge funds
and asset managers through its
Hong Kong, Singapore and Sydney
offices but the company has focused
on Europe more recently, opening an
office in 2016 and launching a Mifid
II solution in 2017.
TORA, which offers connectivity
to over 100 international equities,
derivatives, foreign exchange and
other markets, also opened a New

York office last year.
2017 was a breakthrough year for
many reasons. TORA signed one of
Asia’s fastest growing hedge funds
and displaced the most widely used
OMS and EMS platforms at a global
multi-billion AUM fund.
TORA’s 2017 revenue was up a
fifth on the previous year while its
headcount globally increased by a
tenth.
Some 2017 landmarks include:

Best Technology Product: Regulatory Change:

Broadridge Financial Solutions
As the post-trade technology partner to some of the
largest investment banks in the world, Broadridge faced
late last year a huge undertaking in getting all of its
clients ready for the introduction of the vast European
Mifid II reforms in January 2018.

B

ut the US technology firm
came through the ordeal with
flying colours, ensuring with
a relatively small team that some 12
clients went live on the same day
with the firm’s Mifid II solution.
Mifid II has been in the making
for years but Broadridge still had to
deal with some last minute changes
such as the inclusion on December
29 of a Trading on Trading Venue
field by one Approved Reporting
Mechanism, and the Legal Entity
Identifier suspension which meant
some firms that were previously out
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of scope were thrown back in play.
Based on feedback from working
groups, Broadridge responded to requests by developing powerful data
lineage and traceability functionality for operational oversight, exception management, categorisation,
assigning of responsibility and re-

mediation.
The company in late 2017 managed the integration with its business of Message Automation, which
was acquired in March last year.
Message Automation is now the regulatory reporting arm of Broadridge,
which supports multi-jurisdictional
regulatory reporting in 10 jurisdictions, with more to follow, according
to the firm.
The company does not operate a
European reporting platform however, enabling clients to choose their
preferred reporting outlet.

Mifid II has been in the making for years but
Broadridge still had to deal with some last
minute changes
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Collateral Management System of the Year:

BNP Paribas Securities Services
BNP Paribas Securities Services launched in October
2017 a triparty collateral management service that
connects collateral takers and collateral givers to help
them address new regulations that require market
participants to collateralise their financing and over-thecounter derivative trades to manage counterparty risk.

T

rading firms are increasingly
looking for more sophisticated collateral management solutions thart enable them to mobilise
their assets quickly and use a wider
range of securities to back up their
trades.
Patrick Colle, general manager
of BNP Paribas Securities Services,
said: “BNP Paribas Securities Services has a strong and diversified
client base, which puts us in an ideal
position to ease the circulation of
collateral between buy and sell-side
market participants as well as cen-

tral clearing counterparties - something that few collateral platforms
do today. Our objective is to create
a community of collateral takers and
collateral givers to develop a comprehensive pool of liquidity and remove bottlenecks in the sourcing of
collateral.”
As a tri-party collateral agent, BNP
Paribas Securities Services handles
its clients’ collateral needs, from net
exposure calculation, automatic collateral allocation and substitution, to
physical settlement and custody of
these assets.

The service also comes with innovative features such as the ability
to provide access to segregated markets, therefore enabling clients to access previously untapped sources of
collateral.
Furthermore, as a global and local custodian, BNP Paribas Securities Services is able to give clients
the opportunity to source collateral
directly on the domestic markets in
which they invest, therefore alleviating the burden of constant collateral
inventory management.

BNP Paribas
Securities Services
has a strong and
diversified client
base

Risk Management System of the Year:

Thomson Reuters
Connected Risk is the Thomson Reuters best-ofbreed governance and compliance software platform,
delivering optimal risk management through an
enterprise-wide view of risk.

T

he platform draws on various sources from outside and
within the client organisation
into a single, aggregated view of risk.
Connected Risk seamlessly integrates
critical risk data to deliver a holistic,
enterprise-wide view of risk.
The service works by prioritising
data using advanced mapping, and
making the information easier to understand through a system of tags,
structures, charts, and a shared taxonomy.
In the past 12 months, Thomson
Reuters has added the following
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modules:
• Regulatory Change Management
– automates and streamlines the
regulatory change management
process
• Model Risk Management - applies
robust governance and review
procedures to all critical models
• Audit Management – performs
risk assessments, planning, reporting and issue follow-up through
robust audit lifecycle management
• Risk Management - creates flexible
assessment frameworks with integrated incident capture and key
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risk indicator tracking.
• Connected Risk offers a fluid approach to risk management that
allows you to tailor your own solutions on our platform or take our
out-of-the-box risk solution and
refine them as necessary.
By seamlessly consolidating data,
risk professionals are empowered to
make more informed decisions and
pinpoint critical risk exposures, enabling acceptable risk to be embraced
with confidence.
Thomson Reuters believes that,
whilst risk professionals seek a holistic GRC technology offering, clients
can’t always dislodge legacy solutions that are rooted throughout their
organisations. For that reason, Connected Risk connects with client’s
legacy solutions.
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Exchange

Clearing House

Fund Administrator

of the Year:

of the Year:

of the Year:

Eurex

LCH

BNY Mellon

Frankfurt-based Eurex
has continued to lead
the European derivatives
market with innovation.

LCH, which is majorityowned by the London Stock
Exchange, may face opposition to its dominance in
swaps clearing from European politicians citing Brexit
but for now, it is the clear
market-leader in swaps and
other asset classes.

BNY Mellon provides fund
administration services
for a wide variety of funds
globally, including money
market, equity, bond,
multi-manager, ETFs, fund
of funds and alternative
investment funds.

A

t the end of May 2018,
Deutsche Boerse, the parent
of Eurex, dipped back into
the mergers and acquisitions market with a definitive agreement to
acquire GTX’s ECN business from
GAIN Capital Holdings for $100
million.
The exchange hit in January an
all-time high in single stock dividend futures with a total of more
than 650,000 traded contracts,
meaning an average daily volume
of more than 27,000 contracts.
At the end of the year, Eurex said
that in 2018 it will further expand
its suite of capital efficient products
like total return futures, the STOXX
portfolio and its MSCI derivatives
universe. In November the exchange launched three options on
fixed income ETFs.
Late in 2017, just before the introduction of the Mifid II rules, Eurex
launched a new fixed income service that allows bank’s broker desks
and inter-dealer brokers to contact
market-makers with request for
quotes.
Randolf Roth, member of the
Eurex Executive Board, said: “We
continue to innovate and adopt our
market structure to the evolving
needs of the financial industry and
the real economy.”
The exchange launched in October Euro-BTP options which builds
on the BTP futures products already
available at the exchange to extend
clients ability to hedge their exposure to Italian interest rates.
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I

n 2017, the main swaps clearing
platform SwapClear processed
a mind-boggling $873 trillion
in notional swaps, which was up
nearly a third on the previous year
which LCH attributed to new clients
in new regions.
SwapClear also offers a trade compression services which has struck
a chord particularly with the largest investment banks who are keen
to use compression to reduce their
balance sheets and, therefore, their
capital allocation commitments.
SwapClear compression volumes
broke $600 trillion in 2017, which
was up 58% on the previous year.
ForexClear, the smaller foreign exchange clearing platform, has seen
even stronger growth, handling in
2017 some $11 trillion in notional
outstanding, which was up from
$3.2 trillion in 2016. ForexClear handled some $4.3 trillion of notional in
the first three months of this year,
which was more than in all of 2016.
RepoClear, the repo service, had
last year the busiest year in its history, clearing €175 trillion across the
LCH clearing houses in London and
Paris, which was up a quarter on
2016.
LCH also launched its SwapAgent
service, a new service that supports
complex derivatives that are not
cleared, going live first with crosscurrency swaps.
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T

he firm’s wider asset servicing
business supports institutional
investors in today’s fast-evolving markets, safeguards assets and
enhancing the management and administers client investments through
services that process, monitor and
measure data from around the world.
The firm leverages its global footprint and local expertise to deliver insight and solutions across every stage
of the investment lifecycle.
The trends seen by BNY Mellon in
the past year include an ongoing shift
to passive (ETFs in particular) growth
in alternatives, including an increased
interest for loan funds and property
funds, and the progressive impact of
ESG. In 2017, the firm supported over
2,600 funds were supported in Europe, the Middle East and Africa.
Locally domiciled funds in the UK,
Ireland, and Luxembourg are a big
part of BNY Mellon’s client base.
Turnkey solutions for easy access to
US mutual fund market and distribution in more than 40 markets is another compelling offering.
The bank supports more than 199
transfer agency clients worldwide
and provides sub accounting services
to over 150 million active accounts.
As one of the world’s largest global
custodians with $33.3 trillion in assets under custody and presence on
six continents, 35 countries and 100+
markets – BNY Mellon is a bank with
local experience and global strength.
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interview

Boaz Yaari

Yaari’s Sharegain seeks to
simplify securities lending
By Andrew Neil
Four years ago Boaz Yaari sat in a
meeting with a senior prime brokerage
executive who described the securities
lending market as a ‘Jurassic Park
ecosystem.’
“I’m Israeli, so I’ve always had an
inquisitive side, but that was like
waving a red flag in front of a bull,”
Yaari, founder and chief executive of
Sharegain, told Global Investor.
As a former derivatives trader and
portfolio manager, Boaz was interested
in securities lending early on in
his career mainly from a borrower
perspective.
“I was often amazed by the
opaqueness of this market and how
lending rates and recalls seemed so
arbitrary” he explained. “Since then,
it’s been fascinating to see how deep
the rabbit hole goes.”
It turns out the rabbit hole goes quite
some way.
There are more than 45,000 unique
securities on loan worldwide
according to DataLend and, as of May
2018, over $21 trillion (£15.7 trillion)
worth of assets sitting in lending
programmes.
According to statistics from IHS
Markit, volatility in the first three
months of 2018 helped the securities
lending industry post its highest first
quarter revenue figure (£1.9 billion) in
a decade.
“Revenues topped $9 billion globally
over the whole of 2017 but I believe
that figure could be significantly larger
if a wider set of investors became
involved,” Boaz suggested.
Sharegain, Yaari’s first foray into
entrepreneurship, was founded in
2015 and is backed by £5 million
in funding from venture capital
funds and private investors from the
financial industry.
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Boaz Yaari

The platform’s core objectives? To
simplify and commoditise securities
lending, and make it available to
every investor, improve transparency,
liquidity and investor control over the
process.
Initially, the firm is targeting family
offices, private banks as well as small
and medium size wealth management
firms not known for lending their
assets.
Its first trade took place in July 2017
and involved a family office lending
equities to a prime broker.
The end goal is to make securities
lending accessible to private investors
to the point that all they need to do is
log on to their own online accounts
and - at the click of the button activate Sharegain and earn income
from lending stocks.
“We’re a fintech but not in the usual
sense,” added Liad Amit, Sharegain’s
co-founder and chief marketing officer.
“Most fintechs try to disintermediate
existing markets, while we’re
collaborating with our market.
“We’re also generating tangible
revenue for clients, not just cost or
time savings.” Amit, previously the
head of innovation at Bank Hapoalim,
explained.
In the traditional institutional
securities lending market, there are
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still concerns over risk, pricing and
transparency.
Boaz says family offices, high
net worth individuals and wealth
managers have the same concerns and
nearly all want greater control over the
process before they even start to think
about lending.
“That’s where we come in. Sharegain
allows users to actively control which
securities they want to lend – under
what terms and to who,” he said.
“Every term is fully-customisable by a
tick of a box or a slide of a slider.”
He describes his company as the
first “digital securities lending agent”.
As well as giving more control to
investors, the firm has the technology
to run programmes on their behalf
and allow them to be as active or as
passive as they wish whilst having
control and transparency on all
processes.
‘Specials’ (securities in demand
generating fees at the higher end of
scale) are the main focus.
The company recently signed up as a
member to the International Securities
Lending Association (ISLA), signalling
its intent to collaborate and ensure
best practices.
Its head of operations, Matthew
Barnett, has close to two decades of
experience in operations. His last role
was the EMEA head of equity finance
middle office at Barclays.
“We’re on mission to level the
playing filed, take away some of the
friction and bring securities lending to
the digital age,” Boaz concludes.
“We also believe that the
introduction of new lucrative supply
of specials through Sharegain, will
unlock pent up demand that currently
cannot be met, for various reasons, by
the existing market.”
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Compliance data under review?
Regulators have signalled their intentions and stated “that there needs
to be a line in the sand” and that they will “continue to take appropriate
action against any firm that fails to meet requirements”
If your data is being reviewed, your first stop should be Forensyx.

Making data work for you

sales@euromoneytradedata.com
+44 (0)1277 633777
www.euromoneytradedata.com/data-services/forensyx

SECURITIES
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YOU NEED SERENITY,
WE ARE A TRUSTED
BANK WORLDWIDE
CONTROLLING
RISKS TO PROTECT
ASSETS AND
CREATE VALUE

Benefit from the security
of a leading depositary bank,
with strict processes and
reinforced protection
for its investors.
securities-services.societegenerale.com
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